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1. Amma’s Sari (Sandhya Parappukkaran And Michelle Pereira)                  $24.99    $19.99
As a second-generation migrant, 6-year-old Shreya’s life tilts between her life at home and the outside 
world. While her love for family lifts her up, her spirits plummet at the stares and whispers that her 
mother’s sari attracts. Searching for balance, Shreya asks questions about her culture. But despite the 
beautiful stories her mother shares, Shreya’s internal and external struggle continues. But when Shreya 
finds herself lost in a crowd, it’s the shimmer of Amma’s sari that leads her to finding pride in her 
difference. Amma’s Sari is a powerful reflection on connection with family, the acceptance of difference, 
and the celebration of cultural heritage. Perfect for ages 3 and up. Culture-Heritage-Family-Difference-
Acceptance

2. Bad Guys #15: Open Wide And Say Arrrgh! (Aaron Blabey)  $16.99    $13.59
Weird? !Nothing weird ever happens in the Bad Guys. Like, you would never see a chainsaw monster 
confronting a velociraptor who has eaten an elderly piranha, or the disturbing antics of a deranged 
dentist running amok with an oversized drill. Nope. None of that nonsense here! Age 7+ For all books in 
this series type BAD GUYS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

3. Bees Are Our Friends (Tonu D’alia And Alice Lindstrom)  $19.99    $15.99
Bees Are Our Friends invites readers into a stunning garden to admire the hard work of one little bee. 
As the bee pollinates the garden, vibrant flowers and ripe fruit and vegetables burst to life around her.  
Down in the garden, up high in a tree,  is a busy beehive … and one little bee. Written in irresistible 
rhyme by Toni D’Alia, and lavishly illustrated by Alice Lindstrom, young readers will pore over this perfect 
introduction to these essential insects. Rhyming Text-Bees-Gardens-Pollination

4. Big Magic (Sarah Armstrong)   $17.99    $14.39
Eleven-year-old Tulsi comes from a long line of women magicians, but her mother has always forbidden 
her to learn Big Magic. It’s dangerous, thrilling, and powerful – and Tulsi wants it more than anything. But 
one hot summer’s night, a magic trick goes horribly wrong, and her mother disappears. Only one person 
can bring her back, and that’s Tulsi. But first, she’ll have to learn a lifetime’s worth of Big Magic – in just 
one month.  It’s an impossible task, especially when her teacher – her strange grandmother, Sylvie – was 
long ago banned from doing any Big Magic at all. Tulsi is determined to save her mum, but does she have 
what it takes? And where, exactly, has her mother gone? Fantasy-Adventure-Parallel World-Magic Age 9+

5. Bin Chicken Flies Again (Kate Temple And Ronojoy Ghosh)  $17.99    $14.39
‘Where’s all the garbage and delightful bin juice? This trash can is empty, I feel like a goose! That dirty 
truck is stealing my food! It’s simply not on. How terribly rude!’ Ibis has a grand plan to take back her 
trash! But look out, she’s got some very hungry competition ... Australian Animals-Australian Birds-Birds-
Environmental Issues-Humour

6. Bravest Word, The (Kate Foster)   $17.99    $14.39
A rescue story of love and trust between a boy and a dog from the talented author of Paws. Do you hear 
that? You’re Cliff now, and your life is going to get better, I promise. When eleven-year-old Matt finds Cliff, 
a hurt, neglected dog abandoned in the bush, he knows the brave little pup needs saving. He wants to 
help. But can he? Lately, Matt has had way more bad days than good days. The pieces of his life just don’t 
seem to fit together any more and he doesn’t understand why. He’s finding it impossible to concentrate 
at school and has lost interest in the activities he used to love. Plus, he’s tired all the time. Matt’s too afraid 
to share what’s really going on in his own head with anyone. His friends and family will never understand 
. . . maybe it’s not only Cliff who needs saving. Mental Health-Depression-Dogs Age 9+
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7. Butterly Club #1: Ship Of Doom, The (M.A. Bennett)   $14.99    $11.99
Greenwich, London, 15th February 1894. Luna thinks that an evening at her aunt’s butterfly club sounds deathly boring. But it turns 
out that the meeting, held in the Butterfly Room at the Greenwich Observatory, is not at all as Luna expects. The Butterfly Club is 
a society with an unusual secret . . . they use time travel to plunder the future for wonders. Together with her friends, Konstantin 
and Aidan, and a clockwork cuckoo, Luna boards the Time Train. The gang travel to 1912 and find themselves aboard a great 
ship travelling from Southampton to New York. They locate a man called Guglielmo Marconi and his new invention: the wireless 
radio. But as the ship heads into icy waters, they discover its name: The RMS TITANIC Can Luna and the boys save Marconi and his 
invention from the doomed ship? Can they get the radio back home to the Butterfly Club? And how will their actions change the 
rest of time? Adventure-Time Travel Age 9+

8. Callers, The (Kiah Thomas)   $15.99    $12.79
In the world of Elipsom, the ability to Call, or summon objects, is a coveted skill. And yet despite being born into a family of Callers, 
Quin doesn’t have the gift. But everything changes when instead of summoning an object, Quin makes something disappear. He 
quickly discovers that the objects Callers bring into their world aren’t conjured at all, but are taken from another land, and another 
people who have had their lives slowly stolen from them. Now Quin must team up with Allie, a girl who’s determined to stop 
this unjust practice, and decide whether he should remain loyal to his family, or betray them-and save the world. From dazzling 
newcomer Kiah Thomas comes an arresting, fast-paced and thought-provoking adventure about the consequences of wanting 
more than we need. Fantasy-Adventure Age 8+

9. Camp Canberra (Krys Scalier And Cathy Wilcox)   $24.99    $19.99
The students of Mount Mayhem Primary are on their school trip to Canberra. Their teacher, Ms Sparks says they will visit places of 
National Significance and learn about Australian History and Government. Who knew Canberra could be so interesting! Australia-
Canberra-Travel

10. Cat Kid Comic Club #3: On Purpose (Dav Pilkey)   $17.99    $14.39
It’s time for the next bestselling Cat Kid Comic Club graphic novel! There’s trouble in the Cat Kid Comic Club. Can Li’l Petey, Molly, 
Flippy, and twenty-one baby frog art students persevere to create their irreverent, heartfelt, and hysterical comics masterpieces? 
Graphic Novel-Humour-Art-Creativity Age 7+ For all books in this series type CAT KID COMIC CLUB into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

11. Charlie’s Swim (Edith Wright And Charmaine Ledden-Lewis)   $24.99    $19.99
During WWII after the Japanese invasion of Java, more than 1000 refugees from the Dutch East Indies, many in flying boats, passed 
through Broome, which was a major refuelling point and a significant Allied military base. On 3 March 1942 Broome was attacked 
by Japanese fighter planes, killing at least 88 civilians and Allied military personnel. Charlie’s Swim is based on the true story of 
the author’s Uncle Charlie (Charles D’Antoine) who was working inside a flying boat when the attack began. In the midst of flying 
bullets, blazing fires and sharks, Charlie saw a woman and child desperately trying to keep afloat and without hesitation went to 
their rescue. In 1944, Charlie was awarded a Certificate of Merit from the Royal Humane Society of Australasia in recognition of 
his efforts and he was awarded four medals for bravery from the Dutch government. It took a further 80 years for the Australian 
government and military to formally recognise this bravery. ‘One morning Charlie was working inside a seaplane. He suddenly 
heard planes flying overhead, and they seemed incredibly low. Charlie went outside. When he looked up he saw enemy planes 
swooping towards the bay.’ Aboriginal Studies-True Stories-Historical-World War 2-Bravery-Broome

12. Crumbs (Phil Cummings And Shane Devries)   $24.99    $19.99
On a wintry city street, a one-legged bird dances for crumbs to eat ... but Ella has nothing to give. Then her father shows how a 
simple act of human kindness can spread joy to all. A captivating and universal story to warm the hearts of readers everywhere, from 
the award-winning creators of Boy and Ride, Ricardo, Ride. Homelessness-Kindness-Compassion-Giving-Community-Humanity

13. Echidna Near My Place, The (Sue Whiting And Cate James)   $26.99    $21.59
Nana and I walk through the paddock most days. And you know what? An echidna lives here. We don’t always see it. But I’m always 
looking for it. As a young child and their nana go for walks together, they follow a short-beaked echidna keenly observing and 
discussing what its life might be life. Learn with them about what echidnas eat, where they live, and how they protect themselves. A 
wonderful addition to the acclaimed and award-winning Nature Storybook series, which provides memorable reading experiences, 
combining narrative and factual forms. Australia-Australian Animals-Echidnas-Animals Body Parts-Habitats-Narrative Non Fiction

14. Emmie And Friends: Remarkable Ruby Graphic Novel (Terri Libenson)   $17.99    $14.39
Pride. Popularity . . . Poetry Middle school. Ruby and Mia are total opposites: Ruby is a little awkward, not a “joiner,” and loves to write 
poetry. While Mia is type A, popular(ish), and wants to be class prez. They used to be friends. But now they have nothing in common 
anymore. . . . Or do they Don’t miss the rest of the Emmie & Friends series: Invisible Emmie, Positively Izzy, Just Jaime, Becoming 
Brianna, Truly Tyler, and You-Niquely You: An Emmie & Friends Interactive Journal! Graphic Novel-Friendship-Growing Up-Identity-
Confidence Age 9+ For all books in this series type EMMIE AND FRIENDS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

15. Escape Room (Christopher Edge)   $14.99    $11.99
When twelve-year-old Ami arrives at The Escape, she thinks it’s just a game - the ultimate escape room with puzzles and challenges 
to beat before time runs out. Meeting her teammates, Adjoa, Ibrahim, Oscar and Min, Ami learns from the Host that they have been 
chosen to save the world and they must work together to find the Answer. But as he locks them inside the first room, they quickly 
realise this is no ordinary game. From a cavernous library of dust to an ancient Mayan tomb, a deserted shopping mall stalked by 
extinct animals to the command module of a spaceship heading to Mars, the perils of The Escape seem endless. Can Ami and her 
friends find the Answer before it’s too late? Friendship-Adventure-Ancient Civilizations-Environemental Issues-Pollution Age 9+
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16. Goose The Artist (Kimberly Andrews)   $19.99    $15.99
Meet Goose, a passionate artist who wants to create a PERFECT portrait and win the village art competition. But after a whole week 
of painting Puffin and friends, Goose is all aflutter. Is an artist’s work EVER good enough? Goose strives to win an art award in this 
endearing tale from Kimberly Andrews’ acclaimed Puffin the Architect series. I’m Goose! And I descend from famous painter geese. 
Every day I paint and draw to make a masterpiece. As Goose paints and paints to make the perfect picture, the deadline draws 
closer, the pressure mounts and Goose feels the cherished award slipping further and further out of reach. Then disaster strikes. Will 
anything or anyone help our tortured hero win through? This delightful story is set in the endearing world of Puffin the Architect 
and her friends. Readers will love poring over Kimberly Andrews’ detailed pictures and spotting the spider hidden on every page, 
as Goose explores the trials and rewards of making art. Art-Artists-Persistence-Community

17. Grandma’s Story (Moira Butterfield And Salvatore Rubbino)   $27.99    $22.39
This charming picture-book is all about grandparents, grandchildren and connections between the generations. The two 
important messages at its heart are, first, that older family members often play a HUGE part in a child’s life, which is something to 
celebrate, and, second, that we each have our own “life story” – a fundamental point for developing empathy in young children. 
With characterful artwork throughout, and an end-note packed full of suggestions on how to use this book with a child.  Family-
Family History-Storytelling-Grandparents

18. Gus And The Starlight (Victoria Carless)   $16.99    $13.59
Gus doesn’t want to make friends. She also doesn’t want to be intrigued by the cat-lady teacher at her new school, or the Riley’s 
Comet project that she and her seaweed-eating science partner are working on together. And she definitely doesn’t want to fall in 
love with her job as the projectionist at the Starlight, a drive-in movie theatre that her family is reviving. Because, knowing Gus’s 
luck, she and her family could be moving on in a day, or a week, or a month. When the ghosts that haunt Mum catch up with them. 
Or if the Starlight doesn’t succeed. Then she’ll have to say goodbye. Again. And saying goodbye is too hard. Magical Realism-
Family-Friendship Age 10+

19. How To Count To One (Caspar Salmon And Matt Hunt)   $22.99    $18.39
You know how to count, right? GREAT! There are LOADS of fun things to count in this book. Whales, baboons, rainbows, pyramids...
There’s just rule. You must ONLY ever count to ONE. So don’t even about THINK bigger numbers. OK?! Get ready to show off your 
skills in this fun new counting book! But all is not as it seems...is this book really only about counting to ‘ONE’? Because there are 
SO MANY fun things that you could count. But - wait - maybe there’s a way to outsmart the book...and count all the way up to 100! 
A fun and interactive read-aloud experience, perfect for fans of B J Novak’s international bestseller The Book With No Pictures. 
Counting-Humour-Observation-Interactive

20. Kensy And Max #9: Chasing Danger (Jacqueline Harvey)   $16.99    $13.59
What do you do when ghosts rise from the past? When they reveal long-buried secrets that could turn your world upside 
down? When an earthquake causes a breach at a super-secret Pharos prison, Kensy and Max must join an urgent assignment 
to Queenstown, New Zealand. Time is of the essence - the escaped prisoners are two highly dangerous men out for revenge 
against both Pharos and the Spencer family. The twins head into the wilderness in pursuit. But the mountains are dangerous, and 
instability brought on by the earthquake is only making things worse. Meanwhile, strange things are happening back in London 
as one Pharos agent is attacked and another disappears. It will take all of Kensy and Max’s hard-earned skills to come out of this 
mission alive - but what will be waiting for them when they do? Age 9+ For all books in this series type KENSY AND MAX into the 
search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

21. Kind: A Call To Care For Every Creature (Jess Mcgeachin)   $24.99    $19.99
From the tiniest beetle to the most majestic whale, every creature on Earth is a marvel, deserving of awe and compassion. This 
beautiful picture book is a unique celebration of living things of many kinds - and the kindness we can show them as we wander 
through the world. A stunning and lyrical masterpiece from an exciting Australian talent. Animals-Nature-Kindness

22. Last Light Horse, The (Dianne Wolfer And Brian Simmonds)   $24.99    $19.99
The fourth and final book in the Light series, which began with Lighthouse Girl and includes the CBCA shortlisted Lighthorse 
Boy. There were 136,000 Australian horses sent to fight during the First World War. Just one came home. From the high country 
of Victoria to the desert sand of Egypt, from the waters off Gallipoli to the battlefields of France, this is the extraordinary story of 
Sandy, the only returning warhorse. Australian History-World War 1-Australian Light Horse-ANZAC Day-Remembrance

23. Let’s Build A Backyard (Mike Lucas And Daron Parton)   $24.99    $19.99
Slip on your overalls, pop on your hardhat and jump in the digger - let’s build a backyard! We dig, we build, we plant, we sow. We 
make a place to play and grow. You and me - one, two, three ... GO! Work! Work! Work! A fun look at creating a backyard from scratch; 
from moving the mud and building the fence through to planting a vegie garden and adding in the compost (Poo! Poo! Poo!). Let’s 
Build a Backyard is a high-energy, brightly illustrated picture book by a real-life engineer, and is the perfect companion to Let’s 
Build a House. Rhyming Text-Building-Construction-Gardens

24. Lost Whale, The (Hannah Gold)   $19.99    $15.99
The Lost Whale is the enchanting second novel from the author of The Last Bear: the bestselling debut hardback of 2021 and The 
Times Children’s Book of the Week What if you could communicate with a whale? Rio has been sent to live with a grandmother he 
barely knows in California, while his mum is in hospital back home. Alone and adrift, the only thing that makes him smile is joining 
his new friend Marina on her dad’s whale watching trips. That is until an incredible encounter with White Beak, a gentle giant of the 
sea changes everything. But when White Beak goes missing, Rio must set out on a desperate quest to find his whale and somehow 
save his mum. Dive into this incredible story about the connection between a boy and a whale and the bond that sets them both 
free. Animal Stories-Whales-Hope-Conservation-Family Age 8+
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25. Mars Awakens (Hm. Waugh)   $16.99    $13.59
Raised in rival colonies on Mars, each long ago abandoned by Earth, Dee and Holt have been brought up to hate even the idea 
of each other. But when a mysterious object crash lands on a far-flung plain, they are both sent to investigate and their fates 
intertwine. Together they must battle epic storms and deadly bioclouds while unpicking the web of lies they have been told about 
their planet. Will their bond be strong enough to withstand the arrival of a mysterious invader that threatens to end life on Mars 
forever? Timely and compelling, Mars Awakens is an unputdownable space adventure that offers a window into our future. Science 
Fiction-Thriller-Futuristic-Adventure Age 9+

26. Miimi Marraal, Mother Earth (Melissa Greenwood)   $24.99    $19.99
Miimi Marraal, she created us, you and me ... From Gumbaynggirr artist Melissa Greenwood, of mother-daughter art and design 
label Miimi and Jiinda, comes a deeply felt and heart-stirring picture book about the connection between mothers, babies and 
Miimi Marraal, Mother Earth. Aboriginal Studies-New Baby-Family-Connection

27. Miss Mary-Kate Martin’s Guide To Monsters #1: Wrath Of The Woolington Wyrm, The 
(Karen Foxlee)    $14.99    $11.99
‘There are those that hunt monsters to harm them and there are those that hunt monsters to help them. Which one are you?’ 
Something unusual is happening in the village of Woolington. Strange noises and earth tremors have the locals frightened. Dressed 
in sparkly red shoes and carrying her sparkly gel pens and strawberry-scented notebook, Miss Mary-Kate Martin accompanies her 
archaeologist mother to Woolington, home of the legendary Woolington Wyrm, where builders have discovered some interesting 
bones. Could there be any truth in the old stories about the ancient well? With her creative coping mechanisms and the help of 
local girl Arabella Woolington and her stubborn pony Pickles, Mary-Kate is determined to get to the bottom of this mythic mystery. 
A delightful fantasy-adventure for younger readers from the award-winning and bestselling author of Lenny’s Book of Everything 
and Dragon Skin, with lively line illustrations by Freda Chiu. Fantasy-Adventure-Monsters Age 8+

28. Nature Storybooks: Tasmanian Devil (Claire Saxby And Max Hamilton)   $26.99    $21.59
An engaging addition to the Nature Storybooks series, Tasmanian Devil showcases different elements of the habitat, behaviours, 
and day to day life of one of Australia’s most famous marsupials. In Tasmanian Devil award-winning author Claire Saxby and talented 
artist Max Hamilton tell the story of two imps, or young devils. As the book progresses the brother and sister grow and venture 
further from the den, exploring more and more of their world in this stunning Nature Storybook. Habitats-Environment-Behaviour-
Marsupial-Australian Animals For all books in this series type NATURE STORYBOOKS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.
au

29. Phyllis And Grace (Nigel Gray And Bethan Welby)   $24.99    $19.99
The moving story of how a little girl befriends her elderly neighbour who has dementia. Grace is a little girl; Phyllis is the old lady 
next door. Phyllis lives alone and her memory is fading, but that doesn’t stop Grace from liking her. They find that, despite the gap 
in their ages, they have much in common and a moving and enduring friendship is born. Alzheimers-Dementia-Aging-Connection-
Empathy-Friendship

30. Rigatoni The Pasta Cat (Michael Rosen And Tony Ross)    $12.99    $10.39
Rigatoni is a pasta cat. He loves pasta, any kind of pasta: spaghetti, penne, fusilli, with pesto, in soup, in lasagne, any whichever way 
his owners, Ruth and Tina, will serve it. Then one day Ruth and Tina go away and leave George in charge. And the pasta is replaced 
with yucky cat food. Can Rigatoni find someone who understands what he really wants to eat? Humour-Change-Comedy-Cats Age 
6+

31. Sam Kerr: Kicking Goals #3: Sports Day (Sam Kerr)   $14.99    $11.99
Matildas superstar Sam Kerr’s incredible story! It’s official! Eleven-year-old Sam Kerr is a fully-fledged soccer tragic! So, when the 
school’s annual Sports Day comes around, she is disappointed when soccer isn’t on the list of activities. Sam goes on a mission to 
get her beloved game added to the program. With help from her best friends, Indi and Dylan, she petitions her classmates to create 
the first-ever soccer team in the history of her school. But will Chelsea stir up trouble and ruin everything? On the home front, Sam 
and her siblings are organising a surprise party for their parents’ wedding anniversary. But things aren’t going to plan! And with 
her team’s grand final just around the corner, there’s a lot to deal with ... even for a soccer superstar in the making! Sport-Soccer-
Football-Friendship Age 7+ For all books in this series type SAM KERR into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

32. School For Good And Evil #7: Rise Of The School For Good And Evil, The 
(Soman Chainani)   $17.99   $14.39
Two brothers. One Good. One Evil. Together, they watch over the Endless Woods. Together, they choose the students for the 
School for Good and Evil. Together they train them, teach them, prepare them for their fate. Then, something happens. Something 
unexpected. Something powerful. Something that will change everything and everyone. Who will survive? Who will rule the 
School? The journey starts here. Every step is filled with magic, surprises, and daring deeds that test courage, loyalty, and who 
you really are. But they only lead you to the very beginning of the adventures that are THE SCHOOL FOR GOOD AND EVIL. In this 
brand-new novel RISE OF THE SCHOOL FOR GOOD AND EVIL Soman Chainani takes us back in time to the beginning of the School 
and the never-before-told events leading up to Sophie and Agatha’s dramatic arrival at the school and the beginning of their epic 
fairy tale. Fantasy-Adventure Age 9+ For all books in this series type SCHOOL FOR GOOD AND EVIL into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

33. Secrets Of The Seasons (Heidi Cooper Smith)   $25.99    $20.79
As the seasons shift, the world around us changes. Cicadas drone and clouds rumble. Fruit bats squabble and snails ooze. Leaves 
drift and bees bustle. Secrets of the seasons explores the magic of a childhood spent in the Australian bush, uncovering all our 
beautiful and diverse land has to offer. Seasons-Australian Animals-Habitats-Australian Bush
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34. Seree’s Story (Irma Gold And Wayne Harris)    $26.99    $21.59
When they came, the herd scattered in fright, their trumpeting calls shattering the morning. Seree and her mother were cornered. 
Life in the jungle was good for young Seree and her mother until the day poachers come. Separated from her mother and the life 
she knows, Seree is taken to work in a circus. Forced to perform every day and spend each night in chains, Seree longs to be with 
the herd and reunited with her mother. Will she ever be free? A poignant story by an active elephant conservationist that puts the 
spotlight on animal welfare. Elephants-Animal Welfare

35. Song Of The White Ibis (Phillip Gwynne)   $24.99    $19.99
A beautiful and powerful story to challenge the way we view one of our most infamous birds, and ourselves. Call me Bin Chicken 
Call me Tip Turkey Call me Picnic Pirate... But... there is a lot more to my song than you might think. And maybe I’ve got something 
to teach you too. Climate Change-Rubbish-Waste-Australian Birds

36. Special Delivery: A Book’s Journey Around The World 
(Polly Faber And Klas Fahlen)   $22.99    $18.39
Special Delivery: A Book’s Journey Around the World is a beautifully illustrated guide following the journey of one book across 
the globe, from a printing press in a factory far, far away, over land and across the sea, to the hands of a young boy. With stylish, 
contemporary artwork from Klas Fahlen and gentle narrative text by Polly Faber, this gorgeous picture book introduces all the 
people, processes and vehicles involved in delivering the perfect gift! From factory workers and train drivers to container ship 
captains, post office workers and booksellers, children will be fascinated to find out how the very book they are holding in their 
hands made its way all around the world! Bonus non-fiction material includes three pages of fantastic fully illustrated special 
delivery facts to inspire and delight curious readers. Production-Supply Chain-Occupations-Books-Reading

37. Sugarcane Kids And The Red-Bottomed  Boat, The (Charlie Archbold)   $14.99    $11.99
Middle-grade readers can join the Sugarcane kids as they collect clues and try to solve a mystery in this bright, fun and captivating 
Australian adventure. Bernie mutters to me. ‘No way. Who’d go into the mangroves at night?’ I swallow. Not me. Not into Sebastian 
land. No one would head into crocodile heartland in the middle of a dark night. No one, unless they had a very good reason. Andy 
and his best friend Eli live in a small coastal town in far north Queensland. When Eli’s cousin Jacob is arrested for a jewellery theft, 
Andy and Eli both know he is innocent. The police have evidence. But something is not right, and Andy and Eli need to work out 
what, and fast or Jacob will end up in jail. So, with the help of twins Bernice and Fletcher (AKA Bernie and Fletch) and Andy’s trusty 
sausage dog, Washington, they set out to hunt for clues to what really happened. The trail points to a mysterious red-bottomed 
boat rumoured to be hidden deep in the mangroves. Does it hold the evidence they need to prove Jacob’s innocence? Can they find 
it without getting lost forever? And how will they outwit Sebastian, the legendary gigantic saltwater crocodile? Charlie Archbold’s 
action-packed new middle-grade adventure is a fun story of sleuthing, courageous deeds, the triumph of good over evil - and the 
power of friendship. Adventure-Mystery-Friendship Age 8+

38. Take A Breath (Sujen Rim)   $24.99    $19.99
Every morning, the birds are flapping with excitement for their first flight of the day...except for Bob. Bob doesn’t get the whole 
flying thing; when the other baby birds go up, up, up, he goes down, down, down. Bob can’t help worrying...what if he never learns 
how to fly? His friend Crow tells him, ‘All you need to do is breathe, Bob.’ Of course, Bob breathes all the time, but there’s breathing 
and then there’s B-R-E-A-T-H-I-N-G. And it might just be the thing to calm Bob’s ruffled feathers. Feelings/Emotions-Anxiety-Fear-
Confidence-Achievement-Mindfulness-Persistence

39. The Champ #1: Champ, The (Anh Do)   $15.99    $12.79
Summer loves sport. She would love to charge down the field towards an open goal, or soar through the air over the basket. She 
would love to be part of a team. But instead she always seems to be the last one picked. That is until the day her life changes 
forever... Until the day Summerbecomes THE CHAMP. But even the Champ will have her work cut out for her if she is going to keep 
her brother, her best friend and her whole town safe from the dastardly plans of the wicked Librarian... Adventure-Mystery-Sport 
Age 8+

40. There’s A Dog In My Brain (Caroline Green And Rikin Parekh)    $14.99    $11.99
 A chaotic canine comedy that will have you barking with laughter. When Danny made a wish to stay home instead of going to a 
family wedding, he didn’t expect to end up trapped in the body of a dog! Now he’s stuck with Mrs Grout who loves cleaning – and 
hates dogs. In fact, she hates them so much that Danny’s sure she’s got something horrible planned for him... Meanwhile, Dudley 
the dog is off on the adventure of a lifetime. He might look like a normal ten-year-old boy, but he has no idea how to behave like 
one. Drinking from the toilet bowl, chasing cats and licking loved ones is a sure fire way to get into Very Big Trouble. Humour Age 
7+

41. Treeouse Tales (Andy Griffiths And Terry Denton)   $14.99    $11.99
WARNING! DO NOT READ THIS BOOK. IT CONTAINS THIRTEEN OF THE SILLIEST TALES THE TREEHOUSE TEAM HAVE EVER TOLD. TALES 
SO SILLY THEY COULD BREAK YOUR BRAIN*. YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED. PUT IT DOWN. PUT IT DOWN NOW. BY ORDER OF THE STORY 
POLICE. *Unless you don’t have one, in which case you’ll be fine so please disregard this warning.

42. Way Of  Dog, The (Zana Frallion)   $16.99    $13.59
A powerful, inventive, sweet and deeply moving novel from the bestselling author of The Bone Sparrow Be strong. Be fierce. Life 
is more than a concrete floor. Scruffity is born into the harsh, grey world of a puppy farm. Taken from his mamma and locked in 
a concrete cage, what he yearns for most is Family. To belong is The Way of Dog. But no one wants him. Just as his chances of 
adoption grow dangerously thin, Scruffity is set free by a boy as unwanted and lonely as he is. Outside, Scruffity learns all about 
The Way of Dog - it is to run, to dig, to howl and, biggest of all, to love. But when tragedy strikes, Scruffity is suddenly all alone. How 
does a dog find his way home when he never had one to begin with? Verse Novel-Animal Stories-Perspective-Dogs-Pets-Family-
Belonging Age 10+
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43. We Are Australians (Duncan Smith And Jandamarra Cadd)   $24.99    $19.99
What does it mean to be a citizen of Australia? • Being an Australian comes with rights and responsibilities. This timely book 
highlights the questions we face as a nation and suggests a way forward walking together. • Written by Wiradjuri man Duncan 
Smith and award-winning author Nicole Godwin with artwork by Yorta Yorta Dja Dja Warung descendent Jandamarra Cadd. • 
Thought provoking and inspiring curriculum links to English, Literature. Aboriginal Studies-Citizenship-Rights-Responsibilities

44. We Run Tomorrow (Nat Amoore And Mike Barry)   $16.99    $13.59
You can run from your past, but the future is tomorrow . . . Tonight, we’re gonna kidnap our best friend. And tomorrow? We run. 
Sticks, Maki, Jed and Tommy live on the same street. But the adults around them are making decisions that could tear the four 
friends apart. When they discover their favourite comic book series is being made into a blockbuster movie, they know what they 
have to do. Get to the audition. Get the parts. Stay together. Bestselling author Nat Amoore joins forces with acclaimed graphic 
novelist Mike Barry to bring you a story of four kids - and four superheroes - who are taking their future into their own hands. 
Adventure-Friendship Age 9+

45. Weirdo #18: Weird History! (Anh Do)   $15.99    $12.79
Weir and his friends have been busy working on stories for an awesome writing competition! Will mixing heroes with history 
help them win the prize?! Only time will tell! It won’t be easy ... but it will be funny! Humour-Reading-Writing-History-Teamwork-
Competition Age 8+ For all books in this series type WEIRDO into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

46. Wild Australian Life (Leonard Cronis And Chris Nixon)   $29.99    $23.99
From a leading expert and talented visual artist comes this celebration of the astounding diversity of Australia’s animal kingdom. 
More than one million animal species make their homes in Australia - from the deepest oceans to the tops of mountains and the 
harshest deserts. But just how do they survive? Discover the remarkable stories behind some of the world’s most extraordinary 
animals in this must-have collection for every Australian family. Australian Animals-Wildlife

47. Wild Life #1: Berry Long Walk, A (Laura Bunting And Philip Bunting)   $15.99    $12.79
Wombat won’t leave his Safety Zone. Nope. No way. Not even for his favourite treat ... sweet, sweet bush berries. But Roo believes 
she can do anything if she puts her mind to it. Especially tracking down some delicious berries for dinner. (Even if those berries do 
happen to be growing at the very top of a massive mountain.) Australian Animals-Humour-Individuality-Determination Age 7+

48. Wonders Of Never Giving Up, The (Maddy Mara And Cheryl Orsini)   $19.99    $15.99
Success isn’t easy, and though it sounds cheesy Clear paths to great heights are quite rare Just flip through this book - go ahead, 
take a look! Even champions started somewhere. From sporting triumphs and engineering feats to best-selling novels and medical 
marvels, many of our greatest achievements are only possible with great determination. From the team behind The Greatest 
Mistakes that Went Right comes an uplifting celebration of grit and a humorous reminder to all kids: sometimes the trick is quite 
simply ... don’t quit. Growth Mindset-Determination

49. World’s Worst Pets, The (David Walliams)   $24.99    $19.99
BE WARNED! AWFUL ANIMALS LURK INSIDE… Millions of readers have loved The World’s Worst Children, The World’s Worst Teachers 
and The World’s Worst Parents – now they will delight in this ludicrously laugh-out-loud collection of pets, brought to you by the 
phenomenal Number One bestselling author David Walliams, with every story illustrated in vibrant colour by Adam Stower. These 
ten tales of the world’s craziest creatures will have you shaking with laughter. You’ll never look at pets in the same way again! 
Marvel at Houdini, the magician’s rabbit. Take a trip around the world with Zoom, the supersonic tortoise. Gasp at the chaos 
created by Griselda, a grizzly bear with a big secret. And RUN FOR YOUR LIVES! It’s Furp, the monstrous goldfish! Good pets, bad 
pets, supervillain pets, pets as big as a house and pets that could eat you in one gulp – these are the most hilarious and horrendous 
animals around. Humour-Pets

50. Zadie Ma And The Dog Who Chased The Moon (Gabrielle Wang)   $16.99    $13.59
 Meet Zadie Ma, a girl who writes magical stories that sometimes come true. Can Zadie bring to life her most important story of all 
. . . the one where she finds Jupiter, the dog of her dreams? From one of Australia’s most esteemed and award-winning children’s 
authors comes a heartwarming story set in postwar Melbourne about courage, friendship, the magic of stories and one girl’s 
unwavering love for her dog. Zadie Ma has a special talent for telling stories . . . and it seems that some of Zadie’s stories come 
true. Zadie’s dearest wish is to have a dog of her own and so she starts to write the story of a poor unwanted dog called Jupiter, 
who’s just waiting to be rescued by a loving girl like Zadie. One morning when she’s supposed to be minding the family shop for 
her mother, Zadie sets off to look for Jupiter. The scene that unfolds isn’t quite the same as in her story but she does find a real 
dog, and his name is Jupiter. Once Zadie has rescued him, she realises she can’t just take Jupiter home because her mother won’t 
let her keep a dog. Luckily her bold new friend Sparrow lets Zadie keep Jupiter at her house till Zadie can work things out. But 
a series of unlucky events means that Zadie can’t write the happy ending she dreams of for her story, and now she may lose her 
beloved Jupiter forever. Can Zadie’s most important story of all finally come true? History-Fantasy-Storytelling-Friendship-Family-
Community-Diversity-Identity Age 8+

ORDER ONLINE NOW!
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

FREE POSTAGE!

https://pegiwilliams.com.au/home.asp
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51. Alfie The Brave (Richard Harris)   $19.99    $18.00
A delightful picture book about a dog called Alfie who longs to be bold and brave like other dogs. From Australian of the Year 
Dr Richard ‘Harry’ Harris, a key member of the cave-diving team who rescued the Wild Boar soccer team in Thailand. A charming 
picture book about how bravery doesn’t always come naturally, from Dr Richard ‘Harry’ Harris, a key member of the international 
cave-diving group who rescued the Wild Boar soccer team in Thailand. Illustrated by the talented Simon Howe, who perfectly 
captures the emotional ups and downs of the adorable and expressive Alfie. Alfie was a fine-looking dog. His coat was sleek and 
shiny like an otter. His muscles stood out under his skin. He was the son of champions. But Alfie didn’t feel like a champion. Alfie was 
scared of . . . everything! Could Alfie ever be bold and brave like other dogs? Feelings/Emotions-Fear-Courage

52. Alone (Scott Stuart)   $19.99    $18.00
Being alone can be tough, especially in the darkness of space. Earth is an affectionate planet who is looking for a friend. She’s 
delighted when she spots Sun, but Sun is quick to reject her offer of friendship. ‘I can’t be friends with a planet like you, for I 
am a star and you are too new.’ As Earth searches the solar system, she’s met with a similar response from the other planets - 
Mercury only likes friends who are dry, Mars only makes friends with those who are red, and Jupiter only has time for big friends. 
When something fiery, red and menacing comes hurtling towards her, she fears the worst ... but could it be a sign that something 
wonderful is about to happen? Rhyming Text-Friendship-Space-Planets-Moon

53. Bev and Kev (Katrina Germein and Mandy Foot)   $23.99   $21.60
Bev is tall and Kev is small. An unlikely pair! Could this be the beginning of a very big friendship? A heart-warming tale about 
learning to love yourself and the value of a true friend. Friendship-Individuality-Acceptance

54. Beware, Beware The Drop Bear! (Heath Mckenzie)   $17.99    $14.39
For many long years, tales have been spread, stories all full of horror and dread. Tales about creatures covered in hair that lurk in 
the branches—you’d better beware! You’d better look up ... You’d better run fast ... for maybe the drop bears have found you at last!

55. Bird And Bear (Ann James)   $19.99    $18.00
Bird and Bear are two friends who love discovering the world around them. In this adventure, they go on a picnic to celebrate Bear’s 
birthday. While at the pier, they look into the water and see another bear and another bird. Have they found two new friends? Bird 
and Bear are so excited . . . until they understand that they were just their reflections. They are sad to have lost their new friends, 
but they both realize that they love having each other as friends. This is a delightful early-learning story with the gentle humor and 
evocative artwork of Ann James. Friendship

56. Blue Kind Of Day, A (Rachel Tomlinson)   $24.99    $22.50
A moving picture book debut about depression, sensory awareness, and the power of listening, from Australian psychologist and 
author of Teaching Kids to be Kind. Coen is having a sniffling, sighing, sobbing kind of day. His family thinks they know how to cheer 
him up. His dad wants to go outside and play, Mom tells her funniest joke, and his little sister shares her favorite teddy. Nothing 
helps. But one by one, they get quiet and begin to listen. After some time, space, and reassurance, Coen is able to show them what 
he needs. With poignant text and stunning illustrations, A Blue Kind of Day explores how depression might feel in the body and 
shows us how to support the people we love with patience, care, and empathy. Mental Health-Depression-Sensory Awareness-
Feelings/Emotions

57. Bush Magic (Kylie Howarth)   $25.99    $23.40
This delightful story is about the power of imagination, appreciating the natural world and spending quality time with the ones you 
love. Jarrah and Grandpa love spending time together exploring the bush around their home. But one miserable Sunday it’s too 
rainy to venture outside, so instead Jarrah and Grandpa float away on a dreamlike quest where they meet magical creatures, save 
their stranded bush friends from a flood and have their most exciting adventure together yet. Imagination-Nature-Grandparents-
Play-Storytelling

58. Clementine’s Treasure (Annie White)   $26.99    $24.30
Clementine has her eyes on only one thing when the Queen comes to tea — a sparkly royal necklace! When the jewel goes missing, 
everyone, including Clementine, searches high and low to find it. Dogs

59. Day A Triceratops Turned Up, The (Mica Felix And Allira Tee)   $24.99    $22.50
As the sun rose over the veggie gardens, something whooshed and stirred. Through corn and kale and lettuce beds, a rumbling 
sound was heard ... When the local kids find a Triceratops snoozing in the community garden, they’re quick to welcome their new 
friend to the neighbourhood. Before long, Toot the Triceratops is riding a bike, mixing guacamole, dressing up in costumes and 
saving soccer goals. They couldn’t feel more at home! Dinosaurs-Rhyming Text-Discovery

60. Emergency! Emergency! Vehicles To The Rescue 
(Rhian Williams And Tom Jellett)   $24.99    $19.99
A delightful picture book about the people who keep us safe and the vehicles getting them where they need to be. Rhyming Text-
Rescue Vehicle

61. Endangered Animal Tales: Banjo, The Woylie With Bounce (Aleesah Darlison)  $19.99    $18.00
Banjo is a tiny woylie joey. Bounce with Banjo as he escapes from danger and searches for a safe place to call home. The next 
book in the Endangered Animal Tales picture book series, highlighting unique Australian animals. Australian Animals-Endangered 
Animals-Brush Tailed Bettong-Woylie

AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS
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62. Family, All That You Dream It To Be (Byll Stephen And Simon Howe)   $19.99    $19.00
You love who you love, and you build a great team, because family’s all that you dream it to be. From Byll and Beth Stephen, the 
writers behind the ABC TV musical sensations Teeny Tiny Stevies, comes a gorgeous reimagining of their much-loved song, Family 
(Love is Love). Family-Family Unit

63. Feather On A Wing (Maria Speyer)   $24.99    $22.50
A timely celebration of togetherness in the form of a comforting bedtime story with breathtaking illustrations. ‘Close your eyes 
now and remember you are part of everything.’ When a little girl feels lonely in the dark, her sister takes her on a dreamy journey to 
imagine ways they can be part of something bigger - as waves in the water, as raindrops in a shower or as feathers on a wing. Part 
adventure, part lullaby, this comforting story reminds us that we are not alone. Bedtime-Sleep-Lullabies

64. Garden on Red Gum Road (Phil Cummings and Danny Snell)   $23.99   $21.60
There’s a special place for Nonna and me, for friends, for pets, for family. When we go, it’s a busy day, we talk, we dig, plant seeds and 
play. We join our friends, share the load, in the community garden … on Red Gum Road. Family-Friendship-Gardening-Community

65. G Is For Gugunyal: A Dhurga Alphabet Book (Leanne Brook)   $24.95    $22.46
G is for Gugunyal: A Dhurga alphabet book helps new speakers pronounce the 24 sounds used in Dhurga language Dhurga is one 
of four traditional languages of the south coast of New South Wales. It was spoken by Yuin (Yuwinj) people between Nowra and 
Narooma, and as far inland as Braidwood and Araluen. Our language connects us to our people and our physical world. Traditional 
languages are being reclaimed and spoken across Australia. Fragments of Dhurga were kept by Elders and in books. Dhurga was 
sleeping; but is now being taught, learned and spoken by Yuin people. The beautiful illustrations help readers to learn the 24 
Dhurga sounds. They also introduce important land and marine animals, and other creatures of the south coast that are part of 
local creation and dreaming stories, and Lore. A QR code allows readers to hear the book’s Dhurga sounds and words spoken by a 
Yuin Elder. Aboriginal Studies-Dual Language-Bilingual-Dhurga Language-Yuin People-Australian Animals Age 5+

66. Great Big Softie (Kaye Baillie And Shane Mcg)   $26.99    $24.30
Elliot is a GREAT BIG SOFTIE. But to fit in with the other monsters he decides to perform some MONSTROUS deeds. After scaring a 
little girl on her bike, he must decide whether to continue being MONSTROUS or follow his heart. Kindness-Forgiveness-Monsters

67. Great Southern Reef, The (Paul Venzo And Cate James)   $24.99    $22.50
Have you heard of the Great Southern Reef? Join Professor Seaweed and her friends Frankie and Sam to learn more about one of 
Australia’s best kept secrets! The Great Southern Reef spans thousands of kilometres along the coast from northern New South 
Wales to Western Australia. It is home to giant kelp forests and fascinating animals such as rock lobsters, sea snails and sponges. 
Explore the sandy beaches with this inquisitive trio, and discover marine curiosities that are washed up along the coast after a big 
storm. You may be inspired to go beachcombing yourself, to learn and care about the animals and seaweed that you find! Ocean 
Environments-Marine Environments-Marine Animals-Kelp Forests

68. Group Hug! (Andy Fackrell)   $16.95    $15.26
Come on safari around the world with Wilbur, an animal-loving city kid, and his BAFs (best animal friends) as he discovers the 
wonder of animal collective nouns. A joyful ode to biodiversity, this epic tale is lavishly illustrated and playfully written; each page 
an explosion of colour and rhyme. Perfect for budding Attenboroughs and Goodalls, this educational book lyricises not only the 
majesty of animals in the wild, but the quirks of the English language. This book supports The Lion’s Share, a fund backed by the 
United Nation’s Development Programme – its mentor David Attenborough – and its work protecting our most vulnerablewildlife 
groups. Animals-Environmental Issues-Collective Nouns-Rhyming Text

69. Happiness Box, The (Mark Greenwood And Andrew Mclean)   $16.99    $15.30
In 1942, Sergeant “Griff” Griffin was a prisoner of war. With Christmas approaching, he decided to make a book for the children 
cooped up in nearby Changi Prison. The book was said to contain the secrets to happiness. But the enemy was suspicious … With 
this picture book, award winners Mark Greenwood and Andrew McLean bring to life the inspirational true story of a book that 
became a National Treasure. War Stories-Books-Kindness-Prisoners of War-Singapore

70. Hope Is A Spark (Colin Buchanan And Serena Geddes)   $17.99    $16.20
When it’s gloomy and grim, when it’s dreary and dark, be it ever so small, hope is a spark! A book that celebrates the small joys in 
life through the power of togetherness and hope. Hope-Joy-Togetherness

71. Horridus And The Hidden Valley (Chris Flynn And Aaron Cushley)   $24.99    $22.50
Horridus, a young Triceratops living in the Cretaceous period, sets off on an adventure to find a rare flower that only grows in the 
Hidden Valley. Horridus, who’s always hungry, wants to eat it! Accompanied by their best friend Archie – an Avisaurus – Horridus 
treks through forests, across plains, past waterholes and over mountains, meeting other Cretaceous creatures along the way. The 
friends finally find the rare flower, but Horridus decides not to eat it after all – they don’t want such a beautiful flower to disappear 
forever. Instead, Horridus and Archie create a special watering system to encourage the rare flower to flourish. Threaded with 
themes of friendship and conservation and filled with humour, this story will entrance any young dinosaur fan. Readers will delight 
in learning about the Cretaceous period as they follow Horridus and Archie on their exciting adventureDinosaurs-Conservation-
Perseverance-Teamwork
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72. Jarrampa (Marishia Cook)   $24.99    $22.50
Jarrampa are yabbies - they are very tasty to eat but a challenge to catch because of those claws. One old woman had a clever way 
of catching them - she put meat between her toes before putting her feet into the billabong. When the crabs started nibbling at the 
meat, she quickly wrapped her feet and the jarrampa in a cloth, then emptied the jarrampa into a bucket. Later the whole family 
would gather around the campfire to share in a delicious meal of yabbies. This bilingual book - in Walmajarri and English - was 
produced in a workshop with ILF ambassador Alison Lester. About the author and illustrators: Marshia Cook lives in Fitzroy Crossing 
in Western Australia with her family. This is her first book but she has more planned, more books in her language of which there are 
currently so few. Aboriginal Studies-Dual Language-Bilingual-Walmajarri-Australian Animals-Yabbies

73. Katerina Cruickshanks (Daniel Gray-Barnett)   $24.99    $19.99
A joy-filled cheer of appreciation for loud, trouble-making, outrageous kids. Katerina Cruickshanks is a wild child, a trickster, and a 
ringleader. But when they wreak some serious chaos, their friends decide their shenanigans have gone too far and say, ‘No more!’ 
Brimming with humour and warmth, Katerina shows us that there’s no such thing as being too much; it’s just a matter of finding 
the friends who will love you as you are. Humour-Acceptance-Non Binary

74. Koala Ark (Stephen Michael King)   $24.99    $22.50
Through the smoke, in a tiny battered boat, Koala sets out to rescue the billabong friends. From the multi-award winning author and 
illustrator who brought you Three, Rainbow Bear and Leaf comes a tale of care, companionship and renewal. Bushfire-Australian 
Animals-Compassion-Resilience-Community

75. Lionel And Me (Corinne Fenton And Tracie Grimwood)   $26.99    $24.30
When Lionel arrives, Maverick is unimpressed. Is there enough love to go round for the two of them? A delightful book that 
celebrates inclusion and friendship. Dogs-Jealousy-Change-Friendship

76. Little J And Big Cuz: Big Race, The (Dot West And Tony Thorne)   $19.99    $18.00
School picnic day is nearly here! Little J, Big Cuz and all their friends can’t wait for a day of desert fun. Will Little J’s shiny tin roller 
win the big race? Ready, set, GO! Adventure-Culture-Community-Country-Friendship

77. Miss Understood (Kathryn Apel And Beau Wylie)   $17.99    $14.39
I’m the wolf, Miss Understood. You think I’m bad, but I am good. Those Little Pigs told you a porker–made it sound like I’m a 
stalker! Is the wolf really as big and bad as she seems? Or is she just ... misunderstood? Twisted Fairytales-Three Little Pigs-Honesty-
Misunderstanding-Fairness-Prejudice

78. My Aussie Plants And Animals (Cat Macinnes)   $25.99    $23.40
 My Aussie Plants and Animals is a great introduction to the alphabet using much loved Australian flora and fauna. Each letter 
introduces the young readers to a different Australian animal and plant whilst also reinforcing their recognition of the alphabet. 
Alphabet-Australiana-Australian Animals-Australian Plants

79. My Shadow Is Purple (Scott Stuart)   $24.99    $22.50
My Dad has a shadow that’s blue as a berry, and my Mum’s is as pink as a blossoming cherry. here’s only those choices, a 2 or a 1. 
But mine is quite different, it’s both and it’s none. A heartwarming and inspiring book about being true to yourself, by best-selling 
children’s book creator Scott Stuart. This story considers gender beyond binary in a vibrant spectrum of colour. Gender Identity-
Non Binary-Resilience-Inclusion-Diversity

80. My Tooth Is Looth! (David Campbell And Daron Parton)   $17.99    $16.20
Billy and Betty Bunny both have a wobbly tooth. But Billy doesn’t want his tooth to fall out! How will he eat? How will he brush 
his teeth?! Luckily, Betty is on hand with all the answers ... Another hilarious Bunny family story (loothly based on real-life events), 
written by David Campbell. Humour-Loose Tooth

81. My Two Blankets: English And Dari Edition 
(Irena Kobald And Freya Blackwood)   $24.99    $22.50
My Two Blankets resonates in a special way with people who are seeking asylum. It is a story of the pain associated with being 
dislocated from home and the familiar. But also of friendship, hope and new beginnings. Hardie Grant Children’s Publishing will 
donate $2 from the original sale of this new hardback Dari/English edition to Australia for UNHCR, the UN Refugee Agency’s national 
partner, to support its global humanitarian operations of displaced people. Refugees and Migration-Harmony Day-Friendship-
Culture-Multicultural-Bilingual-Dual Langauage-Dari

82. New Dog, The (Chris Mckimmie)    $16.95    $15.26
My name is Kiddo. I live in the city now. I like it here. Teddy left me his big water bowl. Two futons. Two couches. A king size bed. 
My new owners love me. I get cuddles every morning. I am the new dog. Every dog deserves a great home. Kiddo found his. Dogs-
Pets-Family-Home-Perspective

83. No-One Really Knows A Cane Toad (Laura Sieveking And Katie Abbey)   $17.99    $16.20
Cane toad. Brain toad. Riding on a train toad ... If you think you know cane toads, then think again! A hilarious book about cane 
toads, like you’ve never seen them before! Rhyming Text-Word Play-Humour

84. Old Fellow (Christopher Cheng And Loz Anelli)   $25.99    $23.40
A touching and tender picture book about the joy that can be found in companionship and community. An old man and an 
old dog look after each other on their daily trip to the local park. Along the way they meet friends new and old who brighten 
their day in different ways. A beautiful, heartwarming book that celebrates community and connection. Community-Connectivity-
Companionship-Pets-Dogs
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85. Open Your Heart To Country (Jasmine Seymour)   $24.99    $22.50
‘Welcome home lost children To land singing you back home Listen to its language Learn how to speak its song’ From the award-
winning creator of Baby Business (2019) and Cooee Mittigar (2019) comes a stunning bilingual story of healing and belonging. Told 
in English and Darug, Open Your Heart to Country is a moving account of reconnection to Country from a First Nations perspective. 
Sharing the nourishing power of returning home and being immersed in the language of Country, this picture book invites readers 
to reflect on the importance of place, not only for First Nations’ peoples but for everyone. With exquisite illustrations and soft, lilting 
text, Open Your Heart to Country appeals to the very young, while sharing a deeper message for older readers. A book the whole 
family can enjoy. Aboriginal Studies-First Nations-Connection-Country-Bilingual-Darug Language

86. Our Library (Donna Rawllins)   $24.99    $19.99
Join Suzy and the children for a week of busy, bouncy, noisy, wiggly-jiggly, friendly fun. Which day is your favourite library day? 
Come in. Everyone is welcome! Reading-Books-Library

87. Plume: Global Nibbler (Tania Mccartney)   $24.99    $19.99
Join the most adorable penguin world explorer on a gastronomic jaunt around the planet in Plume: Global Nibbler, the second 
book in Tania McCartney’s series for little ones, celebrating the cultures and diversity of the world around us! Plume loves to cook 
– and to eat. He loves a bit of spice and he’s on a mission to fire up the tastebuds of his fussy-eater penguin friends. With the help 
of his dear friend Ava (of the Albatross Express), he leaves Antarctica in search of the world’s most delicious local dishes and treats. 
From Iranian kebabs and Swedish cinnamon pastries, to Ethiopian injera flatbread and the chewy crispiness of Italian pizza … can 
these delightful dishes tempt Plume’s friends away from krill in favour of a truly global smorgasbord? Culture-Diversity-Food

88. Polly’s Grand Party Plan (Jane Godwin And Evie Barrow)   $19.99    $18.00
Polly’s sixth birthday would be here any day (Well actually thirty-five sleeps away) She was counting down till the thirteenth of 
May. There’d be a party! Yippee! Hooray! Polly was making a plan ... For dreamers and party planners everywhere comes a relatable 
picture book about throwing the perfect birthday party... even when things don’t exactly go to plan. Birthdays-Celebrations

89. Purika Ngamaji Kakaji (Big Fat Mummy Goanna) (Emma Bear)   $24.99    $22.50
Out on a hunting trip a family spies a big goanna. The youngest son wanted to kill it but his mother said no because it was a 
Mummy Goanna. They decided to leave her alone so she could lay her eggs in a hole by the boab tree. But that night, they all 
thought about how good it will be when those babies grow up and how many more goannas there will be to hunt! This bilingual 
book - in Walmajarri and English - was produced in a workshop with ILF ambassador Alison Lester. About the author: Emma Bear 
lives in Fitzroy Crossing. Aboriginal Studies-Dual Language-Bilingual-Walmajarri-Australian Animals

90. Stardiving (Andrew Plant)   $16.95    $15.26
Dive with young whale Fluke into a sparkling deep-sea adventure. Fluke is a young sperm whale with big dreams of seeing the 
stars. But when you’ve got a whale-sized head in the way, looking up isn’t easy. So when wise old Cachalot advises him to look for 
the stars that shine below, Fluke sets off on an adventure that he never imagined possible. Self Esteem/Resilience-Acceptance-
STEM-Science-Animals-Whales-Sperm Whales

91. Tilly’s First Day Twist (Kylie Covark and Robin Tatlow-Lord)   $17.99   $16.20
Tilly is super excited about her first day at school, until her tummy goes into a twist. Perhaps the superpowers that Mum gives her 
will help. But can Tilly make them work? Starting School-Anxiety-Separation Anxiety

92. Too Many Cats (Maura Finn And Lucinda Gifford)   $24.99    $22.50
Percy is a dog with a bone to pick: there are just too many cats in his house! They scratch the armchairs. They hog the heater. They 
blame Percy for their mess. This just can’t go on! There are TOO MANY CATS! But when Percy finally manages to get some peace 
and quiet, he realises that he might have made a tiny mistake . .With rollicking rhyme by Maura Finn and hilarious illustrations by 
Lucinda Gifford, Too Many Cats is the perfect gift for dog-lovers and cat-lovers alike. Rhyming Text-Animals-Dogs-Cats-Sharing-
Acceptance-Home

93. Under The Moonlight (Susannah Crispe)   $24.99    $22.50
Meet Moose, an enormous, brave and solitary moose, with nothing to fear. Unfortunately for Moose, his tranquil sleep is about to 
be shattered by a fright in the night. Follow Moose as he shows great bravery in facing his fears and investigating the source of 
the night-time fright. A gentle bedtime story that is sure to be a hit with parents and little readers everywhere. Feelings/Emotions-
Bravery-Courage

94. Welcome To Our Country: Ceremony (Adam Goodes And David Hardy)   $24.99    $19.99
Welcome, children! Nangga! Nangga! Yakarti! Tonight will be our Ceremony. Our family gathers as the fire burns. The smoke rises 
up as we take it in turns . . . Then clapsticks tap - one, two, three - but a stick is missing! Where could it be? Joyful and full of fun, 
Ceremony invites you to celebrate the rich traditions of dance, family, community and caring for Country from the world’s oldest 
continuous culture. Aboriginal Studies-Culture-Identity-First Nations-Harmony Day

95. Where Is Claris In London! (Megan Hess)   $19.99    $18.00
Claris, the chicest mouse in Paris, is setting off on an exciting adventure through London! Can you find Claris and her friends in 
iconic places such as Buckingham Palace, Hyde Park and the West End? Look inside to find out! Look and Find

96. Whisper On The Wind (Claire Saxby And Jess Racklyeft)   $24.99    $22.50
This is the wind that carries the whisper from Ren’s dream. This is the sailor, long at sea, who catches it. The multi-award-winning 
duo behind Iceberg returns! With its lyrical, cumulative text and whimsical, richly imagined artwork, Whisper on the Wind is a 
celebration of the wonders of the ocean and the power of love to find us - wherever we are. Cumulative Text-Dreams
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97. Wombat (Christopher Cheng and Liz Duthie)   $16.99     $15.30
Wombats may look soft and cuddly, but they are determined and tough, with sharp teeth that never stop growing, limbs that they 
use to shovel dirt like bulldozers, and bony bottoms they use to defend their burrows. They can live for years without drinking 
water, getting all of their moisture from the plants they eat — and they deposit their cube-shaped poop on rocks or stumps 
as a warning to other wombats. Follow one of these powerful marsupials through a suspenseful day in Christopher Cheng’s 
engaging narration, paired with endearing illustrations by Liz Duthie and interspersed with intriguing facts. An endnote provides 
additional information about wombats for readers curious to learn more. Australian Animals-Wombats-Narrative Non Fiction NEW 
IN PAPERBACK

98. Wombat Can’t Sing (Katie Stewart)   $24.99    $22.50
Extravagantly detailed Australian animals are a delight to behold in this heart-warming tale about learning your limits and finding 
your strengths. Wombat loves to listen to Fantail sing, especially when Fantail says that her songs make everyone happy. Wombat 
wants to make others happy, too. But his attempts at singing - even with lots of advice and assistance from friends - fall woefully 
short. Then Wombat discovers his own unique way to make others just as happy. Australian Animals-Individuality-Uniqueness

99. Amah Faraway (Margaret Chui Greanias And Tracy Subisak)   $24.99    $22.50
A delightful story of a child’s visit to a grandmother and home far away, and of how families connect and love across distance, 
language, and cultures. Kylie is nervous about visiting her grandmother--her Amah--who lives SO FAR AWAY. When she and Mama 
finally go to Taipei, Kylie is shy with Amah. Even though they have spent time together in video chats, those aren’t the same as 
real life. And in Taiwan, Kylie is at first uncomfortable with the less-familiar customs, culture, and food. However, after she is invited 
by Amah to play and splash in the hot springs (which aren’t that different from the pools at home), Kylie begins to see this place 
through her grandmother’s eyes and sees a new side of the things that used to scare her. Soon, Kylie is leading her Amah back 
through all her favorite parts of this place and having SO MUCH FUN! And when it is time to go home, the video chats will be extra 
special until they can visit again. Connectivity-Multicultural-Travel

100. Beastly Bunch, The (Leisa Stewart-Sharpe And Pippa Curnick)   $14.99    $11.99
A fabulously fun story that celebrates the importance of kindness and inclusivity. Flamingo Flo is throwing the most FABULOUS, 
most PERFECT pool party. And her spitty, smelly, bitey neighbours the Beastly Bunch are definitely NOT invited. But when Flo’s true 
colours shine through, her guests leave and her perfect party is . . . a flop. Will Flo realise what friendship is REALLY all about before 
it’s too late? A fun, riotous picture book that celebrates the importance of kindness and inclusivity - and reminds us that being 
fabulous is all about how you feel and how you treat others, NOT how you look! Humour-Kindness-Inclusivity

101. Best Friend For Bear, A (Peter Horacek)   $27.99    $25.20
A heart-warming picture book about a charming bear duo on an adventure to find a best friend. Black Bear is feeling lonely, 
so he decides to look for a friend. Luckily, he meets Brown Bear, who is in the same situation! The bears decide to search for a 
friend together. They search everywhere, but their elusive friend is nowhere to be found. Or have they been right there all along? 
Friendship

102. Blob Fish (Olaf Falafel)   $27.99    $25.20
A heartfelt and humorous adventure from the bottom of the sea and beyond, following one fish on an epic journey. Deep, deep, 
deep under the sea ... lives Blobfish! Blobfish loves telling jokes, although he has no one to share them with, so he sets off on an 
adventure to find a friend. But sometimes friends turn up in the most unexpected places, even at the bottom of the ocean. This 
heartfelt and humorous story gently introduces children to themes of friendship, belonging and the issue of plastics in our oceans. 
Environmental Issues-Conservation-Plastic-Humour-Rubbish-Pollution

103. Bookshop Mice, The (Robert Starling)   $29.99     $27.00
Discover that books can take you places you’d never believe... Astrid’s family has just moved in to the mouse hole in the bookshop 
on Maple Street, and none of her new classmates believes the incredible adventures she has with her family. But when she invites 
each of them to the bookshop, they’ll see that there is a big, exciting world of possibilities there, just waiting to be discovered. 
Waterstones Children’s Book Award shortlisted former teacher Rob Starling shows us the incredible places books can take us. Also 
by Robert Starling: Fergal is Fuming and The Little Island. Books-Reading-Bookshops

104. Brave Dave (Giles Andreae)   $24.99    $19.99
Dave, the grizzly bear, is in awe of his big brother Clarence - he’s big, brave and strong, all the things that Dave thinks a grizzly 
bear should be. How Dave wishes he could be more like Clarence until, one day, Dave discovers that bravery comes in different 
guises and that this grizzly bear doesn’t need to be more Clarence, he needs to be more Dave! A celebration of individuality, self-
acceptance and having the courage to stand out - the perfect book for encouraging all little ones to take pride in being themselves 
and showing them that they don’t have to be like anyone else, not even their older brothers or sisters. Courage-Bravery-Confidence-
Individuality-Self Acceptance

OVERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS
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105. Brrr! A Brrrilliantly Funny Story About Dinosaurs (Kes Gray And Nick East)   $24.99    $22.50
From the bestselling author of the OI FROG AND FRIENDS series comes a roaringly funny new picture book, jam-packed with 
dinosaurs . . . Brrr! The Ice Age is coming, the temperatures are dropping and the dinosaurs are frrreezing. Only one thing will keep 
them warm - woolly jumpers! But dinosaurs can’t knit, can they? Find out what REALLY happened to the dinosaurs in an out-of-
this-world adventure, featuring dinosaurs, knitting and a trip to outer space. Kes Gray’s OI FROG AND FRIENDS series has sold over 
1.5 million copies. Humour-Dinosaurs

106. Burpee Bears, The (Joe Wicks And Paul Howard)   $24.99    $22.50
Meet the Burpee Bears in this glorious picture book created by “the Nation’s Favourite PE Teacher”, Joe Wicks! For this bear family, 
every day is a new day: a day for adventure and discovery, and true to Joe’s ethos, each book will feature a fun and positive story 
with added exercises and recipes – perfect for families to share and enjoy together! The Burpee Bears is the first book in the series 
and is infused with Joe’s signature sense of fun. Join the bears as they explore the everyday ups and downs of family life. Children 
will fall in love with the Burpee Bear characters; they bring a little bit of Wicks magic and a whole lot of Joe energy to each and every 
page. The Burpee Bears will delight and engage children as they read, laugh and leap into action! Family-Humour-Healthy Lifestyle

107. Can I Be Your Dog? (Troy Cummings)   $16.99    $15.30
A heart-tugging dog adoption story told through letters from a dog as he seeks a forever home! The New York Times bestselling 
picture book that was featured on THE TODAY SHOW is now in paperback! Arfy is a homeless mutt who lives in a box in an alley. Arfy 
writes to every person on Butternut Street about what a great pet he’d make. His letters to prospective owners share that he’s house 
broken! He has his own squeaky bone! He can learn to live with cats! But, no one wants him. Won’t anyone open their heart--and 
home--to a lonesome dog? Readers will be happily surprised to learn just who steps up to adopt Arfy. Troy Cummings’s hilarious 
and touching story is a perfect gift for a child wanting a dog, and for pet adoption advocates. It also showcases many different 
styles of letter writing, making it appealing to parents and teachers looking to teach the lost art of written communication. Pets-
Dogs-Letter Writing-Persuasive Text

108. Day For Sandcastles, A (Jonarno Lawson And Qin Leng)   $27.99    $25.20
A dazzling wordless picture book celebrates creative problem-solving, teamwork, and the sun-splashed wonder of a day at the 
beach. The creators of the acclaimed Over the Shop evoke a perfect summer beach day - and themes of creativity, cooperation, 
flexibility, and persistence - all without a word in this sun-warmed, salt-stained delight of a story. A busload of beachgoers spills out 
onto the sand for a day of fun and frolic. Three siblings begin work on a castle, patting and shaping the sand as the sun arcs over 
the sky. Time and again, their progress is halted: a windswept hat topples their creation; a toddler ambles through it; the tide creeps 
close, and then too close. Meeting each demolition with fresh determination, the builders outdo themselves time and again, until 
the moment arrives to pile back into the bus for home. An authentic portrait of sibling cooperation - and glorious inspiration for 
creative people of all ages - A Day for Sandcastles channels the thrill of surrendering expectations on the path to infinite possibility. 
Wordless Picture Book-Problem Solving-Teamwork

109. Dream Big, Litte One (Becky Davies)   $24.99    $22.50
Close your sleepy eyes and whisper, “Goodnight,” to the sun. The magic of this night is yours. Dream big, my little one. A beautiful 
bedtime book to inspire your little one. Aspiration-Dreams

110. Everywhere With You (Carlie Sorosiak And Devon Holzwarth)   $27.99    $25.20
The heartwarming friendship between a girl and the dog next door tenderly evokes the power of stories to bring - and keep - us 
together. Two houses stand side by side: one is home to a dog, the other to a young girl. Though a fence divides them, girl and dog 
build a sweet and sturdy friendship rooted in make-believe ... and are lonely no more. Paired with moving illustrations and based 
on a true story, this endearing tale from the author of I, Cosmo testifies to the transformative power of creativity and inter-species 
friendship. Friendship-Pets-Dogs

111. Eye Spy (Ruth Brown)   $24.99    $22.50
In this twist on the favourite childhood game, the reader must solve a riddle to guess which animal is hiding, and then search for it 
in the beautifully detailed illustrations. Rhyme-Riddles-Visual Literacy

112. Fairy Garden, The (Georgia Buckthorn And Isa Bancewicz)   $19.99    $18.00
Follow the enchanting, beautifully illustrated story of Mimi, a young girl who longs to see fairies in her garden. Mimi was a perfectly 
ordinary girl who lived in a perfectly ordinary house. She had toys to play with, a little brother who wasn’t too annoying, and cakes 
on her birthdays. Mimi didn’t want many things. But there was one thing she wanted so very much, so very much indeed... to see 
a fairy in her garden. Poor Mimi spends hours and hours making her fairy garden completely perfect, but the fairies never come. 
Whatever could she be doing wrong? Just when she has given up all hope, some twinkling lights appear. They’re here! And they 
are bringing an important message... Fairies-Gardening-Habitats

113. Fantastic Frankie (Jess Rose)   $26.99    $24.30
Frankie is a fox with plenty of style… Fabulous in a rainbow cape, amazing in pirate boots and ready to take on the world in a 
gold crown! Not everyone likes what Frankie wears… The more Frankie tries to change, the more unhappy Frankie feels. But what 
happens when friends start to miss their old Frankie? Join Frankie on a journey of discovery and happiness and, above all, staying 
true to yourself. Self Discovery-Self Expression-Uniqueness-Individuality-Confidence

114. Fears You Fear, The (Rachel Rooney And Zehra Hicks)   $19.99    $18.00
We all have fears that frighten us. Some are fears you see and some are ones you don’t. It’s a feeling we all feel, but fear not, there 
are so many ways to send those fears far away! Feelings/Emotions-Anxiety-Fear
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115. Flooded (Mariajo Illustrajo)   $24.99    $22.50
Flooded is the funny and beautifully illustrated tale of animals who live in a city that is ever so slowly flooding. The flood comes 
gradually at first. All the animals ignore the obvious and go about their busy lives, disjointed from one another and preoccupied 
by their own problems. Eventually, the flood water reaches a height that they can no longer ignore and they have to work together 
to save their city. All the animals join together in a line and pull out the plug that is drowning the city. This is an exceptionally 
illustrated story that teaches a message not to let problems fester and with a little team work and community spirit, no problem is 
insurmountable. Climate Change-Community-Team Work

116. Four Bad Unicorns (Rebecca Patterson)   $29.99    $27.00
Tackling the theme of childhood disability and play with humour and warmth... and unicorns. Roald Dahl Funny Prize winner 
Rebecca Patterson deftly handles the subject of childhood play and disability from her own personal experience of growing up 
with a disabled sister. Frankie and her sister are UNICORN MAD! Today, they’re playing their favourite unicorn game, but when their 
bossy friend Ada arrives with her brother to play, she takes over the game - and takes over the wheelchair - putting them all in 
unicorn prison! After all, they’ve been bad unicorns, haven’t they? Humour-Imagination-Play-Bossy-Inclusivity

117. Fussy Flamingo, The (Jonnie Wild And Brita Granstrom)   $16.99    $15.30
Baby Flamingo is a VERY fussy eater! “I don’t like flingo weed,” says Baby. “I’m going to find a family that eats something delicious.” 
Baby visits the monkeys, the bats, the giraffes and the anteater, but he doesn’t like ANY of their food. So he goes to the river 
to see what Crocodile likes to eat!” This is the fourth exciting adventure in the Five Flamingos series, following The Carnivorous 
Crocodile, The Mud Monster and The Yum Yum Tree. The author’s royalties for the series will be donated in support of wildlife 
habitat conservation projects in Africa.

118. Happy Birthday, Dog! (Annabel Pitcher And Fabi Santiago)   $24.99    $22.50
Cat and Dog are best friends (most of the time) although they are VERY different. Dog is quiet and Cat is loud. Cat is bouncy, 
while Dog is calm. Dog is shy, and Cat loves to be the centre of attention. So when the day of Dog’s birthday arrives, Cat simply 
cannot believe it can’t be her birthday too! A warm and witty tale of best friends, birthdays, rivalry and learning to share. Humour-
Birthdays-Friendship-Differences-Sharing

119. How To Welcome A New Baby (Jean Reagan And Lee Wildish)   $29.99    $27.00
A new baby is coming! Do you know what to do? This heartwarming new addition to the bestselling How to... series is all about 
welcoming a new sibling into your family. Learn how to get ready for the baby, how to make the baby laugh, and how to help Mom 
and Dad when things get a little topsy-turvy. Follow along through the first year of baby’s life, and learn How To... from the experts -- 
kids! Filled with charming role-reversal humor, creative ideas, and sweet moments, How To Welcome a New Baby is sure to delight 
new siblings and growing families everywhere! New Baby

120. I Colour Myself Different (Colin Kaepermick And Eric Wilkerson)   $24.99    $22.50
 I’m brown. I colour myself different! I’m me and I’m magnificent! Say it and believe it! Sports star Colin Kaepernick’s moving story of 
identity, race and self-love–inspired by a true event from his childhood–encourages readers to embrace their unique differences, 
stand up to adversity, and to courageously love their whole, true selves. Own Voice-Adoption-Family-Racism-Inclusion-Courage-
Activism-Self Acceptance

121. I’ll Be There (Karl Newson And Rosalind Beardshaw)   $22.99    $20.70
In this calming, rhyming picture book, a little polar bear wobbles on ices floes, a tiny tiger cub learns to roar, and an owl chick 
faces a fear of the dark. Who will be there to help them? Why, their daddy or mummy of course! Whatever wonderful or tricky or 
exciting moments the world has in store for these baby animals, they know that they will be supported in everything they do. Little 
ones will love joining in with the animal noises and the reassuring refrain, before snuggling up with their parent for the soothing 
bedtime ending, in a non-animal setting featuring diverse mummies, daddies and babies. Written by Karl Newson, whose stories 
have been translated into 27 languages, and illustrated by Rosalind Beardshaw, winner of the Sainsbury’s Children’s Book Award. 
Animals-Animal Babies-Family

122. I’ll Go And Come Back (Rajani Larocca And Sara Palacios)   $27.99    $25.20
When Jyoti visits her grandmother halfway around the world, she is overwhelmed by the differences between India and home. 
At first she feels lonely and out of place, but soon, despite a language barrier, she and Sita Pati are able to understand each other. 
They form a bond - looking at books together, making designs with coloured sand, shopping at the market, playing games, eating 
chapatis and sipping warm milk with saffron to bring sweet dreams. When it’s time to part, Jyoti doesn’t want to leave, but then 
she remembers that in Tamil, people don’t say goodbye, they say “I’ll go and come back.” Sure enough, the two reunite the next 
summer when Pati visits Jyoti in America, and it’s Jyoti’s turn to make her grandmother feel welcome. Can they create some special 
memories that will last until the next time they see each other? Culture-Diversity-Language-Love

123. Kaia And The Bees (Maribeth Boelts And Angela Domingues)   $16.99    $15.30
Kaia is the brave type. Like hottest-hot-pepper brave. But there is one thing that scares her - BEES! And right now, thousands of bees 
live on her roof because Kaia’s dad is a beekeeper. Her dad says that the world needs bees and that’s why they are beekeepers. But 
only he goes on the roof, not Kaia - unless she can find a way to be the brave girl she always says she is... Against a sunny city setting, 
author Maribeth Boelts and illustrator Angela Dominguez depict Kaia’s small courageous steps - and her tiny insect neighbours - 
with huge empathy and charm. Letters To Live By: An Alphabet Book With Intention 

124. Letters To Live By: An Alphabet Book With Intention
(Lisa F. Riddiough And Asa Gilland)   $24.99    $22.50
Appreciate art, become brave, and choose compassion. Pairing big ideas like generosity, respect, and joy with the letters of the 
alphabet, Letters to Live By is a beautiful picture book that encourages children to make the most of each day and leave their mark 
on the world. Growth Mindset-Self Awareness-Values-Kindness-Community
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125. Listen: How Evelyn Glennie, A Deaf Girl, Changed Percussion 
(Shannon Stocker And Devon Holzwarth)   $16.99    $15.30
An inspiring picture book biography which tells the world-famous deaf percussionist Dame Evelyn Glennie. This inspiring picture 
book tells the true story of world-famous deaf percussionist Dame Evelyn Glennie. This is a story of music. Of obstacles. Of strength 
and hard work. Of all you can accomplish when you dream. As a child, Evelyn Glennie’s ears began to hurt. Voices became distant 
whispers. Ringing phones sounded like muffled crunches in her ears. But when she was told that she would need to wear hearing 
aids for the rest of her life, Evelyn was determined that this this would never stop her from playing music. Instead of giving up on 
her dreams, Evelyn found new ways to listen... With stunning illustrations from Devon Holzwarth, and a special note from Evelyn 
Glennie herself, this is the perfect book to inspire children to never give up on their dreams. True Stories-Deafness-Music-Disability-
Inclusion-Determination

126. Little Dog Lost (Monica Carnes)   $16.99    $15.30
On a cold winter day, a curious dog wandered onto a frozen river, and before he knew it he was traveling fast on a sheet of ice. Many 
people tried to help, but the dog could not be reached. Finally, after two nights and seventy-five miles, the little dog was saved by a 
ship out in the Baltic Sea. The gallant rescue of the little dog nicknamed Baltic made international news. M nica Carnesi’s simple text 
and charming watercolor illustrations convey all the drama of Baltic’s journey. His story, with its happy ending, will warm readers’ 
hearts. An author’s note and map are included. Animal Stories-Dogs-True Stories-Survival

127. Littlest Elephant, The (Kate Read)   $26.99    $24.30
The littlest elephant is always in a rush, and it takes a tiny mouse to show her how to slow down and notice the other jungle 
creatures in this funny, colourful story from Kate Read, creator of the multi-award-winning One Fox. The bright and richly illustrated 
pages full of jungle creatures from a chameleon to a tiger will entrance any child as they follow the littlest elephant on her way to 
the pool for a swim. At first she is too excited to notice the chaos she is causing, but then she realizes that by slowing down and 
helping others, everyone can join in the fun. A beautiful and humorous book about learning empathy for others and helping those 
who may need it. Animals Stories-Jungle Animals-Empathy

128. Maisy Goes On A Nature Walk (Lucy Cousins)   $19.99    $18.00
Maisy and her friends are heading to their local park for a nature walk! Join in on this adventure as they have fun looking out 
for birds, bees, minibeasts and more! There is so much to do: a visit to the pond, a spot of birdwatching, a wander through the 
wildflower garden and even building a den!

129. Marmalade The Orange Panda (David Walliams And Adam Stower)   $24.99    $22.50
Cuddle up and laugh with this heart-warming and hilarious picture book from number-one bestselling author David Walliams, 
gloriously illustrated by the awesome Adam Stower! One morning, deep in the forest, a beautiful baby panda was born. The panda 
was different to all the others, as he had dazzling orange fur. “I will call you Marmalade,” his mummy whispered. . . Meet Marmalade, 
the little panda who goes on a big adventure as he sets off to explore the forest one day to find where he belongs. Along the way, 
he meets all sorts of animals . . . until he sees he has come full circle and is back home with his mum, which is where he always did 
belong, of course! This gorgeous and endearing story is a celebration of family love, being yourself and finding your place in the 
world. It is the perfect story to share with your special someone - big or little. Family-Identity-Differences-Uniqueness

130. Me And Ms. Too (Laura Ruby And Dung Ho)   $29.99    $27.00
For as long as Molly can remember, it’s always just been her and Dad. Dad, who likes to splash in the pool, who likes to spin at the 
park, who bakes the best cookies around. But that was before Dad married Ms. Too.  Ms. Too doesn’t like to splash. She doesn’t like 
to spin. And she can’t bake anything. “But Molly, you used to love Ms. Too.” That was before, when she was Molly’s favorite librarian. 
Now everything has changed.  But as Molly and Ms. Too are about to discover, maybe change isn’t always scary. Maybe change can 
be the best thing of all. Family Unit-Families-Step Family-Stepmother

131. Milo Imagines The World (Matt De La Pena)   $14.99    $13.50
Milo Imagines the World is a warm and richly satisfying story from the award-winning and New York Times bestselling picture book 
duo, about a little boy with a big imagination who learns that you can’t know anyone just by looking at them. Set in a bustling city, 
and full of a family love that binds even in difficult circumstances. Milo is on a train journey through the city with his older sister, 
looking at the faces of the other passengers and drawing pictures of their lives. Milo wonders if perhaps the little boy in bright 
white trainers is living in a castle with a moat and a butler. But when the little boy gets off at the same stop and joins the same 
queue as him, Milo realises that you can’t judge by appearances and that we are all more alike than we are different: both boys are 
visiting their mothers in prison. Matt de la Peña and Christian Robinson once again deliver a hugely powerful and enjoyable picture 
book, full of rich details both to look at and to talk about. Anyone who has ever travelled on public transport will relate to Milo’s 
journey. Imagination-Art-Assumption-Prison

132. Mouse In The House (Ayto Russell)   $16.99    $13.59
A farcical catch-the-mouse caper from award-winning comic writer Russell Ayto. Mr and Mrs Homeowner have a mouse in their 
house, and they want it gone. Mr Bosh – big chief mouse-catcher, and Mr Bumble – assistant mouse-catcher (wearing shoes that 
squeak like a mouse) arrive on the scene. They try all the old tricks: setting a trap, bringing in a (big!) cat, inviting an elephant 
round... but the mouse is always one step ahead. Humour

133. Music In Me, The (Sophy Henn)   $24.99    $22.50
This reassuring, playful picture book from the brilliant Sophy Henn is the perfect way to get to know all kinds of emotions! Hey! 
Have you ever stopped to think about all the different kinds of music that make you, you? There are happy tunes and slow beats, a 
marching stomp and a sleepy swoon. Maybe, some days, you can’t find your rhythm and you feel all out of sorts, and then on other 
days your music will come together and you’ll march to the beat of your own drum. All this music and more is celebrated here. 
Rhyming Text-Feelings/Emotions-Music
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134. My Magic Family (Lottie Jeffs)   $14.99    $13.50
A celebratory, reassuring rhyming picture book featuring a nursery full of children from magical, diverse families. There are billions 
of families, a million ways to be. But in my magic family it’s Mummy, Mum and me! Let’s tell our family stories - fantastical and true 
- and we’ll find out who’s who to me, and who is who to you . . . In this celebratory, reassuring rhyming story a little girl with two 
mummies shares the magic of her family and discovers how magic all her friends’ families are too. This is a warm, funny read-aloud 
that’s perfect for opening up conversations about different families in a playful, creative way. Rhyming Text-Family Unit-Inclusivity-
Diversity

135. My Sister Daisy (Adria Karlsson And Linus Curci)   $24.99    $22.50
Daisy’s older brother is thrilled when he gets a new sibling. They are best buddies who do everything together. But in kindergarten 
things change. His sibling tells him she is a girl and wants to be called Daisy. Daisy’s brother must adjust to the change - including 
what it means for him and their relationship. A powerful moving picture book based on a true story My Sister Daisy handles a 
sensitive subject with warmth and love. Gender Identity-Family

136. New Friend, A (Lucy Menzies And Maddy Vian)   $19.99    $18.00
Follow the heartwarming story of a new friendship in this innovative title, comprised of two books telling two different perspectives 
of the story of Joe and Mae! Its Joe’s first day at a new school. Its big, scary and different. He misses his school, his old friends and 
his old life. Cant he just go back to the way things were? When Mae hears that there’s a new kid starting school, she can’t wait to 
meet him. Is this her chance to make a true friend? A New Friend is the next book in the One Book, Two Stories format. With this 
innovative format, two books, telling two different stories, are bound together. One book follows Joe on his first day at school, and 
the other shows Mae on her quest to make friends with the new kid. The stories can also be read side-by-side, as spreads from each 
book complement each other and are linked with corresponding page numbers. The final spread at the back of the book reveals a 
shared ending, in which Joe and Mae are united in the playground! This uplifting tale of overcoming fears and making new friends 
is the perfect gift for anyone struggling with new challenges, and the innovative format means kids can read the story again and 
again, each time in different ways! Starting School-Friendship-First Experiences

137. Not A Cat In Sight (Frances Stickley)   $24.99    $22.50
A fast, funny ‘It’s behind you!’ tale with a rollicking rhyming text and bold, bright illustrations. Mouse was feeling fabulous. The sky 
was blue and bright. The day was warm and wonderful, with not a cat in sight... Mouse sets off on his perfect day blissfully unaware 
(in the tradition of all the best cat-and-mouse capers) that he is being followed every step of the way. He imagines he’s at the circus, 
skydiving, discovering priceless treasure... And the best bit? There’s not a cat in sight. Or is there...? Children will delight at being 
one step ahead of all the characters in this riotous tale, featuring an irresistible refrain, delightfully skilful rhyming text by Frances 
Stickley, and the debut picture book illustrations from exciting new artist Eamonn O’Neill. Humour-Rhyming Text

138. Once Upon A Fairytale (Natalia O’hara)   $16.99    $15.30
 Did you ever wish to feast with fairies, live in a tree, or ride a unicorn across the sun-lit sky? Here, in this magical world, you can. You 
can choose to be a clever princess, or a curious gingerbread man, or perhaps a gentle knight. Maybe you’ll live in a tree, or a tower 
on a hill. You can eat fresh-buttered sunbeams with fairies, or newt pie and pigtail pudding with ogres. Everywhere you look, you 
will find a new adventure. Just pick the one you like best. A captivating book where the child chooses the story they want to tell – 
empowering children to become storytellers and weave their very own fairytale. Interactive-Fairytales-Storytelling

139. One Wish: Fatima Al-Fihri And The World’s Oldest University 
(Mo Yuksel And Miriam Quraishi)   $29.99    $27.00
Fatima had one wish . . . Fatima al-Fihri loved to learn. She wanted to know everything, like how birds flew, why the sky was blue, 
and how flowers grew. But more than anything, she wanted a school for all, where anyone could study and become whatever 
they wanted, like teachers, scientists, and doctors. As she grew older, Fatima carried her one wish inside her, through good times 
and bad. Fueled by her faith and her determination, she worked hard to make her one wish come true. For over a thousand years, 
Fatima’s one wish-her school-served students and scholars from around the globe, and it continues to do so today! With lyrical text 
by M. O. Yuksel (author of In My Mosque) and stunning illustrations by Mariam Quraishi, this true-life portrait of an extraordinary 
Muslim woman shows the importance of never giving up on your dreams and how we all have the power to change the world for 
the better. Biography-Famous People-Famous Women-Determination-Courage-Education-Islam

140. On My Papa’s Shoulders (Niki Daly)   $29.99    $27.00
“When Papa lifts me onto his shoulders I can see the whole world.”  One little boy in South Africa has just started school. When 
Mama takes him, they hurry along - but there’s always time for a kiss at the school gate. When Gogo takes him they go slow and 
feed the hungry cat on the way. When it’s Tata’s turn they walk through the park and splash in puddles. But the best days of all are 
when Papa takes him to school, lifts him high on his shoulders and tells him, “I love you.” A heart-warming celebration of family 
and fathers, with beautiful, atmospheric paintings portraying the everyday life of a loving extended family. Family Unit-Father’s 
Day-Fathers-Relationships

141. Pann The Prepared Panda (Shiyin Pan And Margaret Tolland)   $22.99    $20.70
Pann Panda is going to Australia, and his forest friends help him decide what to pack in this story about thoughtful preparation 
One day, Pann the Panda is relaxing and eating his favourite bamboo when he hears some exciting news. He has been chosen to 
represent his animal kingdom on a visit to Australia to see their zoos. Pann is leaving the next day, so he must start packing! The 
other animals eagerly give him advice on what to pack, such as an umbrella to shield Pann from sunshine and rain, comfortable 
shoes, a beach chair, and more. What else should Pann bring with him? A story about thoughtfully preparing and packing for travel. 
Pandas-Preparation
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142. Party Parade (Leanne Miller And Sara Miller)   $17.99    $16.20
Did someone say party? Count to ten as you spot animals in their natural habitats in this wildly joyful hide-and-seek picture book. 
Tropical jungles, snowy mountains, salty seabeds ... no place is exception to the colourful festive fun. Find hidden animals and 
nature elements on each page and delight in each of their marvellous worlds. Join the celebration ... it’s a party parade! Look and 
Find-Animals-Habitats

143. Perfect Wonderful Day With Friends, A (Philip Waechter)   $27.99    $25.20
This picture book captures the warmth and fun of a spontaneous summer’s day with friends-picnic, walk, swim and a cake (or two) 
to finish Raccoon decides to bake an apple cake. But he has no eggs, so visits his friend Fox, who needs a ladder to mend the roof. 
Badger will have one, but he needs help too, so they set off to find Bear. They stroll through meadows, meet up with Crow, nibble 
blackberries and find Bear fishing at the river. Soon the five friends are having the best day out-the sun shining on their fur, fishing, 
swimming, picnic and finally home to bake the cake-two cakes, because bears have big appetites. Friendship

144. Pet Potato, The (Josh Lacey And Momoko Abe)   $29.99    $27.00
Albert is so desperate to get a pet, he’ll take anything - a cat, a dog, giraffe... he’s not fussy, so he’s super excited when Dad finally 
brings a pet home. There’s just one problem: it’s a potato. Potatoes can’t do anything a proper pet does... can they?! Branford Boase 
Award shortlisted Josh Lacey and World Illustration Award shortlisted Momoko Abe bring warmth and humour in perfect measure 
to this story, perfect for any child who’s desperate for a pet! Pets-Humour

145. Poo-Dunit? A Forest Floor Mystery (Kately Aronson And Steph Laberis)   $29.99    $27.00
This rollicking, rhyming tale of animal poo will have children squealing with laughter-even as they learn about forest ecosystems 
and discover surprising facts about scat. Sniff, sniff! went Mouse. Whiff, whiff! went Mouse. “Who left this poo outside my house? 
I must undo this mystery. Poo-dunit?” Mouse is dismayed to step outside her house one morning only to discover a giant pile of 
poo! Who could have done such a dastardly deed? Mouse questions all the animals of the forest, but it’s too big to be Squirrel’s, too 
dark to be Coyote’s, and too messy to be Deer’s. Will Mouse ever track down the culprit-and will she find a way to make the best of 
this smelly situation? Between giggles at every mention of the word poo, children will learn to identify eight different animals’ scat 
and discover how droppings can help plants to grow, all while enjoying Katelyn Aronson’s rhyming text and Stephanie Laberis’s 
expressive animals. Back matter includes a mini “poo-dunit” mystery challenging children to match scat with the correct animal, as 
well as a note on why poo is precious-and who is responsible for the biggest poo of all.

146. River, The (Tom Percival)   $24.99    $22.50
An exquisite, thought-provoking book to help children understand the idea of ever-changing emotions. Rowan loves the river; it’s 
just like he is. On some days, it’s quiet and calm, on others it’s light and playful, and then there are the days when it roars along, wild 
and angry. But when Rowan goes through a particularly difficult winter, the river freezes - just like Rowan. Can Rowan find a way to 
release his frozen feelings, and allow the river to flow freely once more? The wise and reassuring new picture book from the creator 
of The Invisible and Ruby’s Worry. Feelings/Emotions

147. Roto And Roy: Helicopter Heroes (Sherri Duskey Rinker)   $24.99    $22.50
Meet Roto and Roy, helicopter heroes! When a dangerous forest fire burns out of control, helicopter Roto and pilot Roy are ready to 
fly to the rescue! They’re braver than brave, tougher than tough, and nothing will stop this firefighting crew from completing their 
mission. From Sherri Duskey Rinker, bestselling author of the Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site series, and award-winning 
illustrator Don Tate, this action-packed series starter will have kids cheering for two awesome new heroes-and imagining how they 
might save the day themselves! Emergency Services-Emergency Vehicles-Helicopters

148. Ruffles And The New Green Thing (David Melling)   $19.99    $18.00
There’s a new green thing in Ruffles’ bowl and he does NOT like it. Not. One. Little. Bit. But look! Ralph has come to play. Ruffles 
REALLY loves Ralph. Ralph always finds the best sticks, jumps the highest fences and digs the deepest holes. So, when Ralph spots 
the new green thing and happily takes a BIG bite, well . . . Ruffles soon decides that broccoli can’t be so bad, after all. In fact, it’s 
DELICIOUS!

149. Seed Grows, A (Antoinette Portis)   $24.99    $22.50
Understand how a seed becomes a sunflower by peeking beneath the soil, and watching the first shoots grow, until a big fold out 
reveals the towering, flowering plant! Minimal text coupled with gorgeous, bright and blocky illustrations show the life cycle of 
a plant from seed to shoot, flower and seed again. Also shows how plants depend on other animals such as birds. Rhyming Text-
Lifecycles

150. Snake Brought A Cake (Sam Smith And Daron Parton)   $15.99    $14.40
The cockerel crowed across Pettington Zoo. The animals woke with a big job to do. ‘The Harry is coming! Today is the day! We have 
to get ready! There’s no time to play!’ It’s Harry’s birthday and the all the animals at Pettington Zoo are planning a big surprise. It’s 
time to get ready to party! Written by comedian Sam Smith and illustrated by Daron Parton, this is a heartwarming and hilarious 
book so full of laughs that you may just be crying by the end. Rhyming Text-Humour

151. Stompysaurus, The (Rachel Bright And Chris Chatterton)   $24.99    $22.50
A reassuring tale about coping with overwhelming feelings and frustration, The Stompysaurus is the latest book in the DinoFeelings 
series by Rachel Bright and Chris Chatterton, creators of The Worrysaurus. One morning, Stompysaurus wakes from a happy dream, 
feeling excited for the new day, until things start to go a bit wrong. His brother’s being a tease, his breakfast isn’t his usual favourite 
and NOTHING is going right. His STOMPS and ROARS start rising inside him, until they EXPLODE! But a tricky start doesn’t have to 
mean a stompy finish. Can Stompysurus find a new way of looking at things and turn his day around? Feelings/Emotions-Anger-
Frustration
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152. Storm Goliath (James Sellick And Craig Shuttlewood)   $26.99    $24.30
Goliath gets angry ALL the time. Anything and anyone can spark off his rages. Some sweet singing…a croc crunching…a birthday 
party… Then, Goliath has an idea how to control his anger. His new theory is soon put to the test by the world’s worst parrot. About 
the Dealing with Feeling series: Explore feelings in this fantastic new picture book series, Dealing with Feeling. Through fun and 
enchanting stories, there’s subtle guidance on how to recognise and manage emotions in a positive way. With bright, engaging 
illustrations and lots of delightful animals that children can identify with, this is a perfect way to deal with big feelings. Feelings/
Emotions-Anger

153. Teapot Trouble (Morag Hood)   $26.99    $24.30
 Perfect for reading aloud, Teapot Trouble is a warm and silly picture book that children (and adults) will find hilarious. Something 
or someone is living inside Duck’s teapot! Who are they? What do they want? How will we get them out? Never fear, for Tiny Horse 
is here! Tiny Horse has a trampoline. She has a magnificent hat. She has a stick of celery. What more could anyone need to save the 
day? A laugh-out-loud story with a message about kindness, starring Duck and Tiny Horse, the brilliantly funny duo from Spaghetti 
Hunters, described by the Sunday Times as ‘wacky and funny’. Morag Hood is the award-winning creator of When Grandad Was a 
Penguin, The Steves and I Am Bat. Humour

154. Thank You For The Little Things (Caryl Hart)   $24.99    $22.50
The perfect book to share with anxious little ones, and the ideal antidote to worries big and small - with gorgeous illustrations by 
the bestselling illustrator of THE WORLD MADE A RAINBOW. Whenever I am feeling sad or life feels hard or wrong or bad, I focus 
for a little while on little things that make me smile . . . What are the things that make YOU feel happy? From swinging high on 
playground swings to licking melty ice cream, there are lots of small things that can cheer up a grey day. This reassuring, uplifting 
picture book celebrates the little things that bring us joy and happiness. We all have bad days and sad days, but sometimes it’s the 
smallest things that make us smile! Gratitude

155. Usborne Families: We’re Moving House (Sam Taplin)   $9.99    $9.00
This endearingly illustrated book gently introduces young children to the idea of moving house. Narrated by 4-year-old Ama, it 
explains each part of the process in a reassuring way. As well as the practical aspects, the book explores the emotional highs and 
lows of relocating, and shows that this big change can be an exciting thing, with a little help from old friends and new ones. Moving 
House-Change

156. We Belong (Laura Purdie Salas And Carlos Velez Aguilera)   $32.99    $29.70
We all belong! You and I, we’re alike, / but we’re different too. / That’s not good. / That’s not bad. / It’s just what is true. Explore and 
celebrate who you are and who others are too! Rhyming verse by Laura Purdie Salas invites others to notice the diversity of our 
world and affirm that we all belong, just as we are. Bright illustrations by Carlos Velez Aquilera feature a diverse group of children, 
playing and learning in an urban setting. Diversity-Acceptance-Difference-Inclusion-Belonging

157. Weirdo (Zadie Smith And Magenta Fox)   $14.99    $13.50
Meet Maud- a guinea pig who inexplicably wears a judo suit - and not everyone understands or approves. When Maud is thrown 
into a new and confusing situation, it takes brave decisions and serendipitous encounters for her to find her place and embrace her 
individuality. The charming characters of Magenta Fox, whose work is evocative of Raymond Briggs and Janet Ahlberg, perfectly 
offset Zadie and Nick’s warm, wry prose. Weirdo is an endearing story about the quiet power of being different by two veteran 
writers, and introduces an exciting debut illustrator. Together they have created a picture book that adults and children alike will 
treasure. Feelings/Emotions-Anxiety-Individuality-Difference

158. Welcome To The World (Julia Donaldson And Helen Oxenbury)   $27.99    $25.20
A tender and lyrical picture book from two internationally-bestselling and award-winning creators- Julia Donaldson and Helen 
Oxenbury- Welcome to the World is a joyful poem that explores new senses, people, places and experiences that babies and 
young children are having for the very first time.”Welcome to the World. Welcome to the light.Welcome to the day. Welcome to 
the night.Welcome to your mummy. Welcome to your feeds.Welcome to the earrings and the buttons and the beads.” From two 
bestselling and awardwinning creators comes a magical, lyrical celebration of babies’ first experiences. From the comfort of home 
to the adventure of the great outdoors, from family to first encounters with nature, Welcome to the World revels in the joy that 
comes with sharing this new world with children, and seeing it through their eyes. A perfect read-aloud story for sharing from Julia 
Donaldson and Helen Oxenbury. New Baby-First Experiences-Rhyming Text

159. Wellington’s Big Day Out (Steve Small)   $19.99    $18.00
 Meet Wellington - the little elephant with BIG ideas - in this irresistible story about family and growing up from acclaimed 
picture book creator, Steve Small (illustrator of I’m Sticking With You). When Wellington is given a new jacket exactly like Dad’s 
for his birthday, at first he’s delighted. But his delight turns to disappointment when he tries it on and it’s far too big. And what if, 
Wellington thinks, – even worse! – it’s not that the jacket is too big, but that he’s too small? Well, Wellington’s dad has a plan, and 
on an exciting day out that takes in a ride on the bus, a super-size strawberry sundae, a toot on a tuba and a visit to his grandad, 
Wellington learns that he’s growing up exactly as fast as he should be – and just like his dad. Growing Up-Family

160. Why Won’t You Sleep? (Adam Wallace And Carla Martell)   $17.99    $16.20
Can’t sleep? It can be hard to nod off sometimes. But don’t worry, we know just the thing to make you tired ... What, still awake? Why 
won’t you sleep?! Bedtime-Humour-Sleep-Monsters
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161. Wild For Winnie (Laura Fitzgerald)   $29.99    $27.00
Winnie is the new kid at school, and sometimes she acts kind of wild. Her teacher says to her classmates, “Maybe Winnie feels the 
world differently than most of us. Why don’t we give her world a try?” So that week, when Winnie can’t stop monkeying around, the 
class joins her on the jungle gym. And when she’s acting squirrelly, they all go nuts on an obstacle course. When Winnie is being 
a bit of a bear, the whole class burrows into a cozy den for storytime. Soon, with the guidance of their loving teacher, Winnie’s 
classmates realize that sometimes we all feel the world differently, and that’s more than okay. Neurodiverse-Neurodiversity-
Sensory Processing Disorder-Difference-Acceptance-Empathy

162. Wild-Life: The Extraordinary Adventures Of Sir David Attenborough 
(Leisa Stewart-Sharpe)   $26.99    $24.30
Journey through the jungle and coral reefs, across the African plains and icy poles, and even to the Galapagos Islands, as you 
discover all there is to know about the world’s best-known and best-loved naturalist, Sir David Attenborough, in this beautifully 
illustrated non-fiction picture book. From a childhood spent searching for fossils to his awe-inspiring work as a broadcaster and 
conservationist, learn about Sir David Attenborough’s WILD life, as you experience iconic moments from his documentaries and 
are inspired by his untiring efforts to protect our planet. Famous People-Environment-Conservation-Nature-Narrative Non Fiction

163. Wind May Blow, The (Thomas Hegbrook)   $24.99    $22.50
Life doesn’t always go smoothly. Sometimes, the wind may blow, but remember: you can do hard things. This gorgeous picture 
book puts into words every parent’s wish for their child as they face life’s challenges. With peek-through pages and a gentle, lyrical 
text, this is a book to share and treasure. Growth Mindset-Confidence

164. Wombat Underground: A Wildlife Survival Story 
(Sarah L. Thomson And Charles Santoso)   $26.99    $24.30
 Inspired by viral online stories during the 2019-2020 wildfires in Australia featuring wombats ‘saving’ other animals taking shelter 
in their burrows, here is a lyrical story about strangers in need of refuge. Up on the hill, Wallaby licks a puddle’s last drop. Skink 
slips into the shade. Echidna hides in grass as dry as tinder. Under the hill, Wombat carves out a cave that’s all his own. Then-
KABOOM!-lightning strikes. Written in simple and concise language perfect for a read aloud, award-winning author Sarah L. 
Thomson invites readers to see through the eyes of a wombat as the fire rages through Australia. Nearly 3 billion animals were 
affected by the Australian wildfires of 2020, and wombats played a crucial part in allowing their homes to transform as safe havens 
for other animals whose homes were destroyed in the fires. Paired with stunning and richly layered art by Charles Santoso, Wombat 
Underground teaches us that the time of greatest danger is also the time to open our door to those in the greatest need. Animal 
Stories-Australian Animals-Wombats-Survival-Bushfires

165. World For You And Me (Uju Asika And Jennie Poh)   $26.99    $24.30
 In this uplifting picture book, you imagine a world where everyone looks identical, where all food tastes the same, where we all 
speak the same language. A world that is...well, pretty boring. But with an explosion of colour, the pages soon come to life. This 
joyful picture book encourages children to imagine the world as a vast library, with room on the shelves for everybody’s story. It is 
a celebration of our incredibly diverse world as it really is: home to 195 countries with thousands of different cultures, 10 million 
colours and 4,300 religions. Written by Uju Asika, author of Bringing up Race, this beautiful picture book celebrates the beauty and 
joy of living in a wonderfully diverse world. Diversity-Acceptance-Difference

166. All The Tricky Things (Karys Mcewan)   $14.99    $13.50
It’s the start of the summer holidays and twelve-year-old Bertie is worried. Next year she’s going to a high school in the city, while 
all her friends stay behind in Merri, the small town she’s lived in all her life. To help her feel better prepared for high school, her best 
friend, Claire, makes a list of tasks Bertie has to complete over the summer. They start working through the list together, only to 
find that some of the cracks in their friendship are beginning to show. Soon, Bertie’s not even sure she’ll have one friend by the end 
of the summer. All the Little Tricky Things is a charming, heartfelt novel about a time when everything is changing, and a girl who’s 
trying to make sense of it all. Friendship-Growing Up-Change Age 11+

167. Astronaughties #1: Moon Mayhem (Andrew Cranna)   $16.99    $13.59
An out-of-this-world illustrated middle grade adventure that will have young readers giggling across the galaxy! You may be asking 
yourself, dear reader, how three naughty kids, one pet octopug and their handsome robot minder – that’s me – accidentally got 
strapped inside a 400 megaton thermonuclear rocket on a one-way collision course to the moon? Good question! Well, let me take 
you back to the beginning . . . In 2120 the Moon has been transformed into the ultimate super-cool intergalactic amusement park. 
The Astronaughties, the children of some of the park’s designers, get a chance to visit the Lunar Park before it officially opens. But 
when they arrive, they discover their parents are missing. Now their mission is to find them, defeat the baddies and free a trapped 
alien. Hold on tight, this is going to be one wild rocket ride! Graphic Novel Age 9+

AUSTRALIAN NOVELS
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168. Brotherband #9: Stern Chase, The (John Flanagan)   $18.99    $15.19
Pirates have stolen the Skandians’ best ship and it’s up to Hal and the Heron brotherband to find them in the unputdownable ninth 
adventure in the New York Times bestselling series. Outnumbered but determined, the Herons are ready for action. The scene is set 
for an epic battle at sea . . . For years now, the Skandians have been the guardians of the Stormwhite Sea, stopping piracy wherever 
they find it. But there are some who don’t like the Skandians’ new role. When their enemies strike at the heart of Hallasholm, 
damaging every ship and stealing the pride of the fleet, there is one hope. Hal’s ship, the newly rebuilt Heron, was being repaired 
so the attackers didn’t find her. Hal and the Heron brotherband - along with the Oberjarl, Erak - set off to find Wolfwind. But when 
they discover the thieves are using Wolfwind to plunder ships and towns - and blame the Skandians - Hal knows these pirates must 
be stopped, whatever it takes. Age 12+ For all books in this series type BROTHERBAND into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.
com.au

169. Calling Of Jackdaw Hollow, The (Kate Gordon)   $14.99    $11.99
An evocative story about one odd boy searching for his place in the world, perfect for anyone who has ever wondered where their 
path might lead. When Jackdaw Hollow is orphaned by a lightning strike, he is taken in by the headmistress of Direleafe Hall. Even 
though he grows up with her love and care, he feels undeserving, as if the universe made a mistake in sparing him. As he searches 
for the reason he survived the storm, he befriends Angeline, a wildling girl who knows where her destiny lies - the circus. But when 
he goes too far in trying to find his own calling, he loses sight of what’s most important. The Calling of Jackdaw Hollow is a spirited 
tale of destiny, self-worth and accepting that if you love something, you must set it free. Destiny-Self Worth Age 9+

170. Cranky Chicken #2: Cranky Chicken: Party Animals Graphic Novel 
(Katherine Battersby)   $14.99    $13.50
Cranky Chicken is super hungry and the crank-O-meter is on high. What can Speedy the worm do to help? How about ... a yummy 
snack? A day at the beach? An unsurprising party? It’s party time for Cranky and Speedy, two Best Feathered Friends! The second 
book in a charming illustrated series about mismatched friends who bring joy, companionship and a new perspective to each 
other’s lives. Perfect for newly independent readers and fans of Elephant and Piggie and The Bad Guys. Graphic Novel-Humour Age 
6+ For all books in this series type CRANKY CHICKEN into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

171. Dragon Realm #4: Dragon Rising (Katie Tsang)   $14.99    $13.50
Billy, Dylan, Charlotte and Ling-Fei are back in their hometowns, missing each other and their dragons. While out surfing one 
morning, Billy panics when a water dragon emerges out of the waves, and soon strange sightings are being spotted all over the 
world. Meeting back in Dragon Realm, the friends, their dragons and two new acquaintances join forces to investigate. But what 
unravels is a dastardly plan concocted by an evil baddie and a human and dragon battle that will go down in history. It’s up to Billy 
and friends to save the world, but can they do it? Fantasy-Dragons Age 10+ For all books in this series type DRAGON REALM into 
the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

172. Eboy #4: New Gemini, A (Anh Do)   $15.99    $14.40
Ethan was a normal teenager, until a freak lightning strike gave him the ability to hack into any electronic device - with his mind! 
When Ethan’s link to Gemini breaks down after a mid-air battle, he decides to fix the android. But all the equipment he needs is 
with the enemy! Can Ethan, Doctor Penny and Gemini work together to outsmart the dangerous Agent Ferris and infiltrate enemy 
headquarters? Adventure-Courage-Technology-Superpowers-Robots Age 10+ For all books in this series type EBOY into the search 
field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

173. Ella At Eden #7: Eden Stars (Laura Sieveking And Danielle Mcdonald)   $15.99    $14.40
The Eden College girls can’t believe it. The famous child-movie star, Ariel Anderson, is going to be starring in a new movie ... which 
is being filmed at their school! As rivalries grow over who might get to be an extra in the movie, something sinister is happening 
behind the scenes. Who is sending threatening notes to Ariel? Can Ella solve the mystery before Ariel is in real danger? Friendship-
Mystery Age 9+ For all books in this series type ELLA AT EDEN into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

174. Ella Diaries #24: Dolphin Dreaming
(Meredith Costain And Danielle Mcdonald)   $14.99    $13.50
Warning: You are about to read my utterly biggest secrets. Can I trust you? OK then. I’m Ella, and this is my diary. Ella dreams that 
one day she could see a dolphin in the wild. And when she and Zoe meet Mila, Ella’s dream might come true! But their holiday at 
misty point isn’t all ice-creams and boogieboarding. Ella and Zoe make a terrible discovery! Age 7+ For all books in this series type 
ELLA DIARIES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

175. Fartboy #7: Toenails Of Terror (Adam Wallace And James Hart)   $14.99    $13.50
It’s quiet ... too quiet in Sparkletown and Fartboy has to face his most disgusting villain yet! Toejam! The mime making, noise hating, 
toenail cradle catching baddy. It’s up to the fartastic hero and his friends to save the day. Will Fartboy break the silence and rescue 
the citizens of Sparkletown? Age 6+ For all books in this series type FARTBOY into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

176. Ghost Locket, The (Allison Rushby)   $17.99    $14.39
A captivating supernatural mystery set in a house haunted by secrets from the past. Eleven-year-old Lolli must return to London 
and break a promise she made to herself — to never again enter the house in Spitalfields, an historic building managed by her 
family. There, Lolli must face up to what she saw in the house several years ago and make things right for two ghosts, one friendly 
and one decidedly not, and open her heart to people in both the living and twilight worlds. Ghosts-Supernatural-Mystery Age 9+
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177. Good Times Of Pelican Rise #2: No Waste Race, The (Samone Amba)   $17.99    $16.20
 A toilet? On the footpath? On the fanciest street in Pelican Rise? When Sunday Moon trips over a toilet that’s been left out for 
hard rubbish collection, she starts seeing rubbish EVERYWHERE, from plastic bags floating in Yabby Swamp to coffee cups littering 
the streets. After Pelican Rise Primary pledges to cut out single-use plastics for a month, Sunday and her besties Ockie, Kirra and 
Lottie are inspired to go even further and launch their very own war on waste. Plastic is OUT! Vintage clothes are IN! And all that 
hard rubbish on the nature strips could make for fantastic billy cart materials... With the help of the rest of grade six, plenty of 
secondhand tyres and a LOT of memes, The Good Times crew are going to host the best billy cart race that Pelican Rise has ever 
seen; a race that says NO to waste! Friendship-Growing Up-Activism-Environmental Issues-Rubbish-Pollution-Sustainability Age 
10+ For all books in this series type GOOD TIMES OF PELICAN RISE into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

178. Homecoming Horse, The (Jackie French)   $16.99    $13.59
Kennedy and Dad have been on the move since Mum left and their farm had to be sold. When Dad takes on a horse called Ugly, 
the plan for the horse is clear from the start – train him up, sell him off and put the money toward their new farm deposit. Despite 
knowing the clock is ticking, the bond between Kennedy and Ugly (or Douglas, as she calls him) becomes unbreakable. In the face 
of all uncertainty, Douglas has become her home and her haven, but will they have to sell him to have a home of their own? Animal 
Stories-Horses-Horse Lovers-Family-Home Age 9+

179. Horror Heights #2: Now Livescreaming (Bec Hill)   $15.99    $14.40
Welcome to Horror Heights: can the children who live here conceal the strange goings on behind closed doors? Book two in the 
creeptastic series. Ryan’s favourite hobby is watching influencer’s videos online. One day Ryan posts a comment underneath a 
video of his favourite influencer, Grimmf, and is delighted when Grimmf video calls him. Grimmf asks Ryan wants to swap lives 
with him - all Ryan has to do is repeat “yes” three times. It’s a no brainer! On the third yes, Ryan is pulled into the laptop. Ryan 
is thrilled. He watches his Grimmf doing his chores in his bedroom, while he gets to have fun being an influencer! When lots of 
followers stream his channel Ryan asks for anything he likes and it appears. Time flies when you’re having fun. But by night time, 
Ryan is exhausted by having to be “on” all the time. When he asks Grimmf if they can swap back, Grimmf laughs and cuts off the 
connection. As Ryan loses followers, his food supply runs low. There appears to be no way out. Unless he can get someone to swap 
with him ... Horror-Humour-Dyslexic Friendly Age 8+ For all books in this series type HORROR HEIGHTS into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

180. Hot Dog! #12: Hot Dog! Lolly Time! (Anh Do And Dan Mcguiness)   $14.99    $13.50
The lolly shop’s having a contest to see who can come up with the best new candy! Meanwhile, it’s Halloween and there’s a ghost on 
the loose! Can Hot Dog and his friends create a winning treat and capture the spooky stranger?! It would be sweeeeeet! Humour-
Halloween For all books in this series type HOT DOG into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

181. How To Spell Catastrophe (Fiona Wood)   $16.99    $13.59
Nell McPherson is a catastrophe expert, but nothing has prepared her for the impending catastrophe of her mum’s plans to merge 
families with boyfriend, Ted and his annoying daughter, Amelia. As if that’s not dire enough, grade six is turning into an emotional 
obstacle course as Nell moves away from her old spelling bee friends and into some rule-bending with new girl, Plum. When Nell 
decides to tackle the biggest catastrophe of them all, climate change, and campaigns for grade six to attend the School Strike 4 
Climate, old friends and new will come together, and along the way plans to foil the family merge give way to an understanding 
that it might not be such a disaster after all. Friendship-Family-Blended Family-Environmental Issues-Climate Change-Activism 
Age 10+

182. How To Tackle Your Dreams (Fiona Hardy)   $19.99    $18.00
Everyone knows that Homer loves Australian Rules football. But ever since his dad moved away and his mum was drafted in the 
women’s league, something has changed. He’s spending more time fixing clothes with his grandfather than scoring goals with his 
friends. When Homer’s upgraded school shirt becomes the talk of the playground, he sees a business opportunity that could make 
him enough money to visit his dad. But the more stitches Homer makes, the more that everything else in his life begins to unravel. 
His friends don’t understand him, his dad feels further away than ever, and even playing football doesn’t feel like the escape it used 
to. Can Homer find a way to get back to how things used to be? And what does it mean if he can’t? From the award-winning author 
behind How to Make a Movie in 12 Days and How to Write the Soundtrack to Your Life comes a warm and funny celebration of 
following your dreams, wherever they lead. Football-Aussie Rules-Friendship-Change Age 10+

183. Is There Anyone Better Than Henrietta? (Martine Murray)   $19.99    $18.00
Hello everybody, it’s me, Henrietta. I have a baby brother, two white mice, a chocolate-coloured dog, a woolly mammoth, two long 
green socks with toes. one pickle-eating best friend, a bathtub for sailing in, and definitely a huge HUGE amount of discoveries to 
discover. And if anyone tells you I make things up, you’d better believe it... These four irresistible stories, full of funny thoughts and 
adventures, are perfect for curious children with curly imaginations. 4 in 1 Age 6+

184. Lola #3: Lola In New York: The Diamond Dazzler (Shannon Stedman)   $15.99    $14.40
Join Lola, Vee and Ryan on the trip of a lifetime to New York City! Get set for a wild ride across the city. Not only are Lola and her 
friends visiting all the cool tourists spots New York has to offer, there is also a case for our favourite YouTuber to solve. A jewel thief 
known as the Diamond Dazzler has been robbing stores across New York. The clever thief dazzles people to make their getaway, 
and no one knows they have been robbed until the thief has already have gone. Can Lola and her friends visit all of the must-see 
spots on their Bucket-List Spectacular and solve the case? Friendship-Problem Solving-Humour-Cyber Safety Age 7+ For all books 
in this series type LOLA into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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185. Mertales #4: Mysterious Rainbow Thief, The (Rebecca Timms)   $14.99    $13.50
The colours are disappearing from Cockleshell Cove! The bright coral reef is grey and dull, and even the clownfish have lost their 
colour. The MerTales crew are worried their tails might be next! Sandy sets out to investigate with the help of her friends, Pearl, Shell 
and Coral. F.I.N.S. have saved Cockleshell Cove from reef dragons, giant turtles and catfish burglars, but the Mysterious Rainbow 
Thief moves faster than anything they have ever seen. Can the mer-crew catch the thief and bring back Cockleshell Cove’s beautiful 
rainbow? Age 7+ For all books in this series type MERTALES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

186. Mikki And Me And The Out-Of-Tune Tree (Marion Roberts)   $16.99    $13.59
Eleven-year-old Alberta Bracken is having a terrible summer. After a bike-riding accident, caused by the local bully, her arm’s in 
a cast so she can’t do her most favourite holiday activity: boogie boarding at the local beach. And her little sister Clementine is 
EXTREMELY ANNOYING. To make matters worse, her mum (bestselling author of Tammy Bracken’s Guide to Modern Manners) 
has sent her dad packing - after discovering his behaviour has been far from...well-mannered. So when budding filmmaker Mikki 
Watanabe suggests they start a YouTube channel about the secret life of trees - Alberta is ALL IN. And when they discover their 
trees are earmarked for removal by the local council it’s suddenly a race against time to save them. Funny, warm and a little offbeat, 
this highly entertaining novel hits all the right notes for middle-fiction readers. Environmental Issues-Activism-Trees-Social Media-
Family Unit Age 9+

187. Milo Finds $105 (Matt Stanton)   $14.99    $11.99
Sometimes feeling bored is just the beginning ... My name is Milo Kim and right now I’m chasing $105 as it flies down my street. 
The wind is blowing it towards Evie Watson’s house, so this could very well end in disaster. It’s also making for some pretty awkward 
running. Rocco, Luisa and Zak must be laughing their heads off. They’re hiding behind a truck, watching. And who knows what’s 
happening with the new kid next door. His name is Frog and he’s invented his own type of martial arts, which he’s not very good at 
even though he made it up. Finding this much money should have been a good thing, but this is terrible! And to think it all started 
because I was bored ... Family-Humour Age 8+

188. Monster Who Wasn’t #3: Boy Who Hatched Monsters, The (T.C. Shelley)   $14.99    $13.50
Sam’s life has always been strange. After all, his family have no idea that he’s half monster, half fairy. But now he’s keeping an even 
bigger secret. He alone has the power to bring monsters to life! (He’s even got a tiny gargoyle hatchling hidden in his sock drawer.) 
When Queen Maggie finds out, she’s delighted. She wants Sam to create her a whole new legion of vile ogres. When he refuses, she 
vows that she will destroy everything Sam holds dear. And so the stage is set for a final battle, one that will determine not just Sam’s 
future, but that of the whole of monsterkind ... The conclusion to T.C. Shelley’s magical fantasy trilogy is perfect for fans of Jennifer 
Bell, Sophie Anderson and Neil Gaiman’s The Graveyard Book. Fantasy-Magic-Adventure-Fairies Age 9+ For all books in this series 
type MONSTER WHO WASN’T into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

189. Moth In A Fancy Cardigan (Charlotte Lance And David Booth)   $19.99    $18.00
If a butterfly is just a moth in a fancy cardigan, then perhaps we should always expect more than what we see. This is the story 
of Gary Grey Moth who desperately wants to be seen and Florence Butterfly who has had enough of being noticed. What would 
happen if they swapped cardigans and could be the bug they each always wanted to be? A humorous, insightful story of identity 
and coming-of-age, told from the unlikely but utterly relatable perspectives of a moth and a butterfly. Identity Age 9+

190. Murray River Girl (Cathy Hope)   $19.99    $18.00
Until she was 11, Roma was the Murray River Girl. She lived in a tent on the banks of the river with Teddy and her parents. Her best 
friends were the children of the Barkindji River People and she freely roamed the riverbank and bush with them. The Murray River, 
Gypsies, travelling circuses, rabbit plagues and droughts all brought her many, sometimes hilarious, adventures. True Stories-Great 
Depression-World War 2-Barkindji River People-Murray River Age 9+

191. Nerd Herd #4: Pig Out (Nathan Luff And Chris Kennett)   $14.99    $13.50
Barny and his friends have escaped from Mrs Fox, but now they have a new problem: Kevin Bacon has a job for them. He wants 
them to help him impress the new pig on the farm, Barbie Q. Will a swine-dining experience win her over? Or the new musical 
show, Mo-hair? Join Barny and his friends for their wackiest job yet! Humour Age 7+ For all books in this series type NERD HERD 
into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

192. Our Stories: Maku (Meyne Wyatt)   $12.99    $10.39
OUR STORIES is a funny, relatable and engaging new early-chapter book series that celebrates Australia’s multicultural society with 
authors and illustrators from a diverse range of backgrounds. Maku loves watching movies - it’s his favourite thing in the world to 
do. He especially loves the ones about awesome superheroes saving the day. Maku’s second most favourite thing to do is camping 
and going bush with his Nan and Pop. Multicultural Age 6+

193. Our Stories: When Granny Came To Stay (Alice Pung)   $12.99    $10.39
OUR STORIES is a funny, relatable and engaging new early-chapter book series that celebrates Australia’s multicultural society with 
authors and illustrators from a diverse range of backgrounds. Everything changes when Granny comes to stay. She doesn’t drive, 
she cooks strange foods, and she thinks Destroyer Discs are just toys! But when Granny finally leaves, will things go back to the way 
they were? Multicultural Age 6+

194. Prometheus High #1: How To Make A Monster (Stuart Wilson)   $16.99    $13.59
A rusting ocean liner. Thirty students learning to resurrect the dead. A murderous monster on the loose . . . Just a typical day at 
PROMETHEUS HIGH. Athena Strange’s first semester at Prometheus High starts with a bang. But when her lessons in reanimation, 
robotics and skulkers move too slowly and she has trouble making friends, Athena decides to take matters into her own hands. But 
on a ship where science and magic collide, and the monster under your bed is probably very real . . . will Athena be able to hold her 
head above water? Science-Scientists-Adventure-Monsters Age 11+
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195. Real Pigeons #9: Real Pigeons Duck Trouble 
(Andrew Mcdonald And Ben Wood)   $15.99    $12.79
Ever wonder why pigeons always act so weird? It’s because they’re out there chasing the bad guys and saving your butts! The Real 
Pigeons are amazing crime-fighters. So when they team up with some HUMAN SECRET AGENTS they think they’ll be unbeatable! 
But then a strange MUTANT goes on a rampage. POCKETS start mysteriously vanishing from pants and jackets. And someone raises 
a terrifying army of ZOMPIGEONS. Worst of all – the agents have a SECRET of their own. And it’s going to get our heroes into terrible 
TROUBLE … the kind they can’t easily DUCK! Humour Age 6+ For all books in this series type REAL PIGEONS into the search field 
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

196. Round The Twist (Paul Jennings)    $14.99    $13.50
The bestselling book and TV series as seen on Netflix. Round the Twist boasts three short stories and the low down on how the TV 
series was made. Fact, fiction and fun from the fantastic pen of Paul Jennings. From bestselling and beloved author Paul Jennings 
comes the inside scoop from the making of his Round the Twist stories into the hugely popular TV series, now enjoying a new life 
on Netflix. Including three short stories that were made into episodes, behind-the-scenes glimpses of the actors and sets, and loads 
of extra fun tidbits to bring the zany world of Round the Twist to a whole new audience.

197. Sherlock Bones #3: Sherlock Bones And The Art And Science Alliance 
(Renee Treml)   $14.99    $13.50
Hi there, I’m Sherlock Bones - tawny frogmouth skeleton, chief sleuth and star of all museum-related investigations! Today is an 
exciting day because the museum has a new exhibit - and a new mystery! Together with my partners, the ever-brilliant Watts and 
talking bundle of fur Grace, I’m here to track down the ghost that’s destroying the museum. You might not be able to hear Watts, 
because, technically, she’s a stuffed parrot, but I always know what she’s thinking. And right now she’s thinking: Can we solve the 
mystery of the haunted painting? Mystery-Humour-Detective-Adventure-History Age 7+ For all books in this series type SHERLOCK 
BONES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

198. Skydragon #4: Brave The Storm (Anh Do And James Hart)   $15.99    $12.79
Amber took a deep breath and closed her eyes. There were insects everywhere in the park - if she concentrated, she should see 
a little purple flare of light where each one was. But she saw only darkness. Her voice came out in a whisper. ‘My power is gone.’ 
Amber has become used to summoning her insect friends and transforming into Skydragon at the first sign of danger. But now 
her powers are gone, and she’s just back to being just Amber again. Will she be able to get her powers back in time to help new 
friends defeat an old enemy? Fantasy-Dragons Age 9+ For all books in this series type SKYDRAGON into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

199. Stacey Casey: House That Time Remembers, The 
(Michael C. Madden And Nancy Bevington)   $14.99    $13.50
On their journey, readers will discover surprising and sometimes hidden and fascinating historical facts. Stacey and her friend 
Oliver travel back in time where they encounter villains, heroes, tantalising mysteries and intriguing adventures that will keep 
kids guessing. The Stacey Casey series is a wonderful combination of time travel, friendship, courage, science, history and mystery 
all wrapped up in one Stacey Casey’s father is a terrible inventor. But now, despite years of failed inventions, he has created a 
functioning time machine. Well…kind of! Instead of sending him back in time, he turns their entire house into a time machine, 
transporting everyone and everything in it. Stacey and her friend Oliver find themselves in 1965 faced with a series of extraordinary 
events. They find a bizarre artifact and encounter strange man who seems to know Stacey … but why is he chasing them? Who 
set the school on fire? And what’s with all the famous people they keep meeting? Can the friends solve the string of unanswered 
questions and find their way home? Time Travel-Friendship-Courage-Science-History-Mystery Age 8+

200. Stevie Louise #2: Spotlight Please, It’s Stevie Louise 
(Tanya Hennessy And Leigh Hedstrom)   $14.99    $13.50
Stevie Louise is an entrepreneur (that’s like a business person), an entertainer (obviously), and an extrovert on the inside (wait, is 
this a thing?). Stevie and the Brooke Street crew are hard-up for cash. Going viral doesn’t last forever, you know, and killer costumes 
are expensive. To keep their show-biz dream alive, the kids are competing in a local talent quest. But the competition is stiff (I mean, 
have you ever heard four goats sing a capella?), and Alex has a unicorn horn glued to his forehead for at least the next three weeks. 
It’s tough working under these conditions, but Stevie is up for any challenge to save Lunchbox Productions... A gloriously warm, 
funny and relatable story from bestselling author, much-loved comedian, writer, radio announcer and social media sensation Tanya 
Hennessy. Friendship-Family Unit-Anxiety-Performance-Confidence Age 9+ For all books in this series type STEVIE LOUISE into the 
search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

201. Stunt Kids (Trent Roberts)   $16.99    $15.30
After ‘The Accident’, Gretel’s parents wrapped her in cotton wool. (Not literally, that would be ridiculously itchy.) They wouldn’t 
let her do anything slightly dangerous. No running. No jumping. No dancing. She wasn’t even allowed to take out the rubbish 
in case she rolled the wheelie bin over her foot. So when she finds herself at a Stunt Camp where daredevil kids jump from great 
heights, engage in intense combat and flip, twist and tumble like it’s the easiest thing in the world, Gretel wants to sink into the 
floor. No, deeper than that. She wants to sink into the Earth’s core where the temperature is a balmy 6000 degrees. Her first step is 
to give herself a stunt name, Gypsy Flowers. Next step, face every one of her fears. Not just face them, headbutt them. Especially 
when she and her new friends are assigned a top secret, highly dangerous mission . . . The Stunt Kids must find action hero Tom 
Von Strongberg before he unleashes a hypnotic computer virus . . . a virus that will turn hundreds of millions of kids into mindless 
zombies. Humour-Action-Adventure Age 8+
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202. Under Dogs #2: We’re Not The Champions (Tracey West)   $14.99    $13.50
Welcome to Barksdale, where all the dogs strive for perfection. Every shopkeeper claims to be the ‘best groomer’ or sell the ‘best 
biscuits’. And at Barksdale Academy, the pressure is on for one pup to be named Best in Show. Duke’s cousin Coco, a French bulldog 
visiting from Paris is cool, funny, and charming-especially compared to the Underdogs. So when it comes time to choose teams, 
it’s no surprise she ends up on Team Awesome instead of with her cousin Duke and his friends. But during the K-2 exam, Coco can’t 
seem to get anything right! And if Barksdale loses the field day events, everyone including the Underdogs will fail their loyalty 
exam! Can the Underdogs come to Coco’s rescue and save their school’s reputation? Age 7+ For all books in this series type UNDER 
DOGS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

203. Unstoppable Flying Flanagan, The (Felice Arena)   $16.99    $13.59
The war seems a long way away to Maggie Flanagan. Her brother is somewhere across the sea, flying to protect England from the 
Germans and the Italians. But Maggie is more interested in kicking the footy and finding out who’s going to play for St Kilda this 
season. But when the war comes to Australia and Maggie sees what she’s sure is a Japanese spy plan in the skies of Melbourne, 
it all gets very real. The Japanese attack Australia up north, raining bombs on Darwin and Broome, and American soldiers start 
appearing on the streets. Worst of all, it looks like the football season will be cancelled! When Maggie decides to stage an all-
girl football game to raise money for the troops, she’s breaking all the rules. Everyone knows that girls can’t play footy! But the 
rules aren’t going to stop the unstoppable Flying Flanagan . . . Historical-World War 2-Football-Australian Rules Football-Australian 
Migration-Women’s Football Age 9+

204. Villain Kid Fully Busted! (Jack Heath And Max Rambaldi)   $17.99    $16.20
Maya is a supervillain, but, unfortunately, no-one has noticed. She’s tried everything: wearing a nametag that says ‘Villain Kid’, 
heisting the hospital, stealing her whole classroom-nothing has worked. When Maya is expelled and sent to St Flowerpot’s School 
for Ladies, she meets a real criminal mastermind. One with a plannbsp; so diabolical it makes Maya’s adventures look as harmless 
as butterfly farts. Can Villain Kid outwit an evil genius, or will she be fully busted? Humour Age 9+

205. Wearing Of The Green, The (Claire Saxby)   $18.99    $17.10
A powerful historical novel exploring themes of racism, classism and gender expectations present in a growing nation. When Biddy 
arrives in Melbourne from Ireland in 1850, she knows exactly what she’s going to do – find her rebellious big brother, Ewen. Her 
plans are derailed when he’s not there to meet her and she’s forced into a situation that is nothing like she expected. Faced with 
challenges and chased by luck, bad and good, Biddy must find a strength within herself to build a new life – and to find her missing 
brother. Australian History-Australian Migrants-Racism-Classism-Diversity-Government Age 12+

206. Worst Week Ever #2: Tuesday (Eva Amores And Matt Cosgrove)   $15.99    $14.40
Have you ever had a bad week? Justin Chase sure has, and this is it! He barely made it through Monday, but now it’s ... Tuesday! 
His cat is still missing, probably abducted by aliens. His dad is more embarrassing than ever. He’s unexpectedly gone viral online 
in the worst possible way. And when school photo day collides with the Super Science Spectacular, it’s destined to blow up into a 
hair-raising, teeth-shattering disaster of epic proportions! Age 8+ For all books in this series type WORST WEEK EVERinto the search 
field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

207. Wylah: The Koorie Warrior #1: Guardians, The 
(Jordan Gould And Richard Pritchard)   $15.99    $14.40
Wylah is brave, clever and strong-willed, and all her best friends are giant megafauna animals. But she isn’t a warrior. Not yet, 
anyway. Then comes the day when her family is stolen by the dragon army, and her life is forever changed. She must find the 
courage to set out on a journey to save them. What will it take for Wylah to become a warrior, like her Grandmother before her? 
Introducing an unforgettable cast of characters, Wylah: The Koorie Warrior is a heart-stopping and imaginative adventure, inspired 
by First Nation’s history and grounded in culture. Adventure Age 8+

208. Xenoflight (Nean Mckenzie)   $17.99    $16.20
Apart from the company of her flying pet ferret Fernando and her auntie Carla, 13-year-old Nessa Santiago is alone. Her mother 
died in a circus accident and she has never known her father. But when the day finally comes for Nessa to meet him, everything 
goes wrong. Her auntie unexpectedly leaves in a helicopter and a menacing Cryptid Hunter, who captures unusual creatures like 
Fernando, shows up instead. In order to keep Fernando safe, Nessa must run. With help from Kep, a boy from her school, Nessa 
embarks on a wild journey through rural Australia to find her father. Nessa, Fernando and Kep are pursued by the anti-cryptid 
organisation HARNESS and a mysterious giant bird in the sky. Along the way, they meet weird and wonderful creatures, but with 
each new encounter, more questions arise. What are the visions Nessa gets every time she closes her eyes? And what are they 
trying to tell her about her parents? Mystery-Adventure-Environmental Issues-Cryptids Age 10+
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209. Archie And Reddie #4: It Doesn’t Scare Me! Graphic Novel (Candy James)   $16.99    $15.30
Archie and Reddie are having a sleepover! That means they get to play super fun games all night long and wear their favourite 
pyjamas! And even when a storm knocks out the power, they don’t get scared. Well, maybe a little at first, so it’s a good thing they 
have their trusty torches! But when Archie is woken in the middle of the night by a loud grumble, he’s afraid there might be a 
monster in the house. Luckily, Reddie is there to remind him of his bravery as the two friends investigate together. Everywhere they 
look, the noise seems to follow, but they can’t seem to find a monster anywhere. Is it super-sneaky, or could there be something 
else causing these late-night grumbles? Graphic Novel-Friendship-Anxiety-Courage Age 5+ For all books in this series type ARCHIE 
AND REDDIE into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

210. Beak And Ally #1: Unlikely Friends Graphic Novel (Norm Feuti)   $14.99    $13.50
A brand-new early reader graphic novel series about finding friendship in unexpected places! This fun and funny buddy comedy 
is perfect for fans of Narwhal & Jelly, emerging readers, and all kids who love comics. Ally the alligator is perfectly happy being 
alone . . . until one day a noisy bird named Beak lands on her snout. Beak thinks Ally is lonely and needs a friend. He has all sorts of 
friendship goals in mind, like riding bikes together, going to the movies together, and even solving mysteries together! But when 
a Long-Billed Party Pooper crashes Beak’s nest-warming party, Ally decides to show Beak something important to her: sticking up 
for what’s right. Graphic Novel-Friendship-Humour Age 6+

211. Bug Scouts #1: Out In The Wild! Graphic Novel (Mike Lowery)   $12.99    $11.70
A new wild and hilarious graphic chapter book series! Doug and Abby love everything about being Bug Scouts: their super-duper 
top-secret headquarters, earning bug badges, wearing scout gear, and, of course, snacks. Josh, meanwhile, is a grump and doesn’t 
like anything (except the snacks). The Bug Scouts begin to work on earning the foraging bug badge. But will they be able to avoid 
the poisonous plants and manage to not get eaten by a clever frog? Graphic Novel-Minibeasts-Bugs

212. Cally And Jimmy #3: Twins Together (Zoe Antoniades And Katie Kear)   $14.99    $13.50
Four short stories in one! A fantastic set of stories about a girl and her twin brother who has ADHD. They always seem to be in 
double trouble... Four fantastic new stories about everyone’s favourite twins. There’s always double trouble when these two are 
about, so get ready for more mayhem as they look after the school hamster for half term, get chills at a spooky hotel with Dad, 
raise money with a yard sale, and have a rollercoaster of a time at the local theme park! Short Stories-Twins-Humour-Neurodiverse-
Neurodiversity Age 7+ For all books in this series type CALLY AND JIMMY into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

213. Daisy Book: Daisy And The Trouble With London (Kes Gray)   $14.99    $13.50
The BRAND NEW laugh-out-loud new Daisy adventure, from bestselling author of the Oi Frog series, Kes Gray. The BRAND NEW 
laugh-out-loud Daisy adventure for readers of 6-9, from bestselling author of the Oi Frog series, Kes Gray. Here comes trouble! Daisy 
is off to actual, actual London for the day!!! Nanny and Grampy are taking her to see the Tower of London, Buckingham Palace, Big 
Ben and lots more. Trouble is, all Daisy really wants to see is Cooey the pigeon . . . Humour Age 7+ For all books in this series type 
DAISY BOOK into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

214. Dinosaur Club: Saving A Stegosaurus (Rex Stone)   $9.99    $9.00
Travel back in time to the world of the dinosaurs! Children will be inspired to discover the prehistoric world with these character-
driven adventure stories for children aged 5 to 7 years old Travel through time to the world of the dinosaurs in this exciting 
prehistoric fiction series for children. Jamie has just moved to Ammonite Bay, a stretch of coastline famed for its fossils. Jamie is a 
member of the Dinosaur Club - a network of kids around the world who share dinosaur knowledge. They help each other identify 
fossils, post new dino discoveries, and chat about all things prehistoric. Jamie takes his tablet everywhere, just in case he needs to 
contact the Club. Jamie is exploring Ammonite Bay when he meets Tess. Tess is a member of Dinosaur Club who lives in Ammonite 
Bay too. She shows Jamie around, including her favourite place - a secret cave with fossils all over the walls. But what’s that strange 
tunnel at the back? Together they go through the tunnel and they discover some dinosaur footprints. Jamie and Tess walk along 
them...and the two new friends find themselves back in the time of the dinosaurs! It’s amazing, but dangerous too - and they’ll 
definitely need help from the Dinosaur Club... In this adventure, Jamie and Tess find themselves caught in a terrible storm. During 
the chaos, a stegosaurus egg is swept away downriver. It’s up to Jamie and Tess to recover the egg and return it to its mother 
before it’s too late. Adventure-Dinosaurs Age 6+ For all books in this series type DINOSAUR CLUB into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

215. Discover Graphic Fairy Tales: Goldilocks And The Three Bears Graphic Novel 
(Renee Biermann)   $12.99    $10.39
Revisit the tale of Goldilocks and the Three Bears with this graphic novel for new readers. Goldilocks takes a walk and discovers 
a special place in the woods. She innocently eats some food breaks a chair and falls asleep. What happens when a bear family 
discovers a sleeping Goldilocks? Graphic Novel-Fairytale Age 6+

216. Discover Graphic Fairy Tales: Jack And The Beanstalk Graphic Novel
(Renee Biermann)   $12.99    $10.39
Revisit the tale of Jack and the Beanstalk with this graphic novel for new readers. Jack trades his father’s only cow for three magic 
beans. When an enormous beanstalk grows outside his window Jack’s adventure begins. What happens when Jack wakes the 
sleeping giant Will Jack get back all the things the giant has stolen from his father Graphic Novel-Fairytale Age 6+

217. Discover Graphic Fairy Tales: Princess And The Pea Graphic Novel
(Jehan Jones-Radgowski)   $12.99    $10.39
Revisit the tale of the Princess and the Pea with this graphic novel for new readers. A young prince must find a princess to marry. 
But he has trouble finding the right one. Finally, he finds a princess who shares his interest in soccer. But how can he find out if she’s 
a real true princess Graphic Novel-Fairytale Age 6+

YOUNGER NOVELS
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218. Discover Graphic Fairy Tales: Rumpelstiltskin (Stephanie Peters)   $12.99    $11.70
Revisit the tale of Rumpelstiltskin with this graphic novel for new readers. The king demands the miller’s daughter spin straw into 
gold. She doesn’t know how until Rumpelstiltskin appears out of nowhere with his magic. But as the king asks for more gold and 
Rumpelstiltskin demands repayment what will happen to the miller’s daughter Graphic Novel-Fairytale Age 6+For all books in this 
series type DISCOVER GRAPHIC FAIRY TALES  into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

219. Discover Graphic Fairy Tales: Snow White (Jehan Jones-Radgowski)   $12.99    $11.70
Revisit the tale of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs with this graphic novel for new readers. Snow White’s evil stepmother sends 
Snow White away into the woods. Snow White gets lost but finds a special place home to seven adorable dwarfs. But what happens 
to Snow White when the stepmother finds her and gives her a poison apple Graphic Novel-Fairytale  Age 6+

220. Discover Graphic Fairy Tales: Three Little Pigs, The (Stephanie Peters)   $12.99    $11.70
Revisit the tale of the Three Little Pigs with this graphic novel for new readers. The three pigs need to build their own homes. But 
a big bad wolf has come to find them. What happens to their homes as they try to stay safe What do they do to get rid of the wolf 
Graphic Novel-Fairytale Age 6+ 

221. Dragon Masters #1: Rise Of The Earth Dragon (Tracey West)   $8.99    $8.10
 In the first book in this fully illustrated series, eight-year-old Drake is snatched up by King Roland’s soldier and taken to the castle. 
He is to be trained as a Dragon Master. At the castle, he is joined by three other young Dragon Masters-in-training: Ana, Rori, and 
Bo. The Dragon Masters must learn how to connect with and train their dragons – and they must also uncover their dragons’ special 
powers. Does Drake have what it takes to be a Dragon Master? What is his dragon’s special power? Fantasy-Dragons Age 6+ For all 
books in this series type DRAGON MASTERS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

222. Dragon Masters #2: Saving The Sun Dragon (Tracey West)   $8.99    $8.10
In the second book in the series, Drake and the other three Dragon Masters – Ana, Rori, and Bo – continue their training. But Ana’s 
dragon, Kepri, is sick. The wizard tries to make her feel better, but his potions are not working. Drake’s dragon, Worm, must use his 
special powers to take the Dragon Masters across the world in search of a cure. What made Kepri sick? Will the Dragon Masters be 
able to save her? And what dangers will they face along the way? Fantasy-Dragons Age 6+ 

223. Dragon Storm: Cara And Silverthief (Alastair Chisholm And Ben Mantle)   $12.99    $11.70
In the land of Draconis, there are no dragons. Once, there were. Once, humans and dragons were friends, and created the great city 
of Rivven together. But then came the Dragon Storm, and the dragons retreated from the world of humans. To the men and women 
of Draconis, they became legends and myth. Cara has spent her life on the streets, relying on her wits - and a mysterious voice that 
seemed to live inside her head - for survival. She’s amazed when she learns that the voice actually belongs to a dragon - her dragon 
- and she’s invited to join a hidden society, the Dragonseer Guild, for those who can summon their own dragon. But Cara isn’t used 
to having friends, and so when she and her dragon Silverthief uncover a dangerous secret, they must decide who they can trust... 
and their lives will depend on it. An exciting new fantasy series from the highly acclaimed author of Orion Lost, brilliantly illustrated 
throughout, and perfect for fans of Beast Quest and How to Train your Dragon. Dragons-Adventure-Fantasy-Courage Age 7+ For all 
books in this series type DRAGON STORM into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

224. Ella And Olivia #31: Reading Challenge 
(Yvette Poshoglian And Danielle Mcdonald)   $7.99    $7.20
Meet Ella and Olivia. Big sister. Little sister. Best friends. Ella and Olivia love to read. And when Olivia sees a Reading Challenge 
at school, she knows she has to sign her and her big sister Ella up. But Ella is reading so many books, how will Olivia ever catch 
up? Books-Libraries-Reading Age 6+ AUSTRALIAN For all books in this series type ELLA AND OLIVIA into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

225. Fairy Forest School #1: Raindrop Spell, The (Olivia Brook)   $12.99    $11.70
A brand-new fairy school series about helping animals and looking after nature, from the home of Rainbow Magic! Poppy 
Merrymoss is so excited to start at Oakwings Academy, a beautiful fairy school in the trunk of an old oak tree. There she’ll learn 
about all the different types of magic that fairies use to help nature, and she’ll discover what type of fairy she’ll be when she grows 
up! But when evil Lady Nightshade puts a curse on the forest, stopping the adult fairies from making the magic seeds that create 
fairy dust, it’s up to Poppy and her friends to save the forest! Can Poppy and her friends Ninad Cleardrop and Rose Seedpip stop 
Lady Nightshade and rescue a little lost otter? Fairies-Magic-Nature

226. Fairy Forest School #2: Baby Bunny Magic (Olivia Brook)   $12.99    $11.70
A brand-new fairy school series about helping animals and looking after nature, from the home of Rainbow Magic! Poppy 
Merrymoss has just started at Oakwings Academy, a magical school where fairies learn how to care for the forest around them 
and its inhabitants. Poppy and her friends are getting ready for the upcoming Blossom Fair where animals gather to exchange 
food before they go into hibernation. It’s not long until evil Lady Nightshade appears, steals the food and cocoons the adults. It’s 
up to Poppy to stop her! Can Poppy and her friends defeat Lady Nightshade and rescue the baby bunnies caught up in the chaos?

227. Famous Five Colour Short Stories: Five And The Runaway Dog (Enid Blyton)  $12.99    $11.70
Introducing The Famous Five to younger readers with this NEWLY-CREATED story for children aged 5 and up! While helping to clear 
up the beach, the Five find a dog’s collar by the sea and are soon searching for the missing dog. And when they come to the new 
bakery, it’s not just the smell of cinnamon buns that catches Timmy’s attention ... Set in the world of Enid Blyton’s best-loved series, 
this newly created story follows Julian, Dick, Anne, George and Timmy the dog on a special new adventure. The story is broken 
down into short chapters with vibrant, full-colour illustrations on every page - perfect for shared reading or for newly confident 
readers to enjoy independently. Mystery Age 6+ For all books in this series type FAMOUS FIVE COLOUR SHORT STORIES into the 
search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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228. Geronimo Stilton Graphic Novel #4: Last Ride At Luna Park 
(Elisabetta Dami And Tom Angleburger)   $19.99    $18.00
A new ride is opening at Luna Park! Every mouse in New Mouse City has come for the grand opening. But the rides keep breaking 
down, and everything is going wrong. Can Geronimo and his friends figure out who is sabotaging the opening of the Train of 
Terror? For all books in this series type GERONIMO STILTON GRAPHIC NOVEL into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

229. Gustav And Henri #1: Gustav And Henri (Andy Matthews And Peader Thomas)  $14.99    $13.50
Meet Gustav and Henri. This is their book. It’s a bit about friendship and a lot about snacks. They love doing normal things together, 
like: finding a lost shuttlecock - IN SPACE! returning an overdue library book - 100 YEARS AGO! or making cakes - IN THE BATH! You 
know, completely boring things. Join them for 100% of your recommended daily intake of adventures, escapades, and capers - all 
in one book! With the visual appeal of Narwhal and Jelly and the irresistible humour of Dog Man, this is the perfect series for kids 
who love comics and funny stories. Each book contains 3 stories in 1, for maximum value, and maximum snacks! Graphic Novel-
Humour Age 6+

230. I Can Read Level 1: Bad Seed Goes To The Library, The 
(Jory John And Pete Oswald)   $9.99    $9.00
The Bad Seed is in a good mood...for once. That’s because there’s a really cool book at the library available for checkout. The Bad 
Seed reads, and reads, until the book can’t be read anymore. But suddenly, he gets bad news: The book must be returned to the 
library so another seed can enjoy it. Will the bad seed return to his baaaaaad ways and keep the book Pick up this really cool book 
to find out! The Bad Seed Goes to the Library is a Level 1 I Can Read book, which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound 
out words and sentences. Whether shared at home or in a classroom, the short sentences, familiar words, and simple concepts of 
Level One books support success for children eager to start reading on their own. Age 5+ For all books in this series type I CAN 
READ LEVEL 1  into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

231. I Can Read Level 1: Good Egg And The Talent Show, The
(Jory John And Pete Oswald)   $9.99    $9.00
The talent show is today and the Good Egg is so excited. There’s just one problem. He doesn’t have an act! When the talent show 
starts, he accepts that he’ll be just a regular ol’ audience member. But when his friends need help on stage, the Good Egg steps up 
to help and discovers that being yourself and kindness deserve a standing ovation. The Good Egg and the Talent Show is a Level 
1 I Can Read book, which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences. Whether shared at home or 
in a classroom, the short sentences, familiar words, and simple concepts of Level One books support success for children eager to 
start reading on their ownAge 5+

232. Inflatables #1: Bad Air Day (Beth Garrod)   $12.99    $11.70
The Inflatables don’t get pumped. They stay pumped! Flamingo, Cactus, Donut, and Watermelon may be forgotten waterpark 
floats who live at the lost and found, but these inflata-pals are about to make some big waves! Flamingo is destined to be a star! 
So when the opening of a new wave pool brings camera crews flooding to the park, his inflata-pals hatch a daring plan to make 
him famous. But will a flock of familiar faces from Flamingo’s past burst his bubble? Get ready, world—Flamingo is about to blow 
up! Graphic Novel-Humour

233. Jemima The Pig And The 127 Acorns 
(Michael Morpurgo And Guy Parker-Rees)   $4.99    $4.50
‘You’re farmers for a week, so you’ll be busy. There’ll be no time to miss home. You’ll eat like kings and queens, sleep like logs, and 
you’ll hardly be out of your wellies, except in bed.’ When a young boy goes from the city to stay on the farm, he discovers a world 
he never knew existed – a world of vegetable gardens, ducks and geese, where the sheep graze in the fields, where apples and 
pears grow in the orchard. He also meets Jemima the pig: she smells and she slobbers, she breaks out of her pen to steal potatoes, 
and she’s the undisputed queen of the farm. Soon, he’s hiding acorns in his pockets to feed to her every time he sees her. But then, 
Jemima starts to feel ill. Could she have eaten too many acorns? Or does this queen of a pig have a secret…?Animal Stories-Farms 
Age 6+

234. Kate On The Case #2: Call Of The Silver Wibbler, The (Hannah Peck)   $14.99    $13.50
Our aspiring special correspondent is on the adventure of a lifetime cruising upriver in the jungle aboard a paddle steamer. She 
becomes intrigued by the story of the secretive silver wibbler bird and it’s not long before Kate and young scout Bertie are hot on 
the heels of an exciting mystery in which hilarious mayhem engulfs the boat. Beautifully illustrated in two colours throughout, this 
is a magical story told in words and pictures With the old-fashioned charm of Paddington Bear and the spirit of Pippi Longstocking, 
Kate is the perfect adventure heroine for young readers aged 5 to 9. Detective-Mystery-Humour-Investigation Age 6+ For all books 
in this series type KATE ON THE CASE into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

235. Luma And The Pet Dragon (Leah Mohammed)     $12.99    $11.70
When Luma Dewan wakes up on the morning of her seventh birthday, she knows that today will be special. But she has no idea just 
how wonderful and extraordinary it will be. For today is the day she will meet Timir - a real talking dragon. Or at least when Luma 
is around that’s what he is. When anyone else is there, he becomes an ordinary grey puppy with a fluffy tail, who loves chasing 
squirrels and bouncing on trampolines. It’s a big secret to keep - and Luma’s clever cousin Arjun is soon suspicious of this peculiar 
puppy, who doesn’t quite behave like any other dog. Luckily Luma’s grandmother - Nani - is there to help, and to Luma’s surprise, 
Nani might just know a little dragon magic of her own . . . Dragons-Humour Age 6+
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236. Magnificent Mabel #5: Magnificent Mabel And The Very Bad Birthday Party 
(Emma Quayle And Julia Christians)   $12.99    $11.70
Meet Mabel - she’s MAGNIFICENT. Sometimes life isn’t fair for Mabel Chase. Like for instance she has to invite EVERYONE in her class 
to her birthday party or she won’t get any presents. And her school pack lunches are AWFUL. And when she goes on holiday she 
doesn’t get a MINUTE to relax. But none of that matters in the end ... because Mabel is still MAGNIFICENT. With highly-relatable 
themes, brilliantly funny writing and wonderful artwork throughout, this is perfect for 5-7 year olds. Short Stories-Humour Age 6+ 
For all books in this series type MAGNIFICENT MABEL into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

237. News Hounds #2: Dinosaur Discovery, The (Laura James)   $14.99    $13.50
Bob is the stationmaster’s dog at Puddle Train Station and a reporter for The Daily Bark, Puddle’s best (and only) newspaper for 
dogs. It’s up to Bob to make sure the trains are perfectly on time every day. He has it all under control until the day he digs up the 
SCOOP of a lifetime in the park a DINOSAUR skeleton! Suddenly Bob’s life isn’t running like clockwork, it’s running WILD as he and 
the other News Hounds catch the scent of a dastardly dinosaur THIEF. Can Bob pull off a daring dinosaur rescue, or is he on the 
express train to DISASTER? A new young fiction series by the author of Captain Pug, for anyone who ever wondered what their dog 
does when they’re not looking! Perfect for fans of The Secret Life of Pets and Toto the Ninja Cat. Humour-Pets-Mystery-Reporters 
Age 6+ For all books in this series type NEWS HOUNDS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

238. Playdate Adventures #1: Great Safari Rescue, The 
(Emma Beswetherick And Emma Woodbine)   $14.99    $13.50
Join Katy, Cassie, Zia and their new friend Luca on a series of amazing adventures as they work together to save the planet... When 
Cassie’s cousin Luca joins the girls’ school, they have the perfect idea to make him feel included: invite him to a magical playdate 
adventure. Together with Thunder the cat, they decide to go on a wild journey to the African savannah in their very own flying 
safari truck. But when they arrive, the animals are in a frenzy. The watering holes are drying up and soon there won’t be anything 
left for them to drink! Luca has an idea that might just save the day - but will the friends be able to pull it off? Adventure Age 7+

239. Princess Minna #1: Enchanted Forest, The 
(Kirsty Applebaum And Sahar Haghgoo)   $14.99   $13.50
Princess Minna lives in Castle Tall-Towers with the King and Queen, Raymond the Wizard and her best dragon friend, Lorenzo. There 
are often mix-ups and mishaps in the kingdom and Princess Minna loves to sort them out! She can tame unicorns, kiss frogs and 
fight dragons (apart from Lorenzo) and she is very good at fixing things before it’s time for bed. In The Enchanted Forest, Princess 
Minna has to wake a sleeping prince before nightfall. But along the way, she finds a swan, an old lady and a very fluffy sheep - all of 
them in a fix! Can she help them and still reach the prince before sundown? Full of colourful illustrations, these short, funny stories 
are perfect for readers just moving on from picture books and visual readers Princesses-Wizards-Dragons-Early Reader Age 6+

240. Princess Minna #2: Unicorn Mix-Up, The 
(Kirsty Applebaum And Sahar Haghgoo)   $14.99    $13.50
 Princess Minna lives in Castle Tall-Towers with the King and Queen, Raymond the Wizard and her best dragon friend, Lorenzo. There 
are often mix-ups and mishaps in the kingdom and Princess Minna loves to sort them out! She can tame unicorns, kiss frogs and 
fight dragons (apart from Lorenzo) and she is very good at fixing things before it’s time for bed. In The Unicorn Mix-Up, Princess 
Minna is so tired she gets a bit muddled and fights a unicorn, kisses a dragon and tries to tame a frog - which won’t do at all! Can she 
sort it all out and make a new friend along the way? Full of colourful illustrations, these short, funny stories are perfect for readers 
just moving on from picture books and visual readers. Princesses-Wizards-Dragons-Unicorns-Early Reader Age 6+

241. Pug Who Wanted To Be A Fairy, The (Bella Swift)   $12.99    $11.70
Wag your tail if you believe in fairies! Peggy, the world’s sweetest pug, is looking for a fairy to grant a very special wish. Peggy the 
pug is devastated when she finds out that her local park might shut down. Now where will she go for walks with Chloe, her best 
friend? Chloe plans a summer fair and a bake sale to save the park, but Peggy has a better idea. She just needs to find a fairy to grant 
her friend’s wish! Her half-baked plan results in hilarious mishaps in this curly-wurly fairy tail with a super-sweet ending. You don’t 
always need wings and a wand to work some magic . . . Age 7+

242. The Questioneers #5: Ada Twist And The Disappearing Dogs 
(Andrea Beaty And David Roberts)   $17.99    $14.39
 Blue River Creek has a problem: There’s a pet thief on the loose! Or at least, Sofia and Iggy are convinced that there is, once their 
pets go missing. But as a scientist, Ada knows it’s important not to jump to conclusions and to follow the facts. How will they find 
out what really happened to the town’s pets? By using the Scientific Method of course! Through making a hypothesis, collecting 
data, and experimentation, the Questioneers must find the missing animals before even more pets disappear! STEAM-Science Age 
7+ For all books in this series type THE QUESTIONEERS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

243. Rainbow Magic: Carmen The Cheerleading Fairy 
(Daisy Meadows And Georgie Ripper)   $14.99    $13.50
Rachel and Kirsty head to Cove City for a cheerleading competition but it’s not long until everything goes wrong! The girls must 
help Carmen the Cheerleading Fairy to put things right - but can they do it before the Kirsty’s big performance? When Kirsty takes 
part in the Cove City cheerleading competition, everything goes wrong! Cheerleaders forget how to work together, lose their 
confidence and don’t practise their routines safely. Jack Frost has stolen Carmen the Cheerleading Fairy’s magical objects and 
caused all this mayhem! Can Rachel and Kirsty help Carmen to get her magical objects back before the competition is ruined? 
Rainbow Magic is the perfect stepping stone for children to become independent readers. Age 6+ For all books in this series type 
RAINBOW MAGIC into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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244. Rainbow Magic The Puppy Care Fairies: Pandora The Poodle Fairy 
(Daisy Meadows And Georgie Ripper)    $12.99    $11.70
Join Rachel, Kirsty and the Puppy Care Fairies as they help dog owners everywhere to care for their puppies. With only one puppy 
left to rescue, Rachel and Kirsty must reunite Pandora the Poodle Fairy with her pup to save the day. Pandora the Poodle Fairy helps 
pet owners to train their puppies but when her magical poodle pup is stolen, puppies everywhere run free! Kirsty and Rachel need 
to rescue the puppy - and fast! Don’t miss the rest of the Puppy Care Fairies series: Li the Labrador Fairy, Frenchie the Bulldog Fairy, 
and Seren the Sausage Dog Fairy. Fairies-Magic-Fantasy-Adventure-Dogs Age 6+ For all books in this series type RAINBOW MAGIC 
THE PUPPY CARE FAIRIES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

245. Rainbow Magic The Puppy Care Fairies: Seren The Sausage Dog Fairy 
(Daisy Meadows And Georgie Ripper)   $12.99    $11.70
Join Rachel, Kirsty and the Puppy Care Fairies as they help dog owners everywhere to care for their puppies. With two puppies 
already saved, Seren the Sausage Dog Fairy is next in line but will Rachel and Kirsty find her prized pooch in time? When naughty 
Jack Frost’s goblins steal Seren the Sausage Dog Fairy’s magical sausage dog, pet owners everywhere forget how to groom their 
puppies. The poor pups are left with crazy hairstyles and shaggy coats! Can Rachel and Kirsty rescue the magical sausage dog in 
time to put things right? Fairies-Magic-Fantasy-Adventure-Dogs Age 6+

246. Rex: Dinosaur In Disguise (Elys Dolan)   $14.99    $13.50
A comedy of errors starring the instantly-loveable Rex - the first book in a fantastically funny series for 7+ readers, from Lollies Prize 
winning author-illustrator Elys Dolan. Rex is king of the dinosaurs: carnivores want to be him and herbivores want to be eaten by 
him... That is, until a pesky Ice Age comes along and he winds up frozen solid in a glacier. When he wakes up, 65 million years later, 
human beings rule the roost - and if they get their hands on Rex, he’ll wind up in a zoo. (Or, worse: a MUSEUM. Lucky for him, Rex 
isn’t the only undercover creature in town. He’s whisked out of danger by the one and only Bigfoot, who has been surviving among 
the humans undetected for years. Bigfoot and his friends show Rex how to get by in the humans’ world, and soon there’s only one 
thing left for him to do: GET A JOB. But that’s easier said than done ... and with a meddling nine-year-old neighbour to deal with, 
and the constant risk of discovery, life couldn’t be harder for a dinosaur in disguise. Humour-Dinosaurs Age 7+

247. School Of Monsters: Bug’s First Day (Sally Rippin And Chris Kennett)   $8.99    $8.10
When Bug starts school he cannot read.  But Teacher has the help he needs!  It’s Bug’s first day at school, and he’s worried that he’s 
the only one who needs help learning. But is he? Welcome to the School of Monsters: the funniest, silliest and most accessible series 
for first readers! Start by reading only the last word on every line and work your way up to reading the whole story. With tumbling 
rhymes and an infectious sense of humour, the weird and wonderful students at the School of Monsters are guaranteed to spark a 
love of reading! Monsters-Humour-Early Reader Age 5+ AUSTRALIAN For all books in this series type SCHOOL OF MONSTERS into 
the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

248. School Of Monsters: Jem’s Big Idea (Sally Rippin And Chris Kennett)   $8.99    $8.10
Jem is fast, and Jem is strong – but she’s always found first in hide and seek! Can she think up a way to win the game? Welcome 
to the School of Monsters: the funniest, silliest and most accessible series for first readers! Start by reading only the last word on 
every line and work your way up to reading the whole story. With tumbling rhymes and an infectious sense of humour, the weird 
and wonderful students at the School of Monsters are guaranteed to spark a love of reading! Monsters-Humour-Early Reader Age 
5+ AUSTRALIAN

249. Sprinkle Of Sadie, A (Lana Spasevski And Joanie Stone)   $14.99    $11.99
Say hello to Sadie ... a superstar baker with a big heart! In this book, Sadie needs to - throw a surprise birthday for her mum. - help 
out at the Cookgrove fundraising day. - welcome someone new to her class. But Sadie’s sweet intentions do not always go to plan! 
Her vanilla ice-cream cake for Mum is as flat as a pancake. Her cupcake stall has tough competition. And her welcome treat is not 
welcomed! Can Sadie find a way to save the day? In these three sprinkle-filled stories (complete with recipes!) the unstoppable 
Sadie shows that any problem can be solved with generosity, kindness and, of course, a delicious baked treat. AUSTRALIAN Short 
Stories-Problem Solving-Generosity-Kindness-Baking Age 6+

250. Surviving The Wild #1: Rainbow The Koala: Graphic Novel (Remy Lai)   $14.99    $11.99
Hi! I’m Rainbow and I’m a koala. My mum says it’s time for me to go out and find a new home to call my own. But life in the bush 
can be scary! It’s hard to find the perfect tree. A kookaburra keeps laughing at me. It’s hot and I’m thirsty and ... do I smell smoke? 
From the creator of Pawcasso comes an inspiring graphic novel series for young readers, the perfect introduction to the wonders 
and perils of the natural world - and how we can all do our part to protect it. Graphic Novel Age 6+

251. Surviving The Wild #2: Star The Elephant: Graphic Novel (Remy Lai)   $14.99    $11.99
 Hi! I’m Star and I’m an elephant. There isn’t enough food left on my island, so my herd has to split up. But the world out there is so 
big! Soon I am lost and alone, facing giant spiders and a big, wild ocean and the scariest thing of all ... humans! Will I ever see my 
family again? From the creator of Pawcasso comes an inspiring graphic novel series for young readers, the perfect introduction to 
the wonders and perils of the natural world - and how we can all do our part to protect it. Graphic Novel Age 6+

252. Total Mayhem #3: Day 3: The Forest Of Secrets (Ralph Lazar)   $14.99    $13.50
For Dash Candoo, every day is … suspicious! Dash Candoo is used to really strange, mysterious things happening at his school. But 
now, really, really, really strange and mysterious things are happening. Dash starts to wonder what’s going on when mysterious 
tyre marks and strange sounds start coming from Moremi Forest, next to Swedhump Elementary. When he and his friend Rob 
go to investigate, they can’t work out what’s going on. All they know is ... they’re being watched. Soon the weirdness spreads to 
Swedhump. Trails of leaves appear between classrooms. A teacher acts even more strangely than normal. Even bed-jumping class 
doesn’t feel entirely safe. What’s causing all the fuss? Age 7+ For all books in this series type TOTAL MAYHEM into the search field 
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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253. Wigglesbottom Primary #1: Talking Lamb, The 
(Pamela Butchart And Becka Moor)   $12.99    $11.70
Another hilarious take on school life from the brilliant Pamela Butchart - three stories of mayhem and chaos where pupils’ 
imaginations run riot... The strangest things happen at Wigglesbottom Primary! A school trip to a farm introduces Year 2 to a 
lamb like no other. IT CAN TALK! And it’s about to get them all into big trouble! Perfect for newly-independent readers, these are 
more funny school stories from award-winning Pamela Butchart, brilliantly colour-illustrated by Becka Moor. Short Stories-School 
Stories-Humour Age 6+

254. Woodland Magic #1: Fox Club Rescue (Julie Sykes And Katy Riddell)   $11.99    $10.80
The Keepers are a secretive tribe of little people who live in the middle of Whispering Woods, coming out at night to care for the 
countryside and rewild it when humans (or Ruffins as they know them) are careless with it. Young Keepers Cora and Jax have just 
finished school and are embarking on a trial, with several friends, to become fully-fledged Keepers. But their first venture out on 
their own ends in disaster when they become distracted with playing in the Ruffin children’s playground instead of concentrating 
on the task they’ve been given. Can they ever be trusted to be Keepers in their own right? A brilliant new magical series perfect for 
6-8 year olds combining animal rescue, nature conservation and adventure. Age 7+

255. Zoo Crew #2: Butt Burpageddon! (Guy Edmonds And Peter William Popple)  $15.99    $14.40
At the Zoo Primary Fair, everyone is going crazy for Eddie, Mabel and Princeton’s super-tasty cheese toasties. But watch your 
sandwiches, cos’ evil Echo is plotting some pretty putrid payback! Can the Zoo Crew stop the massive butt burps before there’s 
total burpageddon? Grab your gas masks and join the party! AUSTRALIAN Age 6+ For all books in this series type ZOO CREW into 
the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

256. Across The Pond (Joy Mccullough)   $14.99    $13.50
Callie can’t wait for her new life to start. After a major friendship breakup in San Diego, moving overseas to Scotland gives her the 
perfect chance to reinvent herself. On top of that, she’s going to live in a real-life castle! But as romantic as life in a castle sounds, 
the reality is a little less comfortable: it’s run-down, freezing, and crawling with critters. Plus, starting off on the wrong foot with the 
gardener’s granddaughter doesn’t help her nerves about making new friends. So she comes up with the perfect solution: she’ll be 
homeschooled. Her parents agree, on one condition: she has to participate in a social activity. Inspired by a journal that she finds 
hidden in her bedroom, Callie decides to join a birding club. Sure, it sounds unusual, but at least it’s not sports or performing. But 
when she clashes with the club leader, she risks losing a set of friends all over again. Will she ever be able to find her flock and make 
this strange new place feel like home? Friendship-Change-Humour-Bird Watching Age 8+

257. Action Dude Graphic Novel (Andy Riley)   $15.99    $14.40
First name . . . Action. Second name . . . Dude. What would happen if you put Vin Diesel, Dwayne Johnson, Jason Statham and Die 
Hard-era Bruce Willis in a bucket and stirred them together with a big stick? You’d get something like Action Dude. That’s his real 
name. He used to be Charlie Munderdrew, but he changed it. Action Dude lives for danger and excitement. He’s always jumping 
out of helicopters, crashing ships, running along the tops of cranes and walking out of buildings just before they explode. He’s nine 
years old and also the bravest action hero there ever was. Except that he’s terrified of spiders. (But don’t ever tell anyone that!) When 
a theme park full of robots goes haywire, it’s up to Action Dude to come to the rescue. After all, no one else is crazy enough to just 
walk in there and save everyone. Graphic Novel-Action-Robots Age 7+

258. Aldrin Adams And The Cheese Nightmares (Paul Howard)   $14.99    $13.50
A brilliantly funny, heartwarming adventure about a boy with a very unusual - and stinky - super-power! Perfect for fans of David 
Baddiel and Sam Copeland. Aldrin Addis has the world’s most unusual and secret SUPER-POWER- By eating very stinky cheese 
before bedtime, Aldrin can enter people’s dreams and nightmares, and help them with their problems. The trouble is, Aldrin has 
problems of his own. Dad’s not been himself since Mum died, their cheese shop (C’est Cheese!) is under threat of closure, and 
Aldrin’s struggling at school. But things go from bad to worse when Aldrin realises something - or someone - is trying to steal his 
cheesy super power for their own evil plan for world domination! And this time, Aldrin might need more than the stinkiest of Bries 
to save the day! Age 8+

259. All To Play For (Eve Ainsworth And Kirsti Beautyman)   $12.99    $11.70
 Lewis loves football more than anything else in the world, so he’s thrilled when his talent is spotted by a local coach. But there are 
some big obstacles in his way. His mum doesn’t want him to have anything to do with the game because of what happened to his 
dad on the pitch. And even if Lewis can persuade her to let him give it a go, there’s no way they can afford the kit. Can Lewis beat 
the odds to have a chance of following his dream? Football-Soccer-Family-Community-Dyslexic Friendly

260. Animal Rescue Agency #1: Case File: Little Claws (Eliot Schrefer)   $14.99    $13.50
When an animal is in trouble, there’s only one place to turn: the Animal Rescue Agency! Dashing Esquire Fox used to organize the 
world’s most elaborate chicken raids until the day she encountered Mr. Pepper. Meeting the blustery old rooster changed her heart, 
convincing her to turn from a life of crime and instead form the Animal Rescue Agency, which masterminds rescue operations 
across the globe. Esquire and her unlikely chicken business manager coordinate their far-flung agents to get them to the Arctic. In 
that frozen land they learn that what happened to the polar bear cub was no accident—and that saving him will pit them against 
the scariest predator in the world: a human. Humour-Animals-Conservation-Polar Bears Age 8+

MIDDLE NOVELS
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261. Aquanaut, The Graphic Novel (Dan Santat)   $17.99    $16.30
Ever since her father was lost at sea, Sophia has been moping around Aqualand, a marine theme park. But Sophia’s world is turned 
upside-down when an “aquanaut” breaks into the park’s research lab. To her amazement, Sophia discovers that the aquanaut is not 
what it seems: inside lives a band of goofy sea creatures! And when they all realise that Aqualand is more sinister than advertised, 
Sophia is determined to help the aquanaut crew free the park’s captive marine life before it’s too late. Graphic Novel-Mystery Age 
7+

262. Beastheart #1: Slayer (Ah Blade)   $16.99    $13.59
Beastheart is set in a fantastical world run by a complex hierarchy of Beasts called the new-Kind, which have magical or elemental 
powers. Humans have become the oppressed underclass, but rebellion is brewing as enemies struggle for power, and the truth 
about the origins of the Kind could tip the balance for ever ... Jonas, a young human, was blamed for the killing of his fellow villagers 
and thrown into a notorious prison. His only hope of release from jail is through using his tracking skills to find other criminals on 
the run, trading them in against his own sentence. But Jonas has a secret connection with a spirit creature, and in this dangerous 
world such secrets have consequences. Lana is a lizard-Kind, whose once aristocratic family has fallen into disgrace. Now she must 
use her special stone-working magic to support her loved ones - and when her talents are noticed by the king, Lana seizes a chance 
to restore her family’s fortunes. But if the secret behind her mother’s death comes to light, Lana and her sister could be in terrible 
danger. As Jonas’s quest continues he uncovers shocking secrets about the history of his world and finds himself caught up in a 
complex web of shifting alliances. Can he discover what’s really in his heart? Fantasy-Adventure-Magic Age 10+

263. Best Liars In Riverview, The (Lin Thompson)   $16.99    $15.30
A heart-warming adventure starring a non-binary six-grader and written by a debut non-binary author on the rise In the woods 
of a small town, Aubrey sets off on a journey about growing up, self-discovery, and acceptance while searching for their missing 
best friend. Aubrey and Joel are like two tomato vines that grew along the same crooked fence-weird, yet the same kind of weird. 
But lately, even their shared weirdness seems weird. Then Joel disappears. Vanishes. Poof. The whole town is looking for him, and 
Aubrey was the last person to see Joel. Aubrey can’t say much, but since lies of omission are still lies, here’s what they know for sure- 
For the last two weeks of the school year, when sixth grade became too much, Aubrey and Joel have been building a raft in the 
woods. The raft was supposed to be just another part of their running away game. The raft is gone now, too. Aubrey doesn’t know 
where Joel is, but they might know how to find him. As Aubrey, their friend Mari, and sister Teagan search along the river, Aubrey 
has to fess up to who they really are, all the things they never said, and the word that bully Rudy Thomas used that set all this into 
motion. Mystery-Gender-Bullying-Racism-Identity-Non Binary Age 10+

264. Big Nate Graphic Novel: Big Nate: Beware Of The Low-Flying Corn Muffins 
(Lincolin Peirce)   $19.99    $15.99
Sixth-grade dynamo Nate Wright has all kinds of big plans and tricks up his sleeve, including writing a new hit children’s book, 
trying to convince his dad to get him a new dog for Christmas, and helping his friend Chad score a new nickname at P.S. 38. Along 
the way, he encounters resistance from all the usual suspects, including Mrs. Godfrey, classmate Gina, and anyone skeptical of his 
plans to become an award-winning author. And as usual, things never quite turn out exactly like he planned. Join Nate and friends 
for another laugh-packed installment of Big Nate comic fun. Graphic Novel

265. Brand New Boy (David Almond And Marta Altes)   $18.99    $17.10 
“Mam, did you think George was,” I say, “a bit ... weird?” “Weird? Yes, I suppose so. But you kids are all a bit weird if you ask me. And 
to tell the truth, it’d be weird if you weren’t.” When a new boy joins the class, everyone thinks he’s a bit strange, but he’s brilliant at 
football and loves crisps, and that’s all that matters to Dan and Maxie. However, the truth about George is stranger than anyone 
could have imagined ... and more sinister, too. Can his new pals help him to become truly free? Age 9+

266. Breakfast Club Adventures #1: Beast Beyond The Fence, The 
(Marcus Rashford)   $16.99    $15.30
The Breakfast Club Adventures is the first fiction book by England International footballer, child food-poverty campaigner and 
bestselling author Marcus Rashford MBE, inspired by Marcus’s own experiences growing up! Written with Alex Falase-Koya, it is the 
third title in the Marcus Rashford Book Club and is packed with tons of illustrations by Marta Kissi, making it the perfect book for 
children aged 8-11. There’s something fishy going on at school . . . When twelve-year-old Marcus kicks his favourite football over 
the school fence, he knows he’s never getting it back. Nothing that goes over that wall ever comes back. But when Marcus gets 
a mysterious note inviting him to join the Breakfast Club Investigators, he is soon pulled into an exciting adventure with his new 
mates to solve the mystery and get his football back! Packed full of friendship, adventure, community and fun, you won’t want to 
miss The Breakfast Club Adventures,: The Beast Beyond the Fence, Marcus Rashford’s first fiction book for children.

267. Bruno And Frida (Tony Bradman And Tania Rex)   $12.99    $11.70
East Prussia, Germany, 1945. War is raging across Europe, and as Russian soldiers close in across eastern Germany, Bruno and his 
mother must flee if they hope to survive. In the chaos of the attack, Bruno finds himself face to face with a huge black dog. He 
knows what she is: a weapon, strapped with explosives by the Russian army and sent into battle as a suicide bomber. But as Bruno’s 
world begins to crumble around him, he soon realises that she is just as scared and alone as he is. Faced with a perilous journey 
across war-torn Germany, will their bond be enough to keep them alive? Multi-award-winning author Tony Bradman sheds light on 
an oft-overlooked part of history in this heartfelt and poignant wartime adventure. War Stories Age 9+
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268. Classic Graphic Remix: Anne Of West Philly: Graphic Novel 
(Ivy Noelle Weir And Myisha Haynes)   $19.99    $15.99
Anne of Green Gables with a twist: in this follow-up to Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy and The Secret Garden on 81st Street, this full-color 
graphic novel moves Anne Shirley to modern-day West Philadelphia, where where she finds new friends, new rivals, and a new 
family. When Marilla and Matthew Cuthbert decide to foster a teenage girl for the first time, their lives are changed forever. Their 
redheaded foster daughter, Anne Shirley, is in search of an exciting life and has decided that West Philly is where she’s going to 
find it. Armed with a big personality and unstoppable creativity, Anne takes her new home by storm as she joins the robotics club, 
makes new friends in Diana and Gilbert, experiences first love, and turns the ordinary into the extraordinary. But as Anne starts to 
get comfortable, she discovers one thing she wasn’t looking for: a family. This title will be simultaneously available in hardcover. 
Classic Novel-Retelling-Graphic Novel Age 10+

269. D&D Dungeon Academy #1: No Humans Allowed Graphic Novel 
(Madeleine Roux And Tim Probert)   $14.99    $13.50
Welcome to Dungeon Academy, where monsters and creatures train for the dark world that awaits just beyond the Dungeon 
walls. But Zellidora ‘Zelli’ Stormclash wasn’t a monster or a creature. She was something far worse. Zelli was a human. Disguised as 
a minotaur, Zelli keeps to herself and does her work. While in class, Zelli learns of the great human adventurer, Allidora Steelstrike, 
who oddly resembles her. Could Zelli be – a Steelstrike? Seeking answers to her true lineage, Zelli embarks on a dangerous 
adventure. But she won’t be alone. A vegan Owlbear, a cowardly Kobold and a shapeshifting Mimic who only transforms into nice 
things will join Zelli on her quest for the truth. And who knows, perhaps these monstrous misfits may discover truths of their own 
…Graphic Novel-Fantasy-Adventure Age 7+

270. Diary Of A Minecraft Zombie #34: Play Or Scare? (Zack Zombie)   $9.99    $9.00
 Zombie and his friends can’t wait for Scare Fest! They’ve been practising as a team for ages. But when Ms Bones announces the 
Scare School play is cancelled, Zombie decides to help. Maybe it will impress Valerie Vertebrae! But when Zombie tries to write the 
play and practise for Scare Fest, he realises he might not have time to do both. Will Zombie choose to Play or Scare? Age 8+ For all 
books in this series type DIARY OF A MINECRAFT ZOMBIE into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

271. Diary Of A Minecraft Zombie #35: Wacky Wishes (Zack Zombie)   $9.99    $9.00
It is just a normal day at mob village for Zombie ... until he falls through a sand pit and finds himself in the Desert Biome. Luckily, 
Zombie finds a magical object that releases a genie! After getting to a mob village in the Desert Biome, everything seems fine until 
Zombie realises this genie isn’t who it seems! Now, Zombie and his new friends must find the genie before it’s too late. Will these 
wacky wishes destroy the Overworld, or will Zombie stop the genie and get him back in the bottle? Age 8+

272. Dragon Storm: Tomas And Ironskin (Alastair Chisholm)   $12.99    $11.70
 In the land of Draconis, there are no dragons. Once, there were. Once, humans and dragons were friends, and created the great city 
of Rivven together. But then came the Dragon Storm, and the dragons retreated from the world of humans. To the men and women 
of Draconis, they became legends and myth. Tomas has always been told that now, dragons are extinct, and so he can’t believe it 
when a mysterious stranger invites him to join a secret society, the Dragonseer Guild - and tells him that not only do dragons still 
exist, but also that Tomas has a very special power... he can summon his very own dragon! But Tomas faces a difficult choice, and 
he and his dragon, Ironskin, must learn to trust each other - and together, they have to save their home from a deadly threat. An 
exciting new fantasy series from the highly acclaimed author of Orion Lost, brilliantly illustrated throughout, and perfect for fans of 
Beast Quest and How to Train Your Dragon. Dragons-Adventure-Fantasy-Courage Age 7+ For all books in this series type DRAGON 
STORM into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

273. Enchanter’s Child #2: Midnight Train (Angie Sage)   $14.99    $13.50
In the first book of the Enchanter’s Child duology, Alex discovered the truth: Not only does she possess magical powers but her 
father is Hagos RavenStarr, who was once the king’s Enchanter. Alex is pursued by the fiendish Twilight Hauntings, monstrous 
Enchantments created because a prophecy foretold the king’s death at the hands of an Enchanter’s Child. The Twilight Hauntings 
are designed to rid the land of all Enchanters and their children, but Alex has other ideas. Why should she be forced to leave the 
place where she belongs So now Alex is on a mission to destroy the Twilight Hauntings. And to do so she must find the very thing 
that created them—a magical talisman called the Tau. But where is it. In her search for the Tau, Alex enlists the reluctant help of 
her father and a strange assortment of people along the way. As she travels, Alex hones her magical skills and learns that even 
family and friends can surprise her. Fantasy-Adventure-Friendship-Family-Identity-Humour Age 9+ For all books in this series type 
ENCHANTER’S CHILD into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

274. Enola Holmes: The Graphic Novels (Serena Blasco)   $27.99    $22.39
14-year-old Enola Holmes wakes on her birthday to discover that her mother has disappeared from the family’s country manor, 
leaving only a collection of flowers and a coded message book. With Sherlock and Mycroft determined to ship her off to a boarding 
school, Enola escapes, displaying a cleverness that even impresses the elder Holmes. But nothing prepares her for what lies ahead… 
Book One in the series includes three thrilling mysteries: The Case of the Missing Marquess, The Case of the Left-Handed Lady, and 
The Case of the Bizarre Bouquets. At the back of the book, readers can explore a portfolio of pages from Enola’s secret notebook! 
Graphic Novel-Mystery Age 10+For all books in this series type ENOLA HOLMES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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275. Exploding Life Of Scarlett Fife #2: Wobbly Life Of Scarlette Fife, The 
(Margaret Evans)   $14.99    $13.50
Scarlett Fife has BIG feelings. And she’s about to get into BIG trouble. From the bestselling Maz Evans comes a heartfelt and hilarious 
story about anxiety, friends and family, perfect for fans of Roald Dahl’s Matilda. Praise for Scarlett Fife: ‘A laugh-out-loud story full 
of warmth, Big Feelings and explosive results’ Dominique Valente, author of Starfell ‘So funny, you’ll explode with laughter’ Sam 
Copeland, author of Charlie Changes into a Chicken Scarlett Fife has BIG FEELINGS. And when she tries to squash them down, they 
come back up with shocking results! Scarlett knows she should be happy about all the big news that her family wants to share. But 
the worry is making her dizzy, and being dizzy is making her worried ... Feelings are like slime in a party bag. No matter how much 
someone tells you to keep it in, it’ll always find its way out. And very soon, Scarlett notices that every time she pushes her worries 
down, they shake her world. Literally. It might be a huge vase full of pet ashes. Or 2669 sugar cubes in a world record-breaking 
attempt ... Laugh-out-loud action for every child and parent who has ever lost control of their feelings, this is the second heart-
warming Scarlett Fife book, beautifully illustrated throughout by the fantastic Chris Jevons. Humour-Feelings/Emotions Age 8+ For 
all books in this series type EXPLODING LIFE OF SCARLETT FIFE into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

276. Fagin’s Girl (Karen Mccombie And Anneli Bray)   $12.99    $11.70
Orphan Ettie Shaw is penniless and homeless on the streets of London when she is spotted by her older brother Joe. Joe has fallen 
in with a notorious pickpocket gang run by a man called Fagin, and Ettie has to disguise herself as a boy so she can come back with 
him to Fagin’s lair. At first Ettie is able to help out with mending and other domestic jobs, but when one of the other boys falls ill, 
Fagin demands that Ettie go out pickpocketing with Joe and everything goes horribly wrong ... Fagin’s infamous gang comes to 
life once more in this exciting Oliver Twist-inspired adventure from bestselling author Karen McCombie. Dyslexic Friendly Age 8+

277. Far Out Fairy Tales: Dr. Pied Piper And The Alien Invasion (Brandon Terrell)   $12.99    $11.70
The small town of Hamlein is peaceful and...well pretty boring. Nothing exciting ever happens. That is until the day an alien 
spaceship lands in the town square But the critters on board are more adorable than evil and everyone in the town is instantly 
enamored by them. Only Dr. Polly Piper and 12-year-old twins Tommy and Gerta Friedrichs think there’s more to the alien visitors 
than meets the eye. Will the twins Dr. Piper and her pet pig Hamish be able to prove that the cute creatures are actually bent on 
taking over the town Or will the aliens overtake the quiet town of Hamlein in their quest for world domination Graphic Novel-
Fairytale-Twisted Fairytales Age 8+ For all books in this series type FAR OUT FAIRY TALES  into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.
com.au

278. Far Out Fairy Tales: Puss In Magical Motocross Boots (Brandon Terrell)   $12.99    $11.70
Mr. Alestair Miller the owner of Miller and Sons Auto Emporium has died. His oldest son inherited his father’s auto shop. The middle 
son received his valuable collection of antique automobiles. And his youngest son Hank was given his father’s old motocross bike 
and gear and his pet cat Gus. Hank is a talented mechanic but he has a disabled leg and doesn’t like cats. How would his father 
expect him to ride motocross And what is he supposed to do with Gus But Hank shouldn’t worry. Gus has a plan When the two are 
alone Hank finds that Gus can SPEAK Not only that but with a special pair of motocross boots Gus can shapeshift into one of the top 
motocross racers in the world After facing off in some tense head-to-head competitions Hank learns that his inheritance is actually 
the best of all three brothers. Graphic Novel-Fairytale-Twisted Fairytales Age 8+

279. Far Out Fairy Tales: Runaway Rumplestiltskin (Stephanie Peters)   $12.99    $11.70
Young fashionista Milly is in a pickle after her friends secretly entered her into a local design competition. The rules state all outfits 
must be hand sewn and Milly knows she’ll never finish her looks in time. Just as she’s about to lose hope a strange custodian 
appears with an offer to lend her sewing skills and soon Milly’s one-of-a-kind designs put her in the running to win the whole thing. 
But for the final challenge the custodian strikes a new deal Guess her favorite thing to wear or else she will take the first-place prize 
Can Milly’s keen fashion instincts solve this style mystery Enjoy a modern twist on the Brothers Grimm classic Rumpelstiltskin as it’s 
retold for kids in this exciting Far Out Fairy Tales graphic novel. Graphic Novel-Fairytale-Twisted Fairytales Age 8+

280. Far Out Fairy Tales: Three Little Flying Pigs, The (Benjamin Harper)   $12.99    $11.70
Three brave members of Pig Force have been charged with a top-secret mission Deliver blueprints for a high-tech home base that 
could be key in the fight against their vicious foe Wolf Force But an enemy pilot is in hot pursuit and armed with a new dangerous 
weapon called the Wind Turbine Blaster. Its powerful wind bursts can topple and destroy almost anything caught in its gusty path. 
Can any of the pigs’ aircrafts withstand the devastating huffing and puffing or will Pig Force be blown off course for good Enjoy 
a modern twist on the classic The Three Little Pigs as it’s retold for kids in this exciting Far Out Fairy Tales graphic novel. Graphic 
Novel-Fairytale-Twisted Fairytales Age 8+

281. Five Things About Ava Andrews (Margaret Dilloway)   $14.99    $13.50
A heartfelt and funny story about a shy eleven-year-old who learns to manage her anxiety through improv classes-and discovers 
her activist voice. From Margaret Dilloway, author of Summer of a Thousand Pies, and perfect for fans of Sharon Draper, Lynda 
Mullaly Hunt, and Holly Goldberg Sloan. Eleven-year-old Ava Andrews has a Technicolor interior with a gray shell. On the inside, she 
bubbles with ideas and plans. On the outside, everyone except her best friend, Zelia, thinks she doesn’t talk or, worse, is stuck-up. 
What nobody knows is that Ava has invisible disabilities: anxiety and a heart condition. Ava hopes middle school will be a fresh 
start, but when Zelia moves across the country and Ava’s Nana Linda pushes her to speak up about social issues, she withdraws 
further. So Ava is shocked when her writing abilities impress her classmates and they invite her to join their improv group, making 
up stories onstage. Determined to prove she can control her anxiety, she joins-and discovers a whole new side of herself, and 
what it means to be on a team. But as Ava’s self-confidence blossoms, her relationship with Zelia strains, and she learns that it isn’t 
enough just to raise your voice-it’s how and why you use it that matters. Friendship-Growing Up-Anxiety-Social Justice-Activism 
Age 9+
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282. Football Mad #4: Teamwork! (Paul Stewart And Michael Broad)   $12.99    $11.70
Dale Juniors are three-time winners of the Langton Town football cup, but they’re about to face a whole new challenge: a charity 
match against the girls’ team. For Scott, Danny and Jack, the stakes are high. They’ve got to hold on to their reputation as winners 
or risk becoming the laughing stock of the whole school! But disaster strikes when the big day arrives. The girls are a player short, 
so Scott is forced to switch sides. He must decide where his loyalties lie - with his friends or with his team? The action continues on 
and off the pitch in the final instalment of the Football Mad series from bestselling author Paul Stewart. Football-Soccer-Teamwork-
Loyalty-Dyslexic Friendly For all books in this series type FOOTBALL MAD into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

283. Frankie Best Hates Quests (Chris Smith)   $14.99    $11.99
Frankie is not happy. Not only is she stuck at Grandad’s for a whole week while her parents swan off to the arctic, now she’s 
discovered that there’s NO WIFI anywhere in the house! Joel - Frankie’s annoying nerd brother who spend all his times playing 
computer games like Elf-Quest and just generally being really super annoying. Grandad - likes gardening down the allotment 
and cups of tea. Oh and is also the custodian of a secret fantasy realm called Parallelia. When Grandad is kidnapped by a host of 
gnoblins (no that is not spelt incorrectly) it falls to Frankie and Joel to save the day. Frankie did have big plans to watch YouTube 
and eat pot noodles that Saturday but she guesses she’ll just have to go on an epic mega-dangerous quest instead . . . Parallel 
World Age 9+

284. Girl And The Ghost, The (Hanna Alkaf )   $14.99    $13.50
A Malaysian folk tale comes to life in this emotionally layered, chilling middle grade debut, perfect for fans of The Book of Boy 
and The Jumbies. I am a dark spirit, the ghost announced grandly. I am your inheritance, your grandmother’s legacy. I am yours 
to command. Suraya is delighted when her witch grandmother gifts her a pelesit. She names her ghostly companion Pink, and 
the two quickly become inseparable. But Suraya doesn’t know that pelesits have a dark side-and when Pink’s shadows threaten 
to consume them both, they must find enough light to survive . . . before they are both lost to the darkness. Fans of Holly Black’s 
Doll Bones and Tahereh Mafi’s Furthermore series will love this ghostly middle grade debut that explores jealousy, love, and the 
extraordinary power of friendship. Multicultural-Asian Studies-Malaysia-Folk Tales-Friendship-Family-Courage-Jealousy-Love Age 
8+

285. Girl Called Justice #4: Spy At The Window, The (Elly Griffiths)   $14.99    $13.50
Justice Jones, super-smart super-sleuth, is back for her fourth spine-tingling adventure! For fans of Robin Stevens, Katherine 
Woodfine and Enid Blyton. It’s 1939 and war has broken out. Everything has changed at Highbury House school. There are no 
servants, for one thing, and the pupils have to help with domestic tasks. Then a boys’ school is evacuated to the Romney Marsh, 
billeted in the same building although, of course, contact with the boys is strictly forbidden. Despite this, Justice soon strikes up a 
friendship with Henry, a boy who shares her dislike of games lessons. Then Justice’s father suddenly goes missing... Could he be a 
real-life spy? Can Justice and her friends find her father - before any secrets leak? Mystery-Detective-Boarding School-School Age 
10+ For all books in this series type GIRL CALLED JUSTICE into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

286. Hedgewitch (Skye Mckenna)   $22.99    $20.70
It has been seven years since Cassie Morgan last saw her mother. Left at a dreary boarding school, she spends her days hiding 
from the school bully and reading forbidden story books about the world of Faerie. Certain that her mother is still alive, Cassie is 
determined to find her, whatever the dangers, and runs away from school. Lost and alone, she is chased by a pack of goblins but, 
to her surprise, escapes with the help of a flying broom and a talking cat named Montague, who takes her to the cosy village of 
Hedgely. Here she discovers that she comes from a family of witches, women who protect Britain from the denizens of Faerie, who 
are all too real and far more frightening than her story books suggest. Fantasy Age 9+

287. Home For Goddesses And Dogs, A (Leslie Connor)   $14.99    $13.50
This novel sings about loss and love and finding joy in new friendships and a loving family, along with the world’s best bad dog. An 
uplifting middle grade novel about recovery featuring strong female characters, an adorable dog, and the girl who comes to love 
him. It’s a life-altering New Year for thirteen-year-old Lydia when she uproots to a Connecticut farm to live with her aunt following 
her mother’s death. Aunt Brat and her jovial wife, Eileen, and their ancient live-in landlord, Elloroy, are welcoming-and a little 
quirky. Lydia’s struggle for a sense of belonging in her new family is highlighted when the women adopt a big yellow dog just days 
after the girl’s arrival. Wasn’t one rescue enough, Lydia is not a dog person-and this one is trouble! He is mistrustful and slinky. He 
pees in the house, escapes into the woods, and barks at things unseen. His new owners begin to guess about his unknown past. 
Meanwhile, Lydia doesn’t want to be difficult-and she does not mean to keep secrets-but there are things she’s not telling... Like 
why the box of “paper stuff” she keeps under her bed is so important... And why that hole in the wall behind a poster in her room is 
getting bigger...And why something she took from the big yellow dog just might be the key to unraveling his mysterious past-but 
at what cost Death/Bereavement-Grief-Family-Dogs-Self Awareness Age 9+

288. House That Wasn’t There, The (Elana K. Arnold)   $14.99    $13.50
Alder has always lived in his cozy little house in Southern California. And for as long as he can remember, the old, reliable, comforting 
walnut tree has stood between his house and the one next door. That is, until a new family—with a particularly annoying girl his 
age—moves into the neighboring house and, without warning, cuts it down. Oak doesn’t understand why her family had to move 
to Southern California. She has to attend a new school, find new friends, and live in a new house that isn’t even ready—her mother 
had to cut down a tree on their property line in order to make room for a second floor. And now a strange boy next door won’t 
stop staring at her, like she did something wrong moving here in the first place. As Oak and Alder start school together, they can’t 
imagine ever becoming friends. But the two of them soon discover a series of connections between them—mysterious, possibly 
even magical puzzles they can’t put together. At least not without each other’s help. Mystery-Magic-Connection Age 9+
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289. Hunt For The Nightingale, The (Sarah Ann Juckles And Sharon King-Chai)   $16.99    $15.30
Discover the healing power of nature in one boy’s heartbreaking and hopeful journey back from the wilderness. Bird fact no. 30: a 
nightingale song is one of the most beautiful sounds on the planet. Ten-year-old Jasper has been waiting all spring for his beloved 
nightingale to return to his garden and sing. But it’s not there, and neither is his sister, Rosie. His parents seem sad and preoccupied, 
so gathering his courage, his backpack and his treasured Book of Birds, Jasper sets out alone on a walk to find them both. The 
expedition takes Jasper through town and country, meeting a host of characters who are also searching for lost things. Helping his 
new friends, Jasper begins to see that he may not find what he is looking for when he reaches the journey’s end, but even in the 
darkest of moments, a nightingale’s song can be heard somewhere. Love-Loss-Friendship-Hope-Nature Age 9+

290. Kid Youtuber #1: Kid Youtuber (Hunt Emerson)   $14.99    $11.99
Davy Spencer might be the new kid in school, but that doesn’t mean he can’t start as the most popular kid. With the help of his 
two best friends, Chuck and Annie, Davy throws himself into making viral YouTube videos with hilariously disastrous results. If 
he can pull this off, then everybody at his new school will know his name before even meeting him. Davy’s YouTube channel has 
everything-awesome pranks? Check! School lunch reviews? Check! Undercover detention missions? Check! Getting duct taped to 
the wall? Check-wait, what? Becoming a rockstar YouTuber isn’t easy, but Davy won’t give up ... no matter how crazy things have 
to get! Age 8+

291. Legendarium (Jennifer Bell)   $16.99    $15.30
PLAY THE GAME. BRAVE THE LEGEND. Friends Arthur, Ren and Cecily are transported to the year 2493, where the secretive villain 
Deadlock has uncovered powerful time-travelling technology. To stop Deadlock, the friends must enter Legendarium’s dangerous 
Irontide Tournament, where one wrong move could cost not just their lives, but the fate of the entire universe. Adventure-Time 
Travel-Gaming Age 9+

292. Lightfall #2: Shadow Of The Bird: Graphic Novel (Tim Probert)   $19.99    $15.99
In the second installment of the award-winning, critically acclaimed Lightfall series, Bea and Cad continue their quest to stop Kest, 
the mythic bird who stole the sun. Perfect for middle grade fans of Amulet and Avatar the Last Airbender, Lightfall: Shadow of the 
Bird is another breathtaking journey into the magical world of Irpa, where epic battles and powerful creatures abound. After a 
battle that nearly cost them their lives, Bea and Cad awaken in the hidden settlement of the Arsai, mysterious creatures who can 
glimpse into the future. The Arsai’s vision paints a dire picture for their planet, as the bird Kest Ke Belenus-now awoken from a 
restless slumber-threatens to destroy all the Lights of Irpa. Desperate for a solution, Bea and Cad seek out the help of a water spirit 
known as Lorgon, whose ancient wisdom may help them find a way to take down Kest and save Irpa from utter destruction. But 
when their time with Lorgon presents more questions than answers, Bea and Cad must decide what’s more important . . . stopping 
Kest or uncovering the truth. Graphic Novel-Fantasy-Adventure Age 8+ For all books in this series type LIGHTFALL into the search 
field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

293. Loki: A Bad Guide To Being Good (Louie Stowell)   $16.99    $15.30
Wry, witty and very funny diary-style story packed with doodles and comic strips about the frustration trickster god Loki feels at 
having to live trapped in the body of a weedy eleven-year-old boy. After one trick too many, Loki is banished to live on Earth as a 
“normal” school boy. Forbidden from using his AWESOME godly powers, Loki must show moral improvement. As he records his lies 
THE TRUTH in his magical (judgemental) diary, it becomes clear Loki hasn’t a clue how to tell good from evil, trust from tricks, or 
friends from enemies. Humour-Norse Gods Age 9+

294. Lost Ryu, The (Emi Watanabe Cohen)   $16.99    $15.30
Kohei Fujiwara has never seen a giant dragon in real life. The big ryu all disappeared from Japan after World War II, and twenty years 
later, they’ve become the stuff of legend. Their smaller cousins, who can fit in your palm, are all that remain. And Kohei loves his 
ryu, Yuharu, but ... Kohei has a memory of the big ryu. He knows that’s impossible, but still, it’s there, in his mind. In it, he can see 
his grandpa - Ojiisan - gazing up at the big ryu with what looks to Kohei like total and absolute wonder. When Kohei was little, he 
dreamed he’d go on a grand quest to bring the big ryu back, to get Ojiisan to smile again. But now, Ojiisan is really, really sick. And 
Kohei is running out of time. Kohei needs to find the big ryu now, before it’s too late. With the help of Isolde, his new half-Jewish, 
half-Japanese neighbour; and Isolde’s Yiddish-speaking dragon, Cheshire; he thinks he can do it. Maybe. He doesn’t have a choice. 
Fantasy-Dragons-Magic-Family-Grandparents

295. Luckiest Kid In The World, The (Danny Wallace And Gemma Correll)   $14.99    $11.99
Joe Smith is average in every way. He is average height. He lives in an average town, on an average street, in an average house, with 
a very average family. But when a survey identifies him as the most average kid in the country - well that makes him very special 
indeed. Suddenly, everyone wants Joe to test out their latest products. Overnight he is sent mountains of gifts - the best trainers, 
the coolest bike, the most exciting new tech, the latest flavours of ice cream - and so much more. He gets special cinema screenings 
and the entire water park all to himself. Joe now has everything he could possibly want in the world - and that’s far from average. 
But is going from zero to hero all it’s cracked up to be? This brilliantly warm-hearted, laugh-out-loud family adventure will leave you 
thinking about friendship, family and why everyone is special just the way they are. Humour-Family-Friendship-Uniqueness Age 8+

296. Magic Faraway Tree #1: Magic Faraway Tree: A New Adventure, The 
(Jacqueline Wilson And Mark Beech)   $14.99    $13.50
Discover the Magic Faraway Tree and explore the amazing lands it can lead to, in an irresistible new story by bestselling author 
Jacqueline Wilson, set in this much-loved world. Milo, Mia and Birdy are on a countryside holiday when they wander into an 
Enchanted Wood. Among the whispering leaves, there is a beautiful tree that stands high above the rest. The Magic Faraway Tree 
is home to many remarkable creatures including a fairy called Silky, her best friend Moonface and more. Little Birdy is only too 
happy to find that fairies are real. Even her older brother and sister are soon won over by the magic of the Faraway Tree and the 
extraordinary places they discover above it, including the Land of Unicorns. But not every land is so much fun. Danger looms in the 
Land of Dragons. Will Moonface’s magic work in time to save the children? Fantasy Age 8+
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297. Making Friends #1: Making Friends Graphic Novel(Kristen Gudsnuk)   $18.99    $17.10
Sixth grade was so much easier for Danielle. All her friends were in the same room and she knew what to expect from her life. But 
now that she’s in seventh grade, she’s in a new middle school, her friends are in different classes and forming new cliques, and she is 
completely lost. When Danielle inherits a magical sketchbook from her eccentric great aunt Elma, she draws Madison, an ideal best 
friend that springs to life right off the page! But even when you create a best friend, it’s not easy navigating the ups and downs of 
relationships, and before long Danielle and Madison are not exactly seeing eye-to-eye. To make matters worse, Danielle has drawn 
the head of her favourite (and totally misunderstood) cartoon villain, Prince Neptune. He’s also come to life and is giving her terrible 
advice about how to make people like her. When she rejects him and he goes on a rampage during a school pep rally, Danielle and 
Madison have to set aside their differences to stop him! Age 9+

298. Making Friends #2: Back To The Drawing Board Graphic Novel 
(Kristen Gudsnuk)   $18.99    $17.10
Dany creates a magical duplicate of herself to help with homework and making friends, but it gets complicated when they 
accidentally let loose a Hinn (sort of like a genie, only it doesn’t grant wishes!). And with the big school dance coming up, time is 
running out to set things right in the town. But when Dany’s high school bully, Nick Maloney, befriends the Hinn and shows up at 
the dance using its magical powers to control the evening, the only thing left to do is save the day! Sigh ... Again. Age 10+

299. Marvellers, The (Dhonielle Clayton)   $17.99    $16.20
Eleven-year-old Ella Durand is the first Conjuror to attend the Arcanum Training Institute, where Marvellers from all around the 
world come together to practice their cultural arts like brewing Indian spice elixirs, practicing Caribbean steel drum hypnosis, 
and bartering with fussy Irish faeries. Ella knows some people mistrust her Conjuror magic, often deemed “bad and unnatural,” 
but she’s eager to make a good impression-and, hopefully, some friends. But Ella discovers that being the first isn’t easy, and not 
all of the Marvellers are welcoming. Still, she connects with fellow misfits Brigit, a girl who hates magic, and Jason, who is never 
found without a magical creature or two. Just as Ella begins to find her way at the A.T.I., a notorious criminal escapes from prison, 
supposedly with Conjurors’ help. Worse, her favorite teacher Masterji Thakur never returns from a research trip, and only Ella seems 
concerned about his disappearance. As tensions grow in the Marvellian world, Ella finds herself the target of vicious rumors and 
growing suspicions. With the help of her new friends, Ella must find a way to clear her family’s name and track down her beloved 
mentor Masterji Thakur . . . before she loses her place at the A.T.I. forever. Fantasy-Adventure-Magic Age 8+

300. Masher (Fifi Colston)   $16.99    $15.30
What would you do if you accidentally created a barking-mad glove puppet, with sharp teeth, a fierce attitude and an unpredictable 
mouth? A boy and a fast-talking terrier glove puppet form a hilarious double act in this warm and funny illustrated novel for readers 
eight years and older. Twelve-year-old Freddie Foxworthy just wants to do arts and crafts. They’re easier to deal with than his 
peers, and far more rewarding. His latest project is to create the perfect glove puppet from papier-mache. But when ashes from 
his metalhead neighbour’s deceased bull terrier get into the mix, he accidentally makes a growling puppet with an unpredictable 
mouth! Freddie has an overload of mysteries to solve - who is to blame for the late Masher’s death? Was Masher responsible for the 
disappearance a neighbourhood cat? And, most of all, is Masher actually for real? Surely Freddie couldn’t be causing all this chaos 
himself...

301. Middle School #14: It’s A Zoo In Here! (James Patterson)   $14.99    $13.50
In the fourteenth book in the hilarious illustrated children’s series, Rafe feels like a caged lion at his summer job at the zoo - until a 
real lion desperately needs his help. Rafe Khatchadorian is days away from sweet, sweet summer freedom until bad grades threaten 
to land him in . . . SUMMER SCHOOL. It’s impossible to fail out of a summer job, right? Wrong. He strikes out at the zoo then grosses 
out at a billionaire’s country club- - Digging a pit for the annual clambake - Scrubbing chewed bubblegum, sooty fireplaces, and 
. . . toilets - Polishing the chrome on his boss’s car Rafe is destined for the Failed Jobs Hall of Fame until an encounter with an 
endangered lion puts his wildlife knowledge to the test . . . and it’s more than his grade on the line this time. For all books in this 
series type MIDDLE SCHOOL into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

302. Mr Penguin #4: Mr Penguin And The Tomb Of Doom (Alex T. Smith)   $14.99    $13.50
From the internationally bestselling creator of Claude comes a hero like no other: Mr Penguin. Indiana Jones meets Hercule Poirot 
in this series from Alex T. Smith, ideal for 7+ readers of Dave Pigeon. Follow Mr Penguin and his trusty sidekick Colin (the spider) as 
they head into the desert! When their good friend Edith is kidnapped, they’re on their most important mission yet. Can they survive 
a perilous train journey to the great pyramids? Will Mr Penguin complete the three impossible tasks - and get home in time for a 
fish finger sandwich ...? Find out in the fourth Mr Penguin book with plenty of slapstick humour, mystery and adventure. Highly 
illustrated throughout with a striking black and orange design. Friendship-Humour Age 6+ For all books in this series type MR 
PENGUIN into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

303. Muddlemoor Mysteries: Book Club Bank Heist, The 
(Ruth Quayle And Marta Kissi)   $14.99    $11.99
It is the holidays again and Joe Robinson and his cousins are back with Granny in Muddlemoor. The problem is... Muddlemoor 
is a hotspot for crime. When Joe, Tom and Pip discover that a dangerous gang of robbers is hiding in the local area they start an 
investigation straightaway. But hang on a sec. Granny’s Book Group seems to be acting RATHER suspiciously. For one thing they 
NEVER talk about books and for another thing they keep going on about a local bank. Oh no! What if Granny’s Book Group are 
the true-life bank robbers? There’s only one thing for it. The cousins must stop Granny getting arrested, even if it means putting 
themselves in danger. Mystery-Crime Age 8+
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304. Mischief And Mayhem #1: Born To Be Bad (Ken Lamug)   $17.99    $16.20
Mischief and her side-cat Mayhem are your respectably heinous villains. They’ll spoil new movies, steal cake from parties they 
weren’t invited to, and hit the good citizens where it’ll dirty them most—their toilet paper. But before Mischief and Mayhem were 
ever supervillains, they were just Missy and Gizmo, fresh recruits at superhero boot camp. Except Missy lied on her hero application 
and has exactly zero superpowers, just her brainpower. Humiliated when caught and kicked out, she has only one fellow camp 
recruit who is willing to stand by her—Melvira. Unbeknownst to others, Melvira has her own villainous agenda, and it involves 
helping Missy cross the line into villainy as a new alter ego, Mischief. Something about Melvira doesn’t sit right with Missy, and 
soon she’ll be called upon to battle her former best friend ... but will Missy be able to face the friend who was once her defender? 
Superheroes-Humour-Graphic Novel Age 8+

305. New From Here (Kelly Yang)   $14.99    $13.50
New country. New life. Whole new world . . . When the coronavirus hits Hong Kong, ten-year-old Knox’s mom makes the last-minute 
decision to move him and his siblings to California, where they think they will be safe from the virus. But life in America isn’t easy. 
At Knox’s new school, the other kids think that because he is from Asia, he must have brought over the virus. At home, Mom’s 
freaking out because she just got fired, and Dad doesn’t know when he’ll see them all again, because all flights out of Hong Kong 
have been cancelled. As racism skyrockets during COVID, can Knox stand up to hate while finding his place in his new country? 
Family-Courage-Hope-Resilience-Racism Age 8+

306. Ogress And The Orphans, The (Kelly Barnhill)   $16.99    $15.30
Stone-in-the-Glen, once a lovely town, has fallen on hard times. Fires, floods, and other calamities have caused the townsfolk to 
lose their library, their school, their park, and all sense of what it means to be generous, and kind. The people put their faith in 
the Mayor, a dazzling fellow who promises he alone can help. After all, he is a famous dragon slayer. (At least, no one has seen a 
dragon in his presence.) Only the clever orphans of the Orphan House and the kindly Ogress at the edge of town can see how dire 
the town’s problems are. When one of the orphans goes missing from the Orphan House, all eyes turn to the Ogress. The orphans, 
though, know this can’t be: the Ogress, along with a flock of excellent crows, secretly delivers gifts to the people of Stone-in-the-
Glen. But how can the orphans tell the story of the Ogress’s goodness to people who refuse to listen? And how can they make their 
deluded neighbours see the real villain in their midst? The orphans have heard a whisper that they will ‘save the day’, but just how, 
they will have to find out ... Fantasy-Magic Realism Age 9+

307. Paws: Gabby Gets It Together Graphic Novel (Nathan Fairbairn)   $19.99    $18.00
Perfect for fans of Raina Telgemeier, Kayla Miller, and Victoria Jamieson, this funny and heartwarming graphic novel series is the 
Baby-Sitters Club for pets! PAWS follows a group of girls with a love of animals but an inability to have any of their own pets who 
start a dog-walking service. Meet best friends Gabby Jordan, Priya Gupta, and Mindy Kim. They’re different in just about every 
way-personalities, hobbies, family, and more-but they have a few important things in common- they’re all in the same class, they 
absolutely love animals, and for reasons that are as varied as the trio themselves none of them can actually have any pets. Unable 
to resist the adorable temptation any longer, the girls decide to come up with a way to finally get their hands on some furry friends. 
And, as luck would have it, it seems like their neighborhood is in need of some afterschool dog-walkers. So, just like that, PAWS is 
born! But it turns out that running a business is harder than it looks, especially with three co-owners who are such different people. 
The girls soon argue about everything, from how to prioritize their commitments to the best way to keep their doggy clients happy. 
And when their fighting ultimately leads to a doggo crisis, will it tear their business and friendship apart or will they be able to get 
it together to save the day? Graphic Novel-Dogs-Pets-Humour-Ingenuity-Friendship

308. Phoebe And Her Unicorn #14: Unicorn Selfies: Graphic Novel (Dana Simpson)  $19.99    $15.99
Phoebe Howell and her best friend, the dazzling unicorn Marigold Heavenly Nostrils, have all kinds of exciting things planned for 
the summer. Their adventures include constructing a secret clubhouse with Phoebe’s friend Max (enlisting the help of some magic 
pixies along the way) and preparing for a trip to Marigold’s unicorn family reunion. Along the way, readers will meet all kinds of 
new characters, learn what magic spells are best avoided, and have all kinds of sparkling unicorn fun. Graphic Novel Age 7+ For all 
books in this series type PHOEBE AND HER UNICORN into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

309. Pinch Of Magic Adventures #4: Storm Of Sisters, A (Michelle Harrison)   $16.99    $15.30
There are secrets hidden beneath the ice . . . bring the magic home in the frosty fourth instalment of the bestselling Pinch of 
Magic Adventures, from the award-winning author Michelle Harrison. When the Widdershins sisters and Granny are called away in 
deepest winter to look after cousin Clarissa, it doesn’t take long for adventure - or trouble - to find them. The town of Wilderness 
has plenty to explore with its frozen lake and winter market, as well as being haunted by a doomed highwayman and his secret 
love. But the legends are true and seeing a ghostly figure one night, the girls realise that Granny is in terrible danger. As an icy storm 
rages, the race to save her begins - can the sisters lay Wilderness’s ghosts to rest before another soul is claimed? Fantasy-Magic-
Mystery Age 8+ For all books in this series type PINCH OF MAGIC into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

310. Planet Joy (Jenny Valentine)   $14.99    $13.50
For readers aged 9+ comes the third book in a sparkling series about family, friends and finding the joy in life! From Guardian 
award-winning author Jenny Valentine, this is the perfect series for fans of Jacqueline Wilson, Cath Howe and Lara Williamson! 
Meet ten-year-old Joy Applebloom, a girl with a knack for finding the silver lining in even the darkest of rainclouds. After years of 
travelling the world with her family, Joy feels like she’s finally found a place she can call home. She’s settled in at school, has a new 
best friend called Benny and she’s finally making a difference in the world. But when a new girl, Phoebe Dark, joins class 6C, Joy 
discovers there’s a whole world out there that she hasn’t explored yet . . . Could Plane Tree Gardens be just the beginning? Family-
Friendship-Kindness-Positivity Age 9+
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311. Princess Olivia Investigates: Wrong Weather, The (Lucy Hawking)   $16.99    $15.30
Olivia Alez is delighted about finally living a life away from the royal palace in the mountains that used to be her home after the 
Kingdom of Alez decides it absolutely doesn’t want a royal family any more. Now she can finally give up boring princess lessons and 
learn about real things, like volcanoes and the ocean and space! But Olivia is completely unprepared for the world that awaits her. 
Thick, dark clouds hang low over the city, and the rivers that she so longed to see are choked with rubbish. And on top of it all, the 
weather just feels wrong. With scorching hot sun one day and torrential rainfall the next, it seems nearly impossible for the people 
and animals in Alez to adapt to their extreme climate. Olivia, horrified by what she sees, becomes determined to get to the bottom 
of Alez’s dangerous weather patterns. With the help of some new friends and armed with a scientific lab coat that would make 
Albert Einstein jealous, Olivia sets out to solve the mystery and save Alez from climate destruction before it’s too late . . . Age 8+

312. Puppy Place: Goldie (Ellen Miles)   $9.99    $9.00
Jack and Lizzie Peterson love puppies. They want a puppy of their own more than just about anything. They know dogs are a lot 
of work. But their mum still doesn’t think their family is ready for a puppy. Then, Goldie arrives. She is a sweet golden retriever that 
needs a home. Goldie is very young. She doesn’t know how to be a good puppy yet. Will Jack and Lizzie be able to help her? Age 
7+ For all books in this series type PUPPY PLACE into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

313. Puppy Place: Snowball (Ellen Miles)  $9.99    $9.00
The Peterson family hear about Snowball-a fluffy puppy somebody left in a tattered box at a petrol station. Snowball is sick and 
hungry. He needs a family of his own. Can Jack and Lizzie find one that is just right? Age 7+

314. Raven Riddle, The (Vashti Hardy And Natalie Smillie)   $12.99    $11.70
Grace’s family are wardens of the Griffin map, using its teleport technology to fight crime across Moreland. And now there’s 
someone new on the team: Tom Eely, who has been training hard to become a warden. Grace and Tom reckon they’re ready to 
tackle a mission together, but they’re disappointed when Mum sends them to a quiet mountain village where ravens have been 
pestering the locals. Surely they won’t be any opportunities to use their exciting gadgets or combat skills there? But as the pair 
investigate, the situation becomes more puzzling. Why does it seem like the ravens are protecting something? And are the villagers’ 
tales of a mountain witch really to be believed? Grace and Tom will have to use all their wit, skill and courage if they want to solve 
the raven riddle ... Bestseller Vashti Hardy returns with another heartfelt and action-filled addition to the Griffin Gate series. Dyslexic 
Friendly-Steampunk-Fantasy-Adventure Age 10+

315. Rebel Skies (Ann Sei Lin)   $18.99    $17.10
Teen fantasy adventure set in a world of flying ships and sky cities, where chosen ones have the ability to bring paper to life and 
work as Crafters – people who hunt wild paper spirits called shikigami. Inspired by Asian culture and exploring themes of empire, 
slavery and freedom. Kurara has never known any other life than being a servant on board the Midori, but when her party trick of 
making paper come to life turns out to be a power treasured across the empire, she joins a skyship and its motley crew to become 
a Crafter. Taught by the gruff but wise Himura, Kurara learns to hunt shikigami – wild paper spirits who are sought after by the 
Princess. But are these creatures just powerful slaves for the Crafters and the empire, or are they beings with their own souls – and 
yet another thing to be subjugated by the powerful Emperor and his Princess? Fantasy-Asian Culture-Slavery-Freedom-Identity-
Power-Sexuality Age 13+

316. Robot Squashed My Teacher, A (Pooja Puri)    $16.99    $15.30
A Robot Squashed My Teacher is the brilliantly illustrated, laugh-out-loud, wacky adventure by Pooja Puri, the sequel to the Marcus 
Rashford Bookclub Selected book A Dinosaur Ate My Sister. Before you start reading, there are a few things you should know: 1. I, 
Esha Verma, am a genius inventor extraordinaire. 2. I like lists. 3. I did not mean to turn my teacher into a pigeon. Some things just 
can’t be helped. Esha Verma, her snotty apprentice Broccoli and his secretly cunning pet tortoise have a dream. They are going to 
win the legendary Brain Trophy - the ultimate inventing prize. This year’s entry: The RoarEasy - a gadget that lets the user speak 
to animals. But when Esha’s arch-nemesis, fellow inventor Ernie, lands her in detention, the RoarEasy malfunctions and suddenly 
Monsieur Crepe is TRANSFORMED INTO A PIGEON. Luckily for Esha, she knows exactly what she needs to repair her invention and 
where to find it: locked away in the mysterious Central Research Laboratories. She, Broccoli, Archibald and Monsieur Crepe will 
have to go undercover and break into the labs before the competition to return Monsieur Crepe to his human form. And with Ernie 
following them, determined to foil their plans as they face giant robots, killer plants, shrinking machines, hiccups that make you 
float and terrifying twisters, they’re going to need all the help they can get to get out of this wacky pickle. Age 8+

317. Sea In Winter, The (Christine Day)   $14.99    $13.50
In this evocative and heartwarming novel for readers who loved The Thing About Jellyfish, the author of I Can Make This Promise 
tells the story of a Native American girl struggling to find her joy again. It’s been a hard year for Maisie Cannon, ever since she hurt 
her leg and could not keep up with her ballet training and auditions. Her blended family is loving and supportive, but Maisie knows 
that they just can’t understand how hopeless she feels. With everything she’s dealing with, Maisie is not excited for their family 
midwinter road trip along the coast, near the Makah community where her mother grew up. But soon, Maisie’s anxieties and dark 
moods start to hurt as much as the pain in her knee. How can she keep pretending to be strong when on the inside she feels as 
roiling and cold as the ocean. Anxiety-Injury-Grief-Blended Family Age 10+
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318. Secret Explorers #10: Secret Explorers And The Ice Age Adventure, The 
(S.J. King)   $9.99    $9.00
Meet the Secret Explorers! Children will be inspired to discover the world with these character-driven adventure stories for children 
aged 7 to 9 years old Learn all about the ice age and wooly mammoths in this prehistoric themed instalment of DK Books’ new 
educational fiction series for children. Meet the Secret Explorers - a band of brainiac kids from all around the world. Everyone in this 
diverse group of young experts has a speciality, from outer space to dinosaurs, and each story follows a character who gets chosen 
for a “secret exploration”. In this fun, fact-filled children’s book, Tamiko the dinosaur expert and Ollie the rainforest nut travel back 
in time to the ice age to help reunite a baby mammoth with the rest of its herd. With a gripping narrative that keeps kids engaged, 
The Secret Explorers and the Ice Age Adventure book by SJ King is the perfect gift for children who are into all things nature. It’s 
written for children aged 7-9 years, with lots of information about extinct animals and the Earth’s climate, to give them an exciting 
introduction to the prehistoric world. At the end of this fictional book, you’ll find “Tamiko’s Mission Notes” which is a summary of all 
the scientific facts and discoveries made throughout the story. With fun illustrations, quizzes, and a vocabulary list, the educational 
value of this book is outstanding and great for a classroom read! Age 8+ For all books in this series type SECRET EXPLORERS into 
the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

319. Secret Of Splint Hall, The (Katie Cotton)   $18.99    $17.10
Two girls must unearth an ancient myth hidden deep beneath the mysterious Splint Hall... 1945. War has ended, but for sisters Flora 
and Isobel the struggles still continue. They’ve lost their father and had their home destroyed in a bombing raid, and now they 
must go to live with their aunt and her awful husband Mr Godfrey in their ancestral home, Splint Hall. From the moment of their 
arrival it seems that this is a place shrouded in mysteries and secrets. Who are the strange men who arrive with packages at night? 
What is the source of the strange blue sparks coming from the ground? And why do the locals seem to hate their family so much? 
As the girls begin to unearth an ancient myth and family secret, the adventure of a lifetime begins. Fantasy-Adventure Age 9+

320. Secret Sunshine Project (Benjamin Dean)   $14.99    $13.50
A heart-warming story of kindness, courage and love in all its forms. Perfect for 9+ readers and fans of Elle McNicoll, Lisa Thompson 
and Onjali Rauf. Bea’s family are happy. Like, really happy. Like, kind of gross but also cute happy. So when they visit London Pride 
together and have the ultimate day out, Bea doesn’t think her family could possibly get any happier. But a year later, a grey cloud is 
following Bea’s family around. Dad has passed away, and without him around they have no choice but to pack their bags and move 
to the countryside to live with Gran. With Bea’s big sister, Riley, taking the news hard, Bea will do anything to cheer her up. So with 
the help of new friends, The Secret Sunshine Project is formed - Bea’s plan to bring Pride to the countryside and a smile back to 
Riley’s face. There’s just one teeny tiny problem - the village mayor. A grumpy old woman who’s on a mission to rain on Bea’s parade 
. . . Death/Bereavement-Family-Loss-Kindness-Courage-Change-LGBTQIA Age 9+

321. Shop Of Impossible #1: Shop Of Impossible Ice Creams, The 
(Shane Hegarty And Jeff Crowther)   $14.99    $13.50
Welcome to the Shop of Impossible Ice Creams! Step inside to discover a delicious world of magical adventure, from bestselling 
author Shane Hegarty. First in a comic, heart-warming illustrated series, for 7+ fans of The Nothing to See Here Hotel and Charlie 
Changes into a Chicken. Limpet’s mum is opening an ice-cream shop, full of her favourite new flavours: mushroom and tuna ice 
cream, anyone? Roast parsnip and gravy? Limpet’s not sure about this. He likes a nice, safe life. His favourite ice-cream flavour is 
vanilla. But when wicked Mr Fluffy arrives with his Mega Emporium of Amazing and Spectacular Ice Creams, Limpet knows he’s 
got to fight back. And there are magic ingredients on his doorstep which can solve all his worries, if only he can get the recipe just 
right ... Humour Age 7+

322. Skandar And The Unicorn Thief (A.F. Steadman)   $19.99    $18.00
The first book in the hotly anticipated new fantasy adventure series for readers age 9+, from A. F. Steadman. If you like Harry Potter, 
Percy Jackson, Eragon or His Dark Materials, you’ll love this . . . Unicorns don’t belong in fairy tales; they belong in nightmares. 
So begins Skandar and the Unicorn Thief. Soar into a world where unicorns are real - and they’re deadly. They can only be tamed 
by the rider who hatches them. Thirteen-year-old Skandar Smith has only ever wanted to be a unicorn rider, and the time has 
finally come for him to take his Hatchery Exam, which will determine whether he is destined to hatch a unicorn egg. But when 
Skandar is stopped from taking the exam, and the mysterious and frightening Weaver steals the most powerful unicorn in the 
world, becoming a rider proves a lot more dangerous than he could ever have imagined. And what if Skandar was always destined 
to be the villain rather than the hero? Fantasy-Magic-Adventure Age 9+

323. Sky (Holly Webb)   $14.99    $13.50
Staying with her grandparents in the Scottish Highlands, Lara is fascinated by the rare white snowy owl her grandad has spotted 
flying nearby. And when she follows the beautiful bird into the woods, it leads her on a magical adventure… Transported a century 
back in time, Lara befriends Amelia, who confides in Lara about her cruel cousin, who she’s sure is trying to hurt the baby owls 
nesting in the woods. When Lara discovers the hatchlings belong to her owl, Sky, she’s determined to help. But how can she protect 
them when she needs to return to her own time? Animal Stories-Time Slip-Magic-Adventure Age 8+

324. Strangeworlds Travel Agency #3: Secrets Of The Stormforest, The (Ld Lapinski)  $16.99    $13.59
Pack your suitcase for the final magical adventure at the Strangeworlds Travel Agency! Flick and Jonathan have faced countless 
dangers in their roles as part of the Strangeworlds Society and come out alive on the other side. But what do they really know 
about the Society they are risking their lives for? Why does it exist? Who is Strangeworlds there to protect? And what in the worlds 
is happening to the multiverse now? With worlds everywhere under threat of collapse and mysteries abounding, it’s up to Flick and 
Jonathan to discover the answers to these questions. And only if they can uncover the secrets of Strangeworlds and the secrets of 
a new mysterious world called ‘The Stormforest’, will they have any hope of defending their world - and others - from the threat 
that is facing them all. Fantasy-Adventure-Mystery-Secrets-Parallel World Age 9+ For all books in this series type STRANGEWORLDS 
TRAVEL AGENCY into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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325. Skulduggery Pleasant #15: Until The End (Derek Landy)   $19.99    $15.99
The second cycle of the internationally bestselling Skulduggery Pleasant series comes to a thrilling end. You are not ready… The 
Faceless Ones have returned to our universe. The bad guys have won.  With the end of everything just days away – and no longer 
able to rely on Valkyrie Cain – Skulduggery must make allies of enemies if he’s going to stand any chance of saving what’s left of 
the world. And just when things are looking their bleakest, they manage to get even worse, with Omen Darkly suddenly having to 
step up when his brother, the Chosen One, falls. There’s a lot going on. Most of it is bad. Sorry about that. Age 11+ For all books in 
this series type SKULDUGGERY PLEASANT into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

326. Sky Over Rebecca, The (Matthew Fox)   $15.99    $14.40
There was a single trail of footprints, the first I’d seen all morning. They were fresh tracks, I saw, the edges of the impressions in the 
snow quite hard. Small feet. Like mine. Someone my age. Then they stopped. When mysterious footprints appear in the Stockholm 
snow, ten-year-old Kara must discover where they’ve come from - and who they belong to. They lead Kara to Rebecca, a thirteen-
year-old Jewish girl, and her younger brother Samuel. Kara realises they are refugees - from another time, World War Two - and are 
trying to find their way home. The grief and loneliness that Rebecca and Samuel have endured is something Kara can relate to - 
feeling like you’re always on the outside looking in - and she finds herself compelled to help them. Through her eyes, we rediscover 
the magic that lies in the world around us, if only we have the courage to look for it. Kara is a heroine for modern times: fragile but 
fierce, in this utterly compelling story from a stellar new voice in children’s literature, Matthew Fox  Time Travel-Historical-World 
War 2 Age 10+

327. Skywake #2: Battlefield (Jamie Russell)   $14.99    $13.50
Caught up in an alien war on a distant galaxy, Casey and her team are fighting for their lives – but which side should they be on? 
The second in an exciting and original debut sci-fi adventure trilogy for the gaming generation. Casey and hundreds of other 
SkyWakers are now stuck on the planet Hosin, thousands of miles out in space, forced by the Red Eyes to fight the elusive Squids. 
Casey and her squad, the Ghost Reapers, are determined to rescue the other gamers and return to Earth – but when the strangely 
compelling Squids enter Casey’s mind, begging for help, Casey faces an impossible decision. With the team split in two and Casey’s 
brother on the other side, home seems further away than ever. How can Casey save the planet if she can’t keep her friends? Age 
10+ For all books in this series type SKYWAKE into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

328. Song Of The River, The (Gill Lewis And Zanna Goldhawk)   $12.99    $11.70
Times are tough for Cari and her mum. A violent storm has flooded the valley where they live, destroying their home and cafe 
business. Things seem bleak - but hope appears in the form of a plan to reintroduce beavers into the area, as the changes that these 
amazing animals make to the waterways might prevent another flood. Cari knows that she has to get involved. But with the project 
facing resistance from locals, can she convince them to give the beavers a chance - and will it be enough to save her home from 
being destroyed for a second time? BARRINGTON STOKE Age 9+

329. Starfell #4: Willow Moss And The Magic Thief (Dominique Valente)   $16.99    $13.59
The fourth book in the magical Starfell series, starring misfit witch Willow Moss. Perfect for readers of 8+ and beautifully illustrated 
throughout by Sarah Warburton. Willow Moss and the Lost Day was selected as Waterstones Book of the Month. Starfell is on the 
edge of disaster. The fight against Silas, the wizard determined to steal all magic for himself, is far from over - but how can Willow 
make a difference when her powers have been taken? With the help of her friends, the young witch sets off to the treacherous 
Mountains of Nach. There, she hopes to find the Craegun, a powerful beast believed to restore anything that has been lost - for a 
heavy price. The mission is fraught with danger, but there’s no turning back . . . or the magic of Willow’s world will be lost forever. 
The epic fourth adventure in the Starfell series is a powerful celebration of kindness, resilience and equality. Fantasy-Magic-Witches 
Age 9+ For all books in this series type STARFELL into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

330. Spin With Me (Ami Polonsky)   $14.99    $13.50
In this elegant dual narrative, Essie is a thirteen-year-old girl feeling glum about starting a new school after her professor dad takes 
a temporary teaching position in a different town. She has 110 days here and can’t wait for them to end. Then she meets Ollie: 
delicate, blue eyes, short hair, easy smile. At first, Essie thinks she has a typical crush on a beautiful boy. But as her crush blossoms, 
she soon realizes that Ollie is not a boy or a girl, but gender non-binary. Meanwhile, Ollie is experiencing a crush of their own . . . on 
Essie. As Ollie struggles to balance their passion for queer advocacy with their other interests, they slowly find themselves falling 
for a girl whose stay is about to come to an end. Can the two unwind their merry-go-round of feelings before it’s too late? Identity-
Gender-Non Binary Age 11+

331. Super Secret Diary Of Holly Hopkinson #2: Little Bit Of A Big Disaster, A 
(Charlie P. Brooks)   $14.99    $13.50
A charming domestic comedy for readers of 8+, with a dash of magic, and the occasional moment of mayhem! These are the 
continued memoirs Holly Hopkinson, aged ten, except without any of the rubbish adults usually put in, thank you very much. 
Earlier this year, me and the rest of my family had to move to the MIDDLE OF NOWHERE after my dad lost his job. Now my mum 
has just lost HER job as well, and I must once again save my family from FINANCIAL RUIN and CATASTROPHE - while dealing with 
silent brother Harold’s girl drama, and sorting out my older sister Harmony, who has joined the protests about a new housing 
development in the village. Thank GOODNESS I am armed with my Magic Pocket Watch. At least the business empire of Holly 
Hopkinson is set to IMPLODE on to the world stage as I am about to do business with a WORLD-FAMOUS HOLLYWOOD director 
who needs a horse and a location. . .  tell you, I may be a world away from my old life, but the drama here never stops. Humour-
Family-Magic Age 8+ For all books in this series type SUPER SECRET DIARY OF HOLLY HOPKINSON into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au
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332. Super Sub (Alan Gibbson And David Shepherd)   $12.99    $11.70
New boy Smithy can’t understand why everyone is so excited about a player on the football team called “Bengo.” He’s been absent 
for the first few games of the season and starts the next game on the bench, so surely he can’t be that special? But when their coach 
pulls Smithy off and sends Bengo on in his place, Smithy gets a chance to see him in action. Bengo is easily the best player Smithy’s 
ever seen, putting in perfect crosses and generally running the opposition ragged. So why is Bengo left on the bench so often, 
and why does he seem to bottle it when any strong tackles come his way? An engaging football story accompanied by fascinating 
facts about famous substitutes, from reluctant-reader favourite Alan Gibbons. Sport-Football-Soccer BARRINGTON STOKE Age 9+

333. Theodosia And The Serpents Of Chaos (R.L. Lafevers)   $18.99    $17.10
Theodosia must fight the ancient Egyptian curses which threaten to destroy her parents’ museum and bring down the country. 
Theodosia Throckmorton has an extraordinary ability: she can sense ancient magic. This is most useful, as she spends her life 
fighting curses in the London Museum of Legends and Antiquities, where her father is head curator of a vast collection of Egyptian 
artefacts and mummies. When Theo’s mother returns from an archaeological dig bearing the Heart of Egypt, a legendary amulet 
from a long-lost tomb, Theo soon realises it holds a powerful curse which could threaten all of Britain with war. Worse, there are 
sinister forces who wish to capture the amulet’s power for themselves. Theo must summon all her courage and cunning to fight the 
rising chaos and restore the amulet to its rightful place... Historical-Fantasy-Adventure Age 9+

334. Thunder Of Monsters, A (Sa Patrick)   $14.99    $13.50
RETURN TO A WORLD OF DRAGONS, SONG-SPELLS, PIPERS AND BATTLES...Patch Brightwater and his friend Barver, the dracogriff, 
are trapped on a mysterious island full of monstrous beasts. Their shapeshifting friend, Wren, is being held prisoner by the Piper 
of Hamelyn, but she’s working hard to escape.Clad in his suit of magical black armour and with dragons and a growing army on 
his side, the Piper of Hamelyn seems destined to bring chaos and destruction down on the world. Can anything stop him? Three 
accidental heroes versus one legendary villain...the epic adventure that began with A Darkness of Dragons comes to a thunderous 
end. Fantasy-Adventure Age 9+

335. Tide Singer, The (Eloise Williams And August Ro)   $12.99    $11.70
In the wake of a tempest hitting her town, Morwenna is left to take care of a stranger washed ashore. The storm is just another of 
many that have plagued the town for years - people blame the tide singers, legendary sea people who are said to charm storms 
with their singing. Morwenna has never believed the tales, but when she is left alone with the stranger, she realises this is no 
ordinary girl. Can the stories be true? Can the girl control the tides with nothing more than her voice? Her arrival brings danger of a 
different kind, and Morwenna must draw on all the courage she has in order to stop a conflict that could destroy her home... Age 9+

336. Treasure Hunters #8: Ultimate Quest, The (James Patterson)   $14.99    $13.50
In the eighth instalment in this swashbuckling illustrated adventure series, the Kidd siblings must uncover an ancient treasure to 
save their parents . . . before they lose everything! Dodge missiles, map undersea caves, outrun secret agents, and uncover the 
ultimate treasure? That’s a day in the life of the Kidds! The Kidd family is on an exciting new mission- use the augmented reality gear 
their parents created to uncover long-lost treasure. But then their ship, The Lost, explodes in a ball of fire! Now Bick, Beck, Storm, 
and Tommy are stranded on a raft in the Mediterranean Sea, and their parents have been kidnapped by rival treasure hunters. It’s 
up to the Kidd siblings to follow clues around the globe to uncover an ancient treasure and save their parents . . . before they lose 
everything! Exploration-Discovery-Adventure Age 9+ For all books in this series type TREASURE HUNTERS into the search field at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

337. Treasure Of The World (Tara Sullivan)   $19.99    $18.00
A young girl must find a way to help her family survive in a desolate and impoverished Bolivian silver mining community in this 
eye-opening tale of resilience. Now in paperback. Twelve-year-old Ana wants nothing more than to escape the future set for her 
and her classmates in her small mining village. Boys her age are beginning to leave school to become silver miners and girls her 
age are destined to one day be their wives. So when her oft-ill eleven-year-old brother is forced by their demanding father to start 
work in the mines, Ana gives up her dreams of school to volunteer in his place. But the world of silver mining is dark and dangerous 
and the men who work there don’t want a girl in their way. Ana must find the courage to not only survive but save her family after 
the worst happens and a mining accident kills her father and leaves her brother missing. South America-Bolivia-Mining-Child 
Labour-Courage Age 11+

338. Tutankhamun’s Treasure (David Long And Stefano Tambellini)   $12.99    $11.70
On 4 November 1922, a young Egyptian boy working on Howard Carter’s archaeological dig in the Valley of the Kings stumbled 
across a strange piece of rock. On closer inspection it turned out to be a stone step that would lead Carter to a long-lost tomb - 
and to treasures beyond his wildest dreams. The tomb belonged to boy pharaoh Tutankhamun and was packed full of priceless 
artefacts. It had been largely untouched for over 3,000 years and remains one of the most important archaeological discoveries 
of all time. But did the opening of the tomb trigger a deadly curse? David Long’s fact-filled account shows how Carter’s amazing 
discoveries told us so much about life in Ancient Egypt. True Stories-Archaeology-Ancient Egypt-Tutankhamun-Dyslexic Friendly

339. Unplugged (Gordon Korman)   $14.99    $13.50
As the son of the world’s most famous tech billionaire, spoiled Jett Baranov has always gotten what he wanted. So when his father’s 
private jet drops him in the middle of the Arkansas wilderness, at a place called the Oasis, Jett can’t believe it. He’s forced to hand 
over his cell phone, eat grainy veggie patties, and participate in wholesome activities with the other kids, who he has absolutely no 
interest in hanging out with. As the weeks go on, Jett starts to get used to the unplugged life and even bonds with the other kids 
over their discovery of a baby-lizard-turned-pet, Needles. But he can’t help noticing that the adults at the Oasis are acting really 
strange. Jett is determined to get to the bottom of things, but can he convince everybody that he is no longer just a spoiled brat 
who is making trouble. Adventure-Environmental Issues-Humour-Screen Time-Friendship Age 9+
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340. Upside Down River: Tomek’s Story (Jean0claude Mourlevat)   $14.99    $13.50
Tomek lives a quiet life running his late parents’ village store, which has everything you could ever need, and more. Then one day a 
girl visits. She asks Tomek if he sells something he’s never heard of before: a drop of water from the magical River Qjar, which flows 
back to front and upside down. When he admits he has none, she slips away. Tomek is desperate to follow the mysterious girl, and 
so he sets out on an incredible adventure. To find the upside down river, he must journey through strange and wondrous places: 
the Forest of Oblivion where monstrous bears roam, a meadow of deadly scented flowers, a long-hidden island cursed by a witch, 
and beyond . . . A million-copy bestseller in France, this beloved fantasy story is at last published in English for the very first time. 
Translated by Ros SchwartzFantasy-Adventure-Magic-Journey Age 9+

341. Warriors: The Broken Code #5: Place Of No Stars, The (Erin Hunter)   $14.99    $13.50
The time has come to return to the Dark Forest. ThunderClan’s deputy, Squirreflight, has vanished with the cat now known to be 
an impostor, sowing suspicion and mistrust among the five Clans. The cause of their ancestors’ silence is finally clear—but so is the 
terrifying truth of the danger they must face if they hope to bring light back to the darkness. . . . Packed with action and intrigue, 
this sixth Warriors series is the perfect introduction for readers new to the Warriors world, while dedicated fans will be thrilled to 
discover the new adventures that unfold after the events of A Vision of Shadows. Fantasy Age 9+ For all books in this series type 
WARRIORS: THE BROKEN CODE into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

342. When I See Blue (Lily Bailey)   $16.99    $15.30
New town, new school, but the bully is in Ben’s head ... There are 4 things you should know about Ben: 1. He’s 12 years old 2. He’s 
the new kid at school 3. His special number is 4 4. He has a bully in his brain Sometimes Ben’s brain makes him count to 4 to prevent 
bad things happening. Sometimes it makes him tap or blink in 4s. Mostly it makes the smallest things feel impossible. And with a 
new school, a moody big brother, an absent dad and a mum battling her own demons, Ben feels more out of control than ever. But 
then he meets April, and with his new friend, Ben might finally figure out how to stand up to the bully in his brain, once and for all. 
An authentic and affecting #ownvoices story about living life with OCD, from the inspiring author and mental health activist, Lily 
Bailey. Perfect for readers of A Kind of Spark and The Goldfish Boy. Neurodiverse-Neurodiversity-Mental Health-OCD-Bullying-Own 
Voice Age 10+

343. Wingbearer Graphic Novel (Marjorie M. Liu And Teny Issakhanian)   $17.99   $16.20 
A young girl must stop a threat to her magical world in this epic graphic novel from New York Times bestselling author Marjorie 
Liu and remarkable debut illustrator Teny Issakhanian. Zuli is extraordinary-she just doesn’t realize it yet. Raised by mystical bird 
spirits in the branches of the Great Tree, she’s never ventured beyond this safe haven. She’s never had to. Until now. When a sinister 
force threatens the life-giving magic of the tree, Zuli, along with her guardian owl, Frowly, must get to the root of it. So begins an 
adventure bigger than anything Zuli could’ve ever imagined-one that will bring her, along with some newfound friends, face-to-
face with an ancient dragon, the so-called Witch-Queen, and most surprisingly of all: her true identity. This captivating middle 
grade graphic novel, the first of a series, is perfect for fans of the Amulet books and the Wings of Fire series. Graphic Novel-Fantasy-
Adventure-Magic Age 8+

344. Wings Of Fire #15: Flames Of Hope, The (Tui T. Sutherland)   $16.99    $13.59
 Luna has always wanted to change the world—to fix it, to free it—even if she’s never actually known how. Now that all of dragon—
and humankind are in mortal danger, Luna is flying back home to Pantala with a team of dragons on a rescue mission, determined 
to be brave and useful. But saving a continent isn’t as easy as a prophecy makes it sound, and “facing a great evil” definitely requires 
more than the fiery silk that Luna is uniquely able to create. As she fights her way to the abyss that hides the dark roots poisoning 
Pantala, Luna must uncover a long-buried secret and unite her friends, her enemies, and her own powers. If she doesn’t, she won’t 
get to change the world. She’ll have to say goodbye to it—forever. Fantasy-Dragons Age 8+ For all books in this series type WINGS 
OF FIRE into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

345. You’re Not The Boss Of Me (Catherine Wilkins)   $14.99    $13.50
A laugh-out-loud story about fighting for your right to steal the show, from the much-loved author of the My Best Friend and Other 
Enemies series. Amy Miller is a very positive person and she is fully prepared to be the star of the school Comedy Show. But when 
Harry is put in charge, he stops her from performing or writing or doing anything fun. Amy can’t understand what’s happening 
until her sister tells her: Harry is being sexist, and Amy must take a stand. Armed only with killer one-liners, Amy goes into battle 
to fight for her right to make people laugh. A brilliantly funny new story from Catherine Wilkins, stand-up comedian, podcaster 
and author of When Good Geeks Go Bad, The Weird Friends Fan Club and the My Best Friend and Other Enemies series. Humour 
Age 10+
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346. 100 Things To Know About Music (Alex Frith)   $19.99    $18.00
A colourful information book filled with 100 fascinating and surprising facts. Which tunes could save a life, and which should come 
with a health warning? How do talking drums tell the history of Africa? What happens in your brain when you listen to music? 
Find the answers to these questions and more in this exciting book exploring all corners of the diverse world of music. Music-
Instruments-Culture

347. A Day In The Life: Sharks (Carlee Jackson)   $14.99    $13.50
Set over a 24-hour period, meet tiger sharks, lemon sharks, and basking sharks in this kids’ non-fiction book about the coolest 
predators in the ocean. Dive under the sea to follow the lives of individual sharks as they hunt, hide, and play their way through 
their day. Shark conservationist Carlee Jackson cleverly weaves the story from whale shakes to epaulette sharks (who hunt in 
rock pools!) in the style of a nature documentary, including science explanations perfect for future marine biologists. The book 
encourages kids to look at sharks in a new light - not just fearsome predators but endangered animals who play a key role in the 
ocean’s ecosystem. STEM-Science-Biology-Animals-Sharks For all books in this series type A DAY IN THE LIFE into the search field 
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

348. Afl Where’s The Footy? (Ella Meave And Chris Roy Taylor)   $16.99    $13.59
Packed full of footy fun, Where’s the Footy? will have you searching to find footies, flags, hot pies, mascots, whistles, pom poms, 
coins, food trucks and loads more. Join in all the excitement of the footy season as Josh and Hazel try to find all the items they need 
for their junior footy club. Sport-AFL

349. All About Baby Animals: Dolphins (Martha Eh Rustad)   $22.99    $20.70
There’s a new baby joining the pod. It’s a dolphin calf Learn all about baby dolphins including what they eat what they weigh how 
they’re raised and how big they grow. Animals-Animal Babies For all books in this series type ALL ABOUT BABY ANIMALS into the 
search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

350. All About Baby Animals: Koalas (Martha Eh Rustad)   $22.99    $20.70
There’s a new baby joining the colony. It’s a koala joey Learn all about baby koalas including what they eat what they weigh how 
they’re raised and how big they grow. Animals-Animal Babies

351. All About Baby Animals: Penguins (Martha Eh Rustad)   $22.99    $20.70
There’s a new baby joining the colony. It’s a penguin chick Learn all about baby penguins including what they eat what they weigh 
how they’re raised and how big they grow. Animals-Animal Babies

352. All About Baby Animals: Sea Lions (Martha Eh Rustad)   $22.99    $20.70
There’s a new baby joining the colony. It’s a sea lion pup Learn all about baby sea lions including what they eat what they weigh 
how they’re raised and how big they grow. Animals-Animal Babies

353. All About Vietnam: Projects And Activities For Kids (Phuoc Thi Minh Tran)   $22.99    $20.70
Children will get an inside look at Vietnam’s vibrant culture, while learning through fun, hands-on games, songs, and activities! 
This multicultural children’s book is perfect for story time at home or in a classroom, and is one children will come back to time 
and again. Young readers are introduced to many different aspects of Vietnamese culture, including: A brief look at the nation’s 
history, from its mythological beginnings to its famous kings and heroes Tours of picturesque Halong Bay, the teeming streets of 
Hanoi and Saigon, the sand dunes of Mui Ne, the Dragon Bridge in Da Nang, the imperial palace in Hue, and many more colorful 
places! Try your hand at making authentic Vietnamese dishes including a Banh Mi sandwich, Fresh Spring Rolls and Moon Cakes 
to accompany the Mid-Autumn Festival celebration Relive popular folktales and legends like The Legend of the Areca Nut and 
the Betel Leaves and The Legend of Trong Com Learn the beloved folk song The Rice Drum and the lively dance that accompanies 
it Experience the sights and sounds of the Tet New Year’s celebration as well as other colourful festivals like the Feast of the 
Wandering Souls, the Mooncake Festival, the Kitchen God Festival, and the Hoi An Lantern Festival Learn to speak a few words of 
Vietnamese, including greetings and the proper way to say goodbye Make a beaded dragonfly; learn about Vietnamese manners 
and superstitions; celebrate birthdays, weddings, and important events; and taste the local fruits and delicious street food dishes! 
Asian Studies-Vietnam-Asia-Culture

354. All About Worries And Fears (Felicity Brooks And Marc Ferrero)   $19.99    $18.00
Helps young children understand and manage their anxieties. There can be a lot to worry about when you are little, from monsters 
under the bed to Monday’s maths test, but one person’s scary spider is another’s perfect pet, so how can we learn to stop everyday 
fears and worries from growing out of proportion or even overwhelming us? This book helps children understand why we have 
different fears and worries and the physical effects they can have on our bodies. It then offers all sorts of fun and helpful activities 
and strategies to help manage and even overcome them. Feelings/Emotions-Fear-Anxiety
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355. Amazing Activists Who Are Changing The World 
(Rebecca Schiller And Sophie Beer)   $27.99    $25.20
Discover the stories of 20 amazing activists who are caring for our planet and its people. Fascinating facts about each activist’s 
life and times are accompanied by bright and accessible illustrations, making this book ideal for young children wanting to learn 
about incredible people who through their brave actions have changed the world for the better. Positive, uplifting and packed full 
of information, this book will show children that no one is too small to make a difference. Activists featured: Sonita Alizdeh; Rachel 
Carson; Favio Chavez; Mahatma Gandhi; Jane Goodall; Helen Keller; Martin Luther King Jr; Nelson Mandela; Wangari Maathai; Aditya 
Mukarji; Emmeline Pankhurst; Autumn Peltier; Boyan Slat; Gareth Thomas; Greta Thunberg; Harriet Tubman; William Wilberforce; Ai 
Weiwei Emmanuel Ofosu Yeboah; Malala Yousafzai Activism

356. Amazing Ways Animals Are Just Like Us: Do Baby Elephants Suck Their Trunks?
(Ben Lerwill And Katherine Mcewen)   $24.99    $19.99
There are babies everywhere! Some babies can fly and some babies can swim. Most animal babies are very different to us, but 
there are lots of special ways that we might be the same. Especially when we were very little. With a friendly text that’s perfect for 
reading aloud, this book encourages children to think about what makes them unique while learning about amazing similarities 
they might share with babies in the animal kingdom. From giraffes wobbling as they walk to puppies losing their baby teeth, each 
spread is fully illustrated with heart-warming collage artwork that beautifully captures the love between parent and child. This is a 
very special book to share again and again. Comparisons-Differences-Similarities

357. Angler Fish: The Seadevil Of The Deep (Elaine Alexander And Fiona Fogg)   $27.99    $25.20
Deep in the darkest part of the ocean, visit a primordial, fierce-toothed fish that draws in prey with its own bioluminescent lure. 
Dive thirteen thousand feet below the ocean’s surface, where no ray of sunlight can penetrate. Resources are scarce, and fellow 
inhabitants scarcer. This is life in the midnight zone—life for the anglerfish, known as the Seadevil of the Deep. Still largely a 
mystery to scientists, the deep-sea anglerfish is a true source of fascination and awe. To some, the fish resembles a prehistoric 
creature forgotten by time; to others, she is the embodiment of power, grace, and grit, using her remarkable physical attributes and 
a talent for deception to survive one of the harshest environments on the planet.

358. Animals In Danger: Orangutans (Emily Kington)   $16.99    $15.30
Intelligent caring and in danger Find out what makes hairy ginger apes so special and why they need our protection. Discover.... 
- what orangutans like to eat - how they build their treetop nests - the biggest threats to their survival - how you can help to save 
them Endangered Animals-Endangered Species-Orangutans For all books in this series type ANIMALS IN DANGER into the search 
field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

359. Animals In Danger: Polar Bears (Emily Kington)   $16.99    $15.30
 Hardy strong and in danger Find out what makes these big white bears so special and why they need our protection. Discover... 
Why polar bears are such strong swimmers. The biggest threats to their survival. How you can help to save them. Endangered 
Animals-Endangered Species-Polar Bears-Polar Animals

360. Animals In Danger: Rhinos (Emily Kington)   $16.99    $15.30
Rhinos may look tough but they are actually in danger Find out what makes these horned heroes so special and why they need 
our protection. Discover... How the White rhino got its name. The biggest threats to their survival. How you can help to save them. 
Endangered Animals-Endangered Species-Rhinos-Rhinoceroses-

361. Antarctica: The Melting Continent (Karen Romano Young And Angela Hsieh)  $34.99    $31.50
Explore a frozen continent full of incredible animals, places, people and stories. Antarctica – vast, cold and mysterious. This frozen 
continent is full of incredible stories. Here you can discover incredible wildlife, awe-inspiring landscapes and adventurous scientists 
and explorers. Join author Karen Romano Young on a trip across Antarctica, hanging out with people and animals and learning 
about how this special place is changing, and what it means for our planet. Hang out with some of the coolest creatures on earth 
above and below the ice as you meet emperor penguins, killer whales and elephant seals. Suit up for the cold and explore some of 
the harshest landscapes on earth, following in the footsteps of brave explorers. And learn about how scientists survive here today 
and what they do all day – from studying climate change to investigating ice cores almost a million years old to learn about the 
history – and future – of our planet. Continents-Antarctica-STEM-Science-Animals-Climate Change-Environmental Issues

362. As Large As Life (Jonny Marx And Sandhya Prabhat)   $39.99    $36.00
26 habitats to explore, featuring more than 250 animals. Did you know that a sword-billed hummingbird has a beak longer than its 
body, that a giant anteater’s tongue can delve two feet into a termite mound in pursuit of food, or that a lion’s mane jellyfish can 
grow tentacles as long as three buses? See how the most sublime animals on the planet size up and compare them all in one go 
using the enormous fold-out chart at the back of the book. Habitats-Animals

363. Aussie Stem Stars: Ajay Rane: Global Crusader For Women’s Health 
(Deb Fitzpatrick)   $14.99    $11.99
Aussie STEM Stars is an inspiring children’s series that celebrates Australia’s experts in Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics. Professor Ajay Rane is the Director of Urogynaecology at Townsville University Hospital and Head of Obstetrics and 
Gynaecology at James Cook University (JCU). Ajay has devoted his research and practice to treating women with severe childbirth 
injuries in the some of the world’s poorest countries. For his years of service, Ajay was awarded the Order of Australia in 2013 and 
the Mahatma Gandhi Pravasi Award for Humanitarian Work in Women’s Health in 2016. Today, as one of Australia’s leading experts 
on female health, Ajay remains committed to educating the community about women’s health. Biography-Famous People-Famous 
Women-Women’s Health For all books in this series type AUSSIE STEM STARS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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364. Australia Remembers #5: Cameron Baird, Vc, Mg (Allison Paterson)   $14.99    $13.50
For over a century, Australians have served their country in war and peacekeeping missions across the world. On Anzac Day and 
Remembrance Day, we continue to gather and remember those who fought for our country in the past, and those who keep us 
safe today.  In recent times, 41 Australian Defence Force personnel lost their lives whilst on duty in the conflict in Afghanistan. 
Cameron Baird, VC, MG is one such Australian who died in the service of his country.  Cameron was born to lead, inspiring others 
and gaining the respect of his peers. A dedicated soldier, Cameron’s leadership and courageous actions resulted in the award of 
the Medal of Gallantry in 2007-2008. In 2013, while on active service in Afghanistan, Cameron lost his life while attempting to 
rescue a wounded mate. His act of supreme sacrifice, valour and devotion to duty was recognised with the awarding of Australia’s 
highest battlefield honour – the Victoria Cross.  This is a story of Australian service in East Timor, Iraq and Afghanistan. It is a story 
of mateship, dedication, leadership and sacrifice, and one we should never forget. Anzac Day-War-Remembrance Day For all books 
in this series type AUSTRALIA REMEMBERS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

365. Bedtime Book Of Animals: Take A Peek At More Than 100 Of Your Favourite Animals 
(Zeshan Akhter)   $24.99    $22.50
Get to know more than 50 of the world’s favourite animals with this essential illustrated introduction This is the must-have 
illustrated introduction to the animal kingdom. Turn each page to find out more about a wide variety of animals, from teeny-tiny 
insects to gigantic elephants and whales. With beautiful illustrations, storybook text, and key terms highlighted on each page, 
this book is a wonderful and comprehensive introduction to animals around the world. The Bedtime Book of Animals showcases 
creatures from each of the core animal groups (mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish, and invertebrates) in six dedicated 
chapters. Many pages are devoted to a different creature, with others featuring a collection of animals from the same family, and 
some explore more than one animal type, giving bite-sized chunks of accessible information to help early learners get to know 
new species. Animals

366. Behind The Scenes At The Space Station (Dorling Kindersley)   $29.99    $27.00
 Your access-all-areas pass to the spectacular space station Step inside one of humanity’s greatest achievements with this behind-
the-scenes guide to the International Space Station Revealing a new perspective into the world of space exploration and the 
daring astronauts who make it possible, Behind the Scenes at the Space Station takes you on a once-in-a-lifetime tour of the space 
station. Learn what the astronauts do once they make it to the space station, from experiments to repairs, and so much more! 
Have you ever wondered if plants can grow in space? Or how astronauts go to the loo in zero gravity? Or what it feels like to orbit 
Earth at 17,500 mph? Behind the Scenes at the Space Station is a treasure trove of information. Did you know that during a 24-
hour period, the space station completes 16 orbits of Earth and the astronauts on board see 16 sunrises and sunsets everyday? Or 
that the International Space Station is so enormous that it was launched in pieces and constructed in orbit? STEM-Science-Space-
Technology

367. Ben Rothery’s Deadly And Dangerous Animals (Ben Rothery)   $27.99    $25.20
The first book in a brand-new series from award-winning illustrator Ben Rothery, showcasing some of the most outstanding 
features of the animal kingdom. Explore what it takes to be counted among the deadliest animals on Earth . . . From the saltwater 
crocodile’s strong bite to the golden eagle’s speed as it attacks from the air, many of the creatures you’ll discover here are built for 
danger. But what makes a chameleon or ant so threatening, and which creature is deadliest to humans despite its tiny size? Find 
out with award-winning illustrator Ben Rothery’s fact-filled world of the most spectacular and sometimes surprisingly dangerous 
creatures on our planet.

368. Bluey And Bingo’s Fancy Restaurant Cookbook (Compilation)   $19.99    $18.00
Based on the hit ABC KIDS TV show! Let’s cook! Join Bluey and Bingo at their Fancy Restaurant and learn how to make lots of yummy 
recipes - for real life. A gorgeous cookbook for kids of all ages. Bluey is an award-winning preschool show about Bluey, a blue heeler 
pup, and her family. Airing on ABC KIDS, the show has amassed legions of dedicated fans and hugely popular ranges of books, toys, 
clothes, games and more. Cooking-Cookbook

369. Body Book, The (Dorling Kindersley)   $19.99    $18.00
A fun, fact-packed introduction to the human body for young science enthusiasts. Your body is amazing. It keeps you alive and 
carries you around every day. But how much do you really know about what’s going on beneath the surface? Jump on board and 
take a journey under your skin, through your insides, and back in time to explore milestones in medicine and the latest scientific 
discoveries about the human body. Packed full of disgusting and delightful facts, this book contains the amazing answers to 
these questions and more. Filled with bite-sized chunks of information, The Body Book covers everything from the brain, skull, 
and mental health, through to how your body protects itself and how surgery has evolved through the ages. Other topics include 
what poo can tell us about the body, a timeline of pandemics through history, and amazing recent medical advances such as 
3D-printed prosthetic limbs. The Body Book is an ideal introduction to human anatomy and the history of medical advances. 
Perfect for budding young scientists, doctors, and nurses! STEM-Science-Biology-Human Body

370. Born To Be Wild (Dorling Kindersley)   $39.99    $36.00
A visual compendium showing the lives of young animals and the myriad ways they survive in the wild Imagine learning to leap, 
roar, swim, or fly for the first time. Born To Be Wild explores the vast complexities of growing up in the animal kingdom, where 
everything feels like new. This book goes where no other has to delve into the countless ways baby animals survive in the wild. 
Alongside gorgeous photographs of baby bears, lions and tigers, marsupials, birds and marine mammals, it charts the stages from 
dependency to independence, and looks at why some animals cling to their mothers for many months, while others must learn 
to fend for themselves almost as soon as they are born. Informative step-by-step features focus on particular stages of learning, 
such as how a lion cub learns to stalk its prey. This book focuses on key themes in a young animal’s life- birth and the very first 
days of life, learning to hunt and feed, senses and communication, habitat and adaptation, and playtime. Full of beautiful pictures 
and fascinating science, Born To Be Wild reveals the mysteries of how young creatures survive in an unpredictable world. Animals-
Animal Babies
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371. Butterfly And The Ants, The (Kate Mccabe And Nicole Berlach)   $24.99    $22.50
A tiny caterpillar begins its journey towards becoming a magnificent butterfly. The Butterfly and the Ants tells the wonderful true 
story of a butterfly’s lifecycle. ‘Blue’ might seem an odd name for a small caterpillar, but follow him as he meets some welcoming 
ants, produces honey and undergoes an amazing transformation, and discover how he gets his name. Beautifully illustrated, 
The Butterfly and the Ants is an engaging introduction to the fascinating relationships between plants, butterflies and ants that 
happen all around us. Minibeasts-Bugs-Insects-Ants-Butterflies-Life Cycles-Symbiotic Relationships

372. Celebration Of India, A (Anita Ganeri)   $26.99    $24.30
What comes to mind when you think of India? The mesmerising Taj Mahal? Huge elephants and agile monkeys, shimmering 
silks and spicy food? India is all these things and many others. Its sights, smells, wealth and poverty have fascinated visitors for 
hundreds of years. Its history is one of trade and invasion - from the Aryans to the British Raj. Each has left its mark, adding to India’s 
extraordinary diversity. In 2022, it is 75 years since India gained independence from its latest conquerors - the British. Today, India 
is the world’s largest democracy with a burgeoning economy, and active technology, space and nuclear programmes. Tradition 
still co-exists alongside modernisation, giving a tantalising mix of old and new. This book for children age 9+ charts the history of 
India, from the extraordinary Indus Civilisation of 2500 BCE to the present day, interspersed with glimpses of Indian life and culture 
in its people, places, food, clothing, religions, festivals, languages and stories. It includes some activities such as how to wear a sari, 
make a vegetable curry and build your own puppet theatre. Illustrated with a mix of photos and artwork, this book is a beautiful 
celebration of Indian landscapes, people and history. Countries-India-History-Culture-Food-Multicultural

373. Cities Of The World: Cities Of North America (Rob Hunt And Victor Beuren)  $19.99    $18.00
An engaging and visually exciting look at some of North America’s major cities This series offers readers of 9 and up an engaging 
and visually exciting look at some of the world’s major cities. Cityscapes draw in the reader with facts about the iconic buildings 
that help to shape each city’s unique identity. Data-packed pages give the essential details about each featured city, including 
where to go, what to do and things to eat on a visit, as well as information about the city’s history. Geography-Cities-North America-
Mexico City-Toronto-New York-Havana-Montreal-Nuuk-Washington D.C-Managua-San Francisco-Guatemala City-Ottawa-San 
Juan-Kingston-Calgary-Las Vegas-Chicago-Port-au-Prince-Tegucigalpa For all books in this series type CITIES OF THE WORLD into 
the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

374. Cities Of The World: Cities Of South America (Liz Gogerly And Victor Beuren)  $19.99    $18.00
An engaging and visually exciting look at some of South America’s major cities. This series offers readers of 9 and up an engaging 
and visually exciting look at some of the world’s major cities. Cityscapes draw in the reader with facts about the iconic buildings that 
help to shape each city’s unique identity. Data-packed pages give the essential details about each featured city, including where 
to go, what to do and things to eat on a visit, as well as information about the city’s history. Geography-Cities-South America- Rio 
de Janeiro-Bogota-Santiago-Caracas-Quito-Buenos Aires-Cuzco-Montevideo-Georgetown-La Paz-Paramaribo-Santa Cruz-Lima-
Manaus-Cuenca-Potosi-Cartagena-Asuncion

375. Dk Find Out!: Arctic And Antarctic (Dorling Kindersley)   $16.99    $15.30
A fact-packed book that explores some of the coldest places on Earth, and the latest title in the award-winning DKfindout! series 
Journey to the icy lands at the ends of the Earth and learn all about life at the poles. Explore Earth’s polar regions - from amazing 
wildlife to the heroic explorers who ventured there. Discover snowy mountains, frozen seas, and icebergs bigger than skyscrapers! 
Children will meet the remarkable animals that survive and thrive in the harsh conditions of these icy worlds. There’s the giant polar 
bear using its large padded paws to trek many miles across the ice and snow, and the Arctic tern whose incredible flight from one 
side of the world to the other, is the longest animal migration in the world. Learn all about the spectacular natural light displays 
that transform the night skies near the north and south poles, then find out why the Arctic experiences an entire day of darkness 
at the same time as the Antarctic sees 24 hours of brilliant sunshine. Packed with incredible information, and stunning scenes, 
DKfindout! Arctic and Antarctic offers a unique look into the fascinating life on, above, and under the ice. The DKfindout! series 
introduces children to a range of exciting topics in a fun, engaging way. Checked by specialist consultants and an educational 
expert, this is not only a source of information you can trust, but one that is age-appropriate and supports your child’s schoolwork. 
STEM-Science-Geography For all books in this series type DK FIND OUT into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

376. Earth In Danger: Pollution (Emily Kington)   $16.99    $15.30
From the edge of the Earth’s atmosphere to the depths of the oceans pollution is damaging the world we live in. What can we do 
to fix it Discover - how our rubbish can poison the soil - how city lights can confuse birds - lean energy alternatives - smart ways to 
travel to reduce pollution Environmental Issues-Pollution For all books in this series type EARTH IN DANGER into the search field at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

377. Earth In Danger: Sustainable Living (Emily Kington)   $16.99    $15.30
Creating a sustainable world means respecting the environment and using fewer natural resources. See how even small changes 
to the way we live can make a big difference to the Earth Discover... Clever low energy buildings. How shopping locally can save 
energy. Smarter ways to travel. Environmental Issues-Sustainability

378. Earth In Danger: Waste And Recycling (Emily Kington)   $16.99    $15.30
What a waste Every day we throw things in the rubbish bin and the world is piling up with waste. What can we do to clean up the 
Earth Discover... What happens to the waste you throw out. How to make your own compost. Top tips for reducing and reusing 
rubbish. Environmental Issues-Recycling-Sustainability
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379. Earth Knowledge Genius! (Dorling Kindersley)   $29.99    $27.00
A brilliant quiz book for clever kids - put your knowledge about planet Earth to the test and dazzle your family and friends with 
your brainpower! Can you find the Himalayas and the Andes mountain ranges on the map? Can you spot the difference between 
the flags of Australia and New Zealand ? You can! Then what are you waiting for? Take on this brain-busting challenge about our 
amazing planet! Earth Knowledge Genius! is packed with more than 60 topics, including the highest mountains, largest deserts, 
most extreme weather, breathtaking natural wonders, and much more! As you hop from one continent to the next, you will not 
only learn more about our fascinating world, but also have fun in this brilliantly entertaining quiz book for kids and the whole 
family. The pages are packed with eye-popping pictures - but do you know what they show? To help you, “Test Yourself” panels list 
what you’re looking for. With three levels of difficulty, the challenge gets harder as you work your way from Starter, to Challenger, 
and finally the truly tricky Genius category. If you need it, there’s a fun fact with every picture to give a helpful clue. Whether you 
want something educational but enjoyable or just feel like having fun with your friends, open up Earth Knowledge Genius! to find 
out what you know - and challenge yourself to learn even more! Geography

380. Encyclopedia Of Stem Words, The (Jenny Jacoby And Vicky Barker)   $27.99    $22.39
Do you know your Algorithms from your Brownian motion? How about your Coprolites? Discover these words and more in this 
illustrated STEM encyclopedia! Organised in alphabetical order and each term beautifully illustrated with humour and charm, 
these 100 essential concepts will fascinate scientifically minded young readers, from those ABCs all the way down to X-rays, the 
terrifying Yangchuanosaurus and even the true definition of Zero! There is a contents list at the front and a full index at the back, 
plenty of extra words and definitions…plus mind-boggling facts too. STEM-Science

381. Everything You Know About Minibeasts Is Wrong! 
(Nick Crumpton And Gavin Scott)   $24.99    $22.50
Minibeast fans will quickly become minibeast experts with this informative, inventive and entertaining take on an animal book! 
Do you know all there is to know about minibeasts? Bees die when they sting you, centipedes have 100 legs and cockroaches 
are indestructible, right? Well, this book is here to show you that you’re WRONG! But don’t worry, there are so many minibeasts 
out there it’s impossible to know everything about all of them . . . So, let’s uncover the truth! From incredible insect architects 
to eating spiders in your sleep, discover how everything you think you know about creepy-crawlies is actually untrue in this in-
depth, ingenious book with debunks many common myths about all kinds of minibeasts. With fascinating, friendly and easy-to-
understand text written by zoologist Dr. Nick Crumpton and amazingly detailed colour artwork on every page, this beautifully 
produced hardback gift book with an stunning tactile cover will impress insect fans of any age. Also available in this series: 
Everything You Know About Dinosaurs is Wrong! Minibeasts-Bugs-Insects

382. Eyewitness: Cat (Dorling Kindersley)   $19.99    $18.00
A picture-packed guide to wild cats across the world and how they became the perfect pet From small pets to large predators, 
discover how cats use their whiskers, senses, paws, claws, and more This essential guide explores common cat characteristics 
and features iconic members of the cat family - find out why male lions have manes and how stripes on a tiger’s coat help it to 
hunt. Read fascinating myths and legends of cats through history, view cat artefacts from ancient civilizations around the world., 
and learn how to identify domestic cat breeds as well as how to care for your pet. Eyewitness Cat introduces a much-loved pet 
alongside its wild family members in the animal kingdom. Using striking full-colour photographs and illustrations, discover cat 
behaviour, characteristics, big cats, domestic cat breeds, and much more along with amazing facts, infographics, and statistics 
to see cats as never before. Part of DK’s best-selling Eyewitness series, which is now getting an exciting makeover, this popular 
title has been reinvigorated for the next generation of information-seekers and stay-at-home explorers, with a fresh new look, 
new photographs, updated information, and a new “eyewitness feature - fascinating first-hand accounts from experts in the field. 
Animals-Big Cats-Cats For all books in this series type EYEWITNESS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

383. Eyewitness: Volcano And Earthquakes (Dorling Kindersley)   $19.99    $18.00
Discover the Earth’s most explosive volcanoes and what it’s like to experience an earthquake feels like in this picture-led guide to 
the hotspots of the world This book tells you everything you need to know about the Earth’s most extraordinary natural forces - from 
active volcanoes, including Kilanea in Hawaii and Etna in Italy, to devastating earthquakes that have hit San Francisco and Japan. 
Discover how the eruption of Mount Vesuvius devastated the cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum, but left in its wake remarkably 
preserved treasures. Find out, too, how dogs can search for survivors in the aftermath of a huge quake. Eyewitness Volcano and 
Earthquake explores how tectonic plates collide, what causes magma to escape from deep inside Earth and why eruptions affect 
our weather. Learn how scientists predict and measure the magnitude of earthquakes, and find out what a volcanologist does. 
Packed with striking full-colour photographs and illustrations of lava flows, pyroclastic clouds, rocks and precious stones, preserved 
bodies and petrified objects, and much more along with amazing facts, infographics, statistics, and a timeline to reveal the most 
devastating volcanoes and earthquakes in history. Natural Disasters-Earthquakes-Volcanoes

384. Eyewitness: Weather (Dorling Kindersley)   $19.99    $18.00
Why does it rain? How hot is a bolt of lightning? What makes hurricanes form, and how does climate change affect the weather? 
What happens when a cold front rolls in? Become a meteorology expert and set up your own home weather station, and learn to 
read nature’s own signs of changing weather. Eyewitness Weather shows you what weather looks like, from a tropical storm cloud 
seen from above to close-ups of snowflake crystals. Learn about what weather scientists do, why weather works differently on the 
coast and inland, and much more along with amazing facts, infographics, statistics, and timelines. STEM-Science-Weather

385. Follow My Food: Milly Cow Gives Milk (Deborah Chancellor And Julia Groves)  $19.99    $18.00
A child follows a day in the life of Milly the cow, as she munches grass with her friends, drinks gallons of water, makes cow pats 
in the field, and visits the milking parlour with her farmer. Milly’s milk is made into butter, cheese and yoghurt. Teachers notes 
available For all books in this series type FOLLOW MY FOOD into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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386. Follow My Food: Shelly Hen Lays Eggs (Deborah Chancellor And Julia Groves)  $19.99    $18.00
A little boy watches Shelly Hen as she feeds on bugs in the grass, chats to her friends and settles down in the nesting box to lay an 
egg. Complete with a fun quiz and information section, this book is intended to show very young children where eggs come from 
and how chickens live. Food-Food Production

387. Follow That Word (John Agard And Momoko Abe)   $19.99    $18.00
The father of performance poetry, John Agard, brings you a collection of riotously funny poems. Follow that Word is a celebration 
of imagination and demonstrates the true diversity of language. A dazzling collection of over sixty poems, Follow That Word 
delivers John Agard’s musings on people and places from the modern and historical world, this wonderful collection that can be 
rediscovered over and over again. With gorgeous black-and-white illustrations from Momoko Abe, these poems truly come to life 
for all children, and this collection belongs on every bookshelf. ‘It’s been around from Creation dawn, And it only takes two to catch 
on, Try it people, and you’ll soon see, This is a dance that can set you free, It’s called the dance of diversity.’ Poetry-Humour

388. Football Superstars: Haaland Rules (Simon Mugford And Dan Green)   $12.99    $11.70
Is Erling Haaland your ultimate football hero? Having made his professional career debut for Norwegian side Bryne FK at the age 
of 16 years, Haaland’s meteoric rise has seen him become a goal machine for both Bundesliga club Borussia Dortmund and for 
the Norway national side. Discover how this brilliant footballer followed in his father’s footsteps and has since become among 
the world’s most sought-after goalscorers, known for his athleticism, precise off-the-ball movement and pace. He was voted the 
Austrian Footballer of the Year in 2019 and followed up by earning the FIFA U-20 World Cup Golden Boot award in the same year! 
The Football Superstars series is aimed at building a love of reading in young children, and is filled with fun cartoons, inspirational 
stories and a cast of characters chipping in with quotes, jokes and comments. Sport-Football-Soccer For all books in this series type 
FOOTBALL SUPERSTARS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

389. Get Me Out Of Here! Foolish And Fearless Convict Escapes 
(Pauline Deeves And Brent Wilson)   $29.99    $27.00
Meet the convicts behind Australia’s most rascally, dastardly prison escapes. Gifted geniuses or total goofballs? You be the judge! 
Featuring Moondyne Joe, Mary Bryant, and a guy who put on a kangaroo skin and hopped away (literally), this fun and engaging 
collection brings our country’s early colonial past to life. Australian History-Convicts-Bushrangers

390. Globetrotters: India (Jane Hinchey)   $26.99    $24.30
Let’s go Globetrotters We’re travelling to India to discover its magnificent mountains mega cities respected rivers and ancient arts. 
Find out about India’s different religions and contrasting ways of life then learn about its amazing animals plants and waterways. 
This exciting series takes students around the world country by country. Inside each book you’ll find maps statistics fun facts and 
photographs as well as current information on the people culture and landscape of each country. Countries-India For all books in 
this series type GLOBETROTTERS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

391. Globetrotters: Laos (Jane Hinchey)   $26.99    $24.30
Let’s go Globetrotters We’re travelling to Laos to discover its ancient temples glowing festivals bustling river life and incredible 
animals. Find out about the people and their culture learn how to say a few words in Laotian then visit some of the most beautiful 
locations in Laos. This exciting series takes students around the world country by country. Inside each book you’ll find maps 
statistics fun facts and photographs as well as current information on the people culture and landscape of each country. Asian 
Studies-Countries-Laos

392. Good Night To Your Fantastic Elastic Brain (Joann Deak And Neely Daggett)  $34.99    $31.50
From the award-winning creators of Your Fantastic Elastic Brain comes a new adventure into the science of how the brain works 
at night, and the importance of sleep! When you go to sleep, what does your brain do? Does it rest too? It can’t because it’s busy 
working while you snooze! It repairs, and resets, and helps your body even when you aren’t awake. Using up-to-date research to 
explore our brains’ critical functions when we are asleep, psychology experts JoAnn and Terrence Deak invite kids (and adults) to 
unpack all the amazing things your brain is doing when you’re not awake — and why it’s so important to get your sleep! Growth 
Mindset-Healthy Lifestyle-Health-Sleep

393. Greatest Show On Earth, The (Mini Grey)   $27.99    $25.20
Take your seats for the ENTIRE history of Planet Earth, as we take a whistle-stop tour from the birth of Earth, to the age of bacteria, 
the era of dinosaurs . . . to the moment of people (blink and you’ll miss it). Narrated by a friendly troop of insects and with mind-
blowing, lively illustrations, this illustrated non-fiction book will entertain and educate, as we put on a show, the greatest show, the 
show of the evolution of life on Earth. From internationally bestselling creator, Mini Grey, winner of the Kate Greenaway Medal, this 
is her first non-fiction book and it’s told with wit, humour and heart. STEM-Science

394. Happy Pet Friends: Cats (Katie Woolley And Charlotte Cotterill)   $19.99    $15.99
Help your child to become not just a good pet owner, but the best cat owner. This book shows how the right environment and care 
for a pet helps their body and their mind. Just like humans, cats can get bored. Did you know that they need a rich environment 
to stimulate their brains and natural behaviours? The right home setup not only keeps them safe, it can reduce stress and help 
them to live longer. And did you know that cats are very sensitive and can be easily scared? Being afraid isn’t good for their mental 
health, so these popular felines need safe spaces that they can hide in when they need to . Unlike other pet care guides, the Happy 
Pet Friends series puts your pet’s physical and mental health and wellbeing first. These books are packed with tips to make your 
pet’s life happier and healthier, which is great for them, and good for young pet owners and any child with an interest in animal 
welfare, too. Fostering a lifelong commitment to taking care of the creatures who share our world should start young, and this 
series is perfect for animal-lovers aged 7 and up. For all books in this series type HAPPY PET FRIENDS into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au
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395. Happy Pet Friends: Dogs (Katie Woolley And Charlotte Cotterill)   $19.99    $15.99
Help your child to become not just a good pet owner, but the best dog owner. This book shows how the right environment 
and care for a pet helps their body and their mind. Just like humans, dogs can get bored. Did you know that they need a rich 
environment and plenty of excercise to stimulate their brains and natural behaviours? The right home setup not only keeps them 
safe, it can reduce stress and help them to live longer. And did you know that dogs are very sensitive and a confident dog likes 
to know where their place is in the family ‘pack’? These popular canines need love and attention for good mental health. Unlike 
other pet care guides, the Happy Pet Friends series puts your pet’s physical and mental health and wellbeing first. These books are 
packed with tips to make your pet’s life happier and healthier, which is great for them, and good for young pet owners and any 
child with an interest in animal welfare, too. Fostering a lifelong commitment to taking care of the creatures who share our world 
should start young, and this series is perfect for animal-lovers aged 7 and up.

396. Happy Pet Friends: Fish (Izzi Howell)   $19.99    $15.99
Help your child to become not just a good pet owner, but the best fish owner. This book shows how the right environment and care 
for a pet helps their body and their mind. Just like humans, fish can get bored. Did you know that they need a rich environment to 
stimulate their brains and natural behaviours? The right tank setup not only keeps them safe, it can reduce stress and help them to 
live longer. And did you know that fish are very sensitive to changes in water temperature? Being too hot or cold will stress them 
out! Being afraid isn’t good for their mental health, so these popular pets need a lot more love and attention than you might think. 
Unlike other pet care guides, the Happy Pet Friends series puts your pet’s physical and mental health and wellbeing first. These 
books are packed with tips to make your pet’s life happier and healthier, which is great for them, and good for young pet owners 
and any child with an interest in animal welfare, too. Fostering a lifelong commitment to taking care of the creatures who share our 
world should start young, and this series is perfect for animal-lovers aged 7 and up. Pets-Fish

397. Happy Pet Friends: Guinea Pigs (Katie Woolley And Charlotte Cotterill)   $19.99    $15.99
Help your child to become not just a good pet owner, but the best guinea pig owner. This book shows how the right environment 
and care for a pet helps their body and their mind. Just like humans, guinea pigs can get bored. Did you know that they need a 
rich environment to stimulate their brains? The right enclosure not only keeps them safe, it can reduce stress and help them to live 
longer. And did you know that guinea pigs need other guinea pigs? These popular rodents get lonely when they live alone - which 
isn’t good for their mental health. Unlike other pet care guides, the Happy Pet Friends series puts your pet’s physical and mental 
health and wellbeing first. These books are packed with tips to make your pet’s life happier and healthier, which is great for them, 
and good for young pet owners and any child with an interest in animal welfare, too. Fostering a lifelong commitment to taking 
care of the creatures who share our world should start young, and this series is perfect for animal-lovers aged 7 and up. 

398. Happy Pet Friends: Rabbits (Izzi Howell And Charlotte Cotterill)   $19.99    $15.99
Help your child to become not just a good pet owner, but the best rabbit owner. This book shows how the right environment 
and care for a pet helps their body and their mind. Just like humans, rabbits need to have fun. Did you know that they need a rich 
environment to stimulate their brains? The right enclosure not only keeps them safe, it can reduce stress and help them to live 
longer. And did you know that rabbits need other rabbits? These popular pets get lonely when they live alone - which isn’t good 
for their mental health. Unlike other pet care guides, the Happy Pet Friends series puts your pet’s physical and mental health and 
wellbeing first. These books are packed with tips to make your pet’s life happier and healthier, which is great for them, and good 
for young pet owners and any child with an interest in animal welfare, too. Fostering a lifelong commitment to taking care of the 
creatures who share our world should start young, and this series is perfect for animal-lovers aged 7 and up.

399. Hope On The Horizon: Children’s Handbook On Empathy (Onjali Rauf )   $19.99    $18.00
“Miss, do you really think we can all help? Even me?” - Tammy, 8 years old. Growing up, there is so much out of our control, so 
much we can feel helpless about, and so many terrible things we have to watch grown-ups doing to our world. But when it comes 
to understanding and righting wrongs - it’s always children who get it first. In this inspiring and practical handbook, bestselling 
children’s author and Human Rights campaigner, Onjali Rauf, draws on her experiences working with women’s rights organisations 
and refugee charities. She introduces readers to some of the most amazing people we can be inspired by (some who are from 
fictional worlds and some who are very real!). And she tells readers 10 of her top secrets for channelling your frustrations into 
something positive, developing your empathy toolkit and making the world a better place. From remembering that we are all 
human beings and that we are all equal, to realising your worth and that nothing is ever done alone, this is Onjali’s rallying call to 
every child that has ever felt hopeless. Because with a bit of compassion, a big dollop of hope and even the smallest act of kindness, 
change will come and together we can make things better. Feelings/Emotions-Kindness-Empathy-Hope-Compassion Age 8+

400. Horrible Histories: Queen Victoria’s Secret Diary 
(Terry Deary And Martin Brown)   $14.99    $13.50
It’s time for readers to delve into the totally true* (*kind of ) and incredibly intriguing pages of Queen Victoria’s Secret Diary! Terry 
Deary steps into the mind of one of our longest-reigning monarchs in this brand new Horrible Histories series of the diaries of 
the biggest and most horrible characters in history. Covers key moments in Victoria’s life and the history of her Empire, this is the 
perfect introduction to Victorian history, told in an accessible and engaging voice. History-English History-Victorian Era For all 
books in this series type HORRIBLE HISTORIES into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

401. How Not To Get Eaten: More Than 75 Amazing Wildlif (Josette Reeves)   $24.99    $19.99
An in-depth look at the many clever, creative, and crazy ways that animals protect themselves from predators For many animals, life 
is a constant battle to stay off a predator’s menu. This book explores lots of cunning ways they avoid being eaten. From camouflage 
and colour-changing, natural armour, playing dead, great escapes, detachable body parts, and impressive ways of fighting back, 
the range of survival tactics in the natural world is quite astonishing (and sometimes pretty disgusting). How Not To Get Eaten is a 
brilliant introduction to the ingenious anti-predator strategies in the natural world. Discover how meerkats post sentries to guard 
their homes and possums play dead, to how mimic octopuses change their shape and bombardier beetles unleash a chemical 
weapon attack. STEM-Science-Biology-Animals-Living Things
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402. How To Be A Doctor And Other Life-Saving Jobs 
(Punam Krishan And Sol Linero)   $24.99    $22.50
A friendly, fascinating book about how to work in the medical industry, written by NHS GP and TV presenter Dr Punam Krishan. Do 
you have what it takes to become a doctor, a medical scientist or to work in public health? Find out all about the incredible life-
saving jobs you could do, from training to become a heart surgeon or a paramedic to working as a psychologist or even travelling 
to the most extreme areas of the world as an expedition doctor. This fully illustrated book will inspire any child with an interest in 
helping people and saving lives. Other titles in the series include: How to Be an Astronaut and Other Space Jobs (shortlisted for a 
2020 Blue Peter Book Award); How to Be a Footballer and Other Sports Jobs; How to Be a Vet and Other Animal Jobs.

403. How To Speak Animal: Decode The Secret Language Of Dogs, Cats, Birds, Reptiles, And More! 
(Compilation)   $24.99    $22.50
Why does a cat rub on my leg? What does it mean when a dog crouches low and wags his tail? And why is that bird hanging 
upside down?!  Find out in How to Speak Animal, the all-in-one beginner’s guide for decoding animal language — and learning to 
communicate back! Broken into chapters that cover dogs, cats, birds, hamsters, snakes, turtles, and other common animals, How to 
Speak Animal includes hundreds of full-colour photographs, facts, and simple explanations. Pets

404. If The World Were 100 Animals (Miranda Smith And Aaron Cushley)   $19.99    $18.00
A thought-provoking book for children aged 5+ years that explores biodiversity and opens up key discussions about the 
environment and the topical issues highlighted in David Attenborough’s documentary Extinction: The Facts. There are estimated to 
be around 20 quintillion animals living on Earth, but it’s tricky to picture so many animals! So instead, let’s imagine just 100 animals 
at a time . . . What does it look like? How are animals divided up? How many species are still to be discovered? Where in the world 
can wild mammals be found? And how ‘wild’ are they really? What are the most popular pets? How many species are extinct and 
how many are in danger? If there had only ever been 100 animals, then 10 are living and 90 are extinct! IF THE WORLD WERE 100 
ANIMALS opens up discussions and includes tips on how to protect the world we share - supporting children in becoming global 
citizens and promoting empathy, kindness and self-awareness. If we focus on just 100 animals, it’s easier to see the things they have 
in common, and the things that make them different. So come and meet the animals in our wildlife park, and think about the big 
questions that affect them, and us! Animals-Endangered Animals-Bodiversity-Environmental Issues-Global Citizenship

405. Incredible History: The Greatest Moments Of World (Dorling Kindersley)   $35.00    $31.50
From the steps of the pyramids to the wreck of Titanic, see people, places, and moments from history brought back to life. Imagine 
if you could travel back in time and walk the streets of the past. Where would you go first? Incredible History turns back time to 
reveal realistic reconstructions of the most incredible locations and exciting moments in history. You’ll feel the roar of the crowd in 
the Roman Colosseum, walk the ramparts of the Great Wall of China and sail on the Titanic. Each story begins with an archaeological 
site or artefact. You’ll learn when and how it was discovered, and what it teaches us about how the people who lived at the site 
might have spent their days. Then, you’ll see the location recreated in jaw-dropping 3D detail. Using archaeological evidence, the 
people and places of the past will be brought back to life before your very eyes. History-Historical Events-Archaeology

406. Info Buzz Geography: Argentina (Izzi Howell)   $16.99    $15.30
Find out about Argentina with this fun and engaging first information book. Topics include the country’s geography, major cities, 
people and interesting places. For children following Book Bands, it is suitable for children reading at band 8, purple. The Info Buzz 
series, for age 5+, helps children develop their knowledge and understanding of the world by covering a wide range of topics in 
a fun, colourful and interactive way. The books have a lively design, engaging text and photos, questions to get children thinking 
and talking and teaching notes. Each title is written in conjunction with a literacy consultant and features book band guidance and 
downloadable activity sheets online. Countries-Argentina-South America

407. Info Buzz Geography: India (Izzi Howell)   $16.99    $15.30
Find out about India with this fun and engaging first information book. Topics include major cities, interesting places, food, sport 
and much more. For children progressing through Book Bands, it is suitable for reading at level 8: Purple. The Info Buzz series, 
for age 5+, helps children develop their knowledge and understanding of the world by covering a wide range of topics in a fun, 
colourful and interactive way. The books have a lively design, engaging text and photos, questions to get children thinking and 
talking and teaching notes. Each title is written in conjunction with a literacy consultant and features book band guidance and 
downloadable activity sheets online. Countries-India

408. Info Buzz Geography: Japan (Izzi Howell)   $16.99    $15.30
Find out about the country of Japan with this fun and engaging first information book. Topics include the country’s geography, 
major cities, people and interesting places. For children following Book Bands, it is suitable for children reading at band 8: purple. 
The Info Buzz series, for age 5+, helps children develop their knowledge and understanding of the world by covering a wide range 
of topics in a fun, colourful and interactive way. The books have a lively design, engaging text and photos, questions to get children 
thinking and talking, and teaching notes. Each title is written in conjunction with a literacy consultant and features book band 
guidance and downloadable activity sheets online. Countries-Japan-Asian Studies

409. Info Buzz Geography: United Kingdom, The (Izzi Howell)   $16.99    $15.30
Find out about the United Kingdom with this fun and engaging first information book. Topics include the country’s geography, 
major cities, people and interesting places. For children following Book Bands, it is suitable for children reading at band 8, purple. 
The Info Buzz series, for age 5+, helps children develop their knowledge and understanding of the world by covering a wide range 
of topics in a fun, colourful and interactive way. The books have a lively design, engaging text and photos, questions to get children 
thinking and talking and teaching notes. Each title is written in conjunction with a literacy consultant and features book band 
guidance and downloadable activity sheets online. Countries-United Kingdom
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410. It’s Our Business To Make A Better World (Rebecca Hui And Anneli Bray)   $29.99    $23.99
Be inspired by 12 real-life children building a more sustainable world. Meet kids just like you whose acts of social enterprise are 
raising awareness around our responsibility to people and the planet. Learn about the work they do and discover how the future of 
our world starts here… with you. This non-fiction picture book includes a how-to-help section, with simple steps to inspire young 
readers to take action at home and at school. With a foreword from crochet prodigy Jonah Larson. Environmental Issues-Social 
Enterprise-Sustainability-Kindness

411. Kunwinjku Counting Book, A (Gabriel Maralngurra Abd Felicity Wright)   $29.99    $23.99
One, two, three. Nakudji, bokenh, danjbik. Accompanied by illustrations drawing on traditional Kunwinjku art, each of the twelve 
entries of this counting book showcases a different animal of West Arnhem Land, Australia. From crocodiles and echidnas to 
wallabies, children and adults alike will enjoy learning the Kunwinjku names for numbers and animals, as well as discovering more 
about these animals’ habitat and behaviour, and what they mean to the indigenous Bininj. Whether teaching you how dragonflies 
indicate the passing of the seasons or how to catch and cook barramundi, the fascinating Kunwinjku Counting Book offers insight 
into the complex ecology of West Arnhem Land and the vibrant traditions of Bininj culture. More than just a counting book, this is 
also a beautifully illustrated work of art, a tribute to the indigenous people of Australia, and a fascinating nature guide to Northern 
Territory ecology. Aboriginal Studies-Australian Animals-Counting-Dual Language-Kunwinjku-Bininj-West Arnhem Land

412. Laugh O’clock: Would You Rather (Compilation)   $9.99    $7.99
200 Funny Scenarios, Wacky Choices and Hilarious Situations for the Whole Family. ‘Would You Rather ...’ is a fun and thought-
provoking conversation game where you and other players have to pick between two situations that you would likely never be 
faced with in real life–perfect for getting a conversation started in a fun and interesting way! It’s also easy to get into some amazing 
conversations by just asking ‘why’ after the ‘Would you rather’ question. This book you will keep kids and their friends busy and 
entertained for hours! Humour

413. Laugh-Out-Loud: Big Book Of Knock-Knock Jokes, The (Rob Elliot)  $9.99    $9.00
Knock. Knock. Who’s there? Annie. Annie who? Annie friend of yours is a friend of mine! With The Big Book of Knock-Knock Jokes, 
you’ll have the perfect jokes to keep the whole family in stitches, and be on the road to becoming everyone’s favourite comedian. 
Joke Books

414. Little People, Big Dreams: Alexander Von Humboldt 
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara And Sally Agar)   $19.99    $18.00
As a kid, Alexander wasn’t a great student. He had a naturally curious mind, but he saw the world differently to his teachers and 
fellow pupils, and just couldn’t quite fit in. But when he began collecting plants as an adult, Alexander realised he’d found his 
passion. From then on, he become a great explorer, travelling the world to document all kinds of plants and species. This inspiring 
book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos 
and a detailed profile of the scientist. Famous People-Biography-Explorer-Botanist-STEM Science For all books in this series type 
LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG DREAMS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

415. Little People, Big Dreams: Elvis Presley 
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara And Ana Albero)   $19.99    $18.00
Elvis was born into poverty in North Mississippi, a place where opportunities were a rare thing to see. Still, he felt that someday, 
somehow, something amazing would happen. When he sang in a school talent show, he realised that singing was all he wanted to 
do with his life. He had just finished high school when he plucked up the courage and walked through the doors of Sun Studios, 
ready to record his first song. After this came hit after hit, and he popularised a new genre of music that mixed all kinds of different 
styles. That genre was Rock n Roll, and it would take the world by storm! All the great artists that came after him still look up to 
little Elvis, the King of Rock n Roll, the unique and irreplaceable artist who changed the course of music history. Biography-Famous 
People-Musician-Songwriter-Music

416. Little People, Big Dreams: Jrr Tolkien 
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara And Aaron Cushley)   $19.99    $18.00
Little John experienced lots of change in his life from a young age. Moving from South Africa to a big city in England, he longed for 
the nature he grew up around. After the death of both of his parents, John found comfort in telling stories and building imaginary 
worlds with his friends. And he continued to tell stories for the rest of his life, creating epic tales of hobbits, dwarves, elves and 
wizards as J. R. R. Tolkien. This inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a 
biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the writer’s life. Famous People-Author

417. Little People, Big Dreams: Neil Armstrong 
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara And Christophe Jacques)   $19.99    $18.00
Little Neil’s dreams took flight when he rode on his first airplane as a child. After studying aeronautical engineering and time 
spent in the navy, he became a pilot. From there, he was selected to take a trip to where no human had gone before - the moon! 
Along with his team, Buzz and Mike, he was the captain of the Apollo 11. And Neil took a giant step for humankind as the first 
person to ever step onto the surface of the moon. This inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the 
back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the legendary astronaut.. Famous People-
Biography-STEM-Space Travel-Moon Landing-Astronaut
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418. Mammoth Maths: Big Ideas From The World Of Numbers (David Macaulay)  $29.99    $27.00
David Macaulay’s troupe of curious mammoths lead you through the basics of numbers, calculation, geometry, measurement, and 
much more in this unconventional and highly original guide to maths. From computer games to bridges, shopping malls to game 
shows, maths is all around you if you look closely enough. In Mammoth Maths, not only will you learn the essential principles of 
maths, you’ll enjoy learning about them. From start to finish, the mammoths are your guide as they seek to understand the maths! 
These intrepid demonstrators will go to incredible lengths to educate and entertain, as they wrestle with adding or subtracting 
large numbers, measuring angles, reading a 24-hour clock, creating a pie chart, solving equations, and much more. STEAM-Maths

419. Marvellous Body (Jane Wilsher And Andres Lozano)   $34.99    $31.50
Reveal the incredible inner workings of the human body In this eye-catching book, readers can explore the hidden inner workings 
of the human body, look inside different organs and body systems, and learn about how to look after their own physical and mental 
health at the same time. Readers use the see-through magic lens to reveal how our bodies function and the different body parts 
hard at work inside us. Find out how your senses work with your brain to show us the world around us, how doctors and nurses 
spot diseases, and how we turn food into energy... and poo. So pick up the magic lens and take a tour of the marvelous human 
body! STEM-Science-Biology-Human Body

420. My Perfect Cabin (Emmanuelle Mardesson And Sarah Loulendo)   $19.99    $18.00
A colourful illustrated story about the beauty of nature, celebrating the different cultures and people that make up this world. Take 
your little ones on a trip across the world, meeting people from many different cultures along the way, in this beautifully illustrated 
picture book. All Lucile wants is a lovely place that she can call home, but she can’t decide where or how to build it. She takes a trip 
across the world to see where and how other people live, whether it is on a lake, at the top of a mountain, or even inside an igloo. 
From the tropical rainforest to the snowy Arctic, follow Lucile on her travels and explore the wonderful scenery of the world. Will 
she ever find her dream home? With stunning full page illustrations, and a simple but enchanting narrative, this children’s book is 
perfect for adults and children to read together. My Cabin at the End of the World introduces little ones to many different types of 
natural landscapes, and teaches them about diverse world cultures. Multicultural-Homes-Diversity

421. Narwhal: The Arctic Unicorn (Justin Anderson And Jo Weaver)   $27.99    $25.20
Discover the beautiful and fascinating unicorn of the sea, the narwhal, with words by a Planet Earth II producer and pictures by an 
award-winning artist. “Now the narwhal must begin their epic journey north. It’s a journey with many dangers along the way...” Join 
us on an icy journey into Arctic waters, as we dive down deep with one of the most enchanting creatures in the world - the narwhal. 
Learn about how narwhals have adapted to their freezing habitat, how they look after their young and all about their distinctive, 
mysterious tusks. Complete with an index and a conservation note, this is a wonderful addition to the Nature Storybook series, 
which showcase the stories of animals all over the world. Conservation-Environment-Nature

422. New Children’s Encyclopedia (Dorling Kindersley)   $39.99    $36.00
 A fully updated new edition of DK’s bestselling reference book, containing all the latest knowledge and current thinking in a fresh 
new design When? Where? What? Why? This stimulating and comprehensive encyclopedia answers all the questions children love 
to ask. Each chapter is jam-packed with maps, charts, timelines, diagrams, beautiful images, and amazing facts. Did you know, 
for example, that a single drop of blood contains five million blood cells? Or that there are areas of desert on all seven of Earth’s 
continents? Prepare to expand your knowledge on a wide range of topics - including Earth and beyond, plants and animals, history 
and politics, science, technology, and the human body - arranged thematically with more than 9,000 indexed entries and 2,500 
colourful images. Cross-reference icons encourage children to explore and discover related information, feeding their curiosity 
and building their general knowledge. The New Children’s Encyclopedia, which has sold more than 1.3 million copies since it was 
first published in 2009, has now been fully updated in line with the most up-to-date research. Developed, written, and checked by 
experts, this is the must-have reference book for every child’s library.

423. Oceans Of Plastic (Tracey Gray)   $29.99    $27.00
Our oceans are amazing! They are filled with wonderful sea creatures and are essential for a healthy planet. But it’s now estimated 
that there are more pieces of plastic in the ocean than visible stars in the Milky Way. So how can we stop plastic from our homes 
and cities from ending up floating in oceans far away? By becoming ocean change-makers! Oceans of Plastic explores how ocean 
systems and swirling currents bring plastics together into massive ocean garbage patches. It also uncovers the floating world of 
the ‘plastisphere’ – a mini community of microbes living on ocean plastics – and explains how plastic breaks up, not down, and 
can even end up on your dinner plate! Oceans of Plastic is packed with great ideas and simple changes that you can make to help 
our oceans. Become an ocean change-maker in your home, school or community, and inspire others to join you in protecting the 
future of our oceans. Environmental Issues-Plastic-Pollution-Oceans-Ecosystems

424. One World: 24 Hours On Planet Earth (Nicola Davies And Jenni Desmond)  $27.99    $22.39
Where on Earth are you, right now? It’s late where I am and almost everyone’s asleep, but I’m awake, looking out into the night. 
Wondering… As the clock strikes midnight, a little girl and her sister visit animals of every shape and size, all around the world – 
discovering that, in some places, creatures have just started their day, where in others they’re already busy hunting for food. Turning 
the popular concept of time-zones on its head and combining it with a powerful climate message and delightful illustrations, 
this book is narrative non-fiction at its most spellbinding. Animals-Nature-Habitats-Environmental Issues-Conservation-Climate 
Change

425. Our Time On Earth (Lily Murray And Jesse Hodgson)   $29.99    $27.00
Beautifully written by bestselling children’s author Lily Murray, this book explores lifespans across the animal kingdom. Beginning 
with the very shortest, and ending with the longest, learn about the lives of the incredible monarch butterfly, the mysterious 
axolotl, the grand Galapagos tortoise and many more in this uplifting and eye-opening book. It has never been more important 
to appreciate and understand the diversity of life. Stunning illustrations by highly-commended artist Jesse Hodgson perfectly 
capture each animal in their natural habitat, making this the ideal gift book as well as educational. STEM-Science-Biology-Animals-
Living Things-Lifecycles
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426. Out Of This World (Sally M Walker And Matthew Trueman)   $34.99    $31.50
This stunning meeting of poetic form and luminous artwork transports us out of the bounds of Earth, past a lunar eclipse, beyond 
the orbiting planets, and into glowing galaxies and twinkling constellations. Sally M. Walker uses her award-winning skill as a writer 
of nonfiction to explore space through clever haiku, accompanied by narrative explanations of wonders that are out of this world. 
Illustrator Matthew Trueman imagines the explosive Big Bang and awe-inspiring meteor showers in spectacular views that no 
telescope could offer. Comprehensive, well-researched back matter further explores such topics as constellations and astronomers, 
the birth of the universe, stars, the solar system, moons and eclipses, asteroids, meteors, and comets, as well as a glossary of terms, 
a bibliography, and online resources for readers with an eye to what lies beyond Earth. STEM-Space-Science-Astronomy-Poetry-
Haiku

427. Pink, Blue And You!: Questions For Kids About Gender Stereotypes 
(Elise Gravel)   $27.99    $25.20
Simple, accessible, and direct, this picture book is perfect for kids and parents or teachers to read together, opening the door to 
conversations about gender stereotypes and everyone’s right to be their true selves. Is it okay for boys to cry? Can girls be strong? 
Should girls and boys be given different toys to play with and different clothes to wear? Should we all feel free to love whoever 
we choose to love? In this incredibly kid-friendly and easy-to-grasp picture book, author-illustrator Elise Gravel and transgender 
collaborator Mykaell Blais raise these questions and others relating to gender roles, acceptance, and stereotyping. With its simple 
language, colorful illustrations, engaging backmatter that showcases how “appropriate” male and female fashion has changed 
through history, and even a poster kids can hang on their wall, here is the ideal tool to help in conversations about a multi-layered 
and important topic. Gender Stereotypes

428. Plants Save The World (Annabel Savery And Qu Lan)   $26.99    $24.30
Produced in partnership with the RHS, Plants Save the World shows how plants are going to help us to SAVE the world! From tiny 
seeds and weeds to massive trees, plants come in all different shapes, sizes and colours. They can be found all over the world. 
In fact, they’re so common, we hardly notice them at all. But plants arre the foundation of all life on Earth - without them, we 
cannot survive! They provide food and medicine, clean the air we breathe, provide habitats for animals, protect against disasters, 
such as flooding, and are used to make products that we use every day. But plants are threatened by humans and so this book 
shows you how you can help to save them, too! Supports the science curriculum in the study of plant life cycles, plant parts, food 
chains, ecosystems, deforestation and habitats. In the accompanying book, Bugs Save the World, you can discover why bugs are 
so important to the survival of our planet, too. STEM-Science-Biology-Plants-Plant Life Cycles-Ecosystems-Deforestation-Habitats

429. Poo, Spew And Other Gross Things Animals Do! (Nic Gill And Rachel Tribout)  $29.99    $27.00
This book stinks … we think you’ll love it! Poo, Spew and Other Gross Things Animals Do! will show you how being gross isn’t just 
hilarious – it can be an important survival strategy for animals all over the world. Take a deep breath and step into the world of not 
just poo, but also spew, snot and all the other gross things animals do to survive and thrive. From using poo to build a nest, leaving 
stinky secretions to find a mate, or oozing slime to deter a predator, the animals in this book are amazing … and revolting. Discover 
a whole world of poo, learn how to be a poo detective, and meet some of the great scientists doing gross and yucky work! You’ll 
laugh. You’ll cry. You might even throw up! Reading level varies from child to child, but we recommend this book for ages 9-12. 
STEM-Science-Biology-Animals-Animal Behaviour-Animal Survival

430. Psychology For Beginners (Lara Bryan)   $19.99    $18.00
An accessible introduction to psychology for complete novices. Fully-illustrated and filled with real-world examples, this book 
explains the basics of psychology, from how people think, feel and behave to how scientists can study and be sure about what is 
actually going on in other people’s brains. Psychology Age 9+

431. Ready For Spaghetti: Funny Poems For Funny Kids 
(Michael Rosen And Polly Dunbar)   $29.99    $27.00
From two of the biggest names in children’s publishing, this is an inspiring guide to wordplay for young readers, their parents and 
teachers. I’m ready for spaghetti Will you getti the spaghetti? Don’t say, “Not yetti spaghetti!” ‘cos I’m all setti for spaghetti. Fizzing 
with rhythm, energy and laughter, the 30 poems in Ready for Spaghetti delight in the details of children’s daily routines. “Up, up, 
uppity-up!”, the first poem announces, while the artwork shows a child leaping out of bed, ready to begin their morning; “Hush and 
a hush, soft and low”, chants the final poem, as children snuggle under their blankets after their day’s adventures. Poetry-Humour

432. Secret Life Of Birds, The (Moira Butterfield And Vivian Minekar)   $24.99    $22.50
The Secret Life of Birds is a collection of delightful stories and engaging facts, which imparts a love of birds and of nature on the 
next generation, inspiring them to look after the world around them. Did you know that birds navigate by invisible pathways in 
the sky, that they can call to each other in thousands of different ways and they can be as big as a car or as small as a little finger? 
Let much-travelled Speedy the Swift guide you through this beautiful first guide to birdlife around the globe. Learn about nest-
building and bird babies, feathers and beaks, flying journeys, bird calls, really unusual-looking birds, and ways to spot birds and 
help them near where you live. Read some beautiful bird folklore stories from around the planet, too. Speedy has learnt much on 
her travels and she will be a great guide for young readers, perhaps inspiring them to develop a lifelong love of birds. Following on 
from The Secret of Trees and The Secret Life of Bees, Birds is the next book in the series. Sumptuous and detailed illustrations have 
pride of place in this magical book that mixes natural history with a splash of fantasy, creating a book to be pored over time and 
again. STEM-Science-Biology-Animals-Birds
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433. Shaking Things Up (Susan Hood And Sophie Blackall)   $14.99    $13.50
Fresh, accessible, and inspiring, Shaking Things Up introduces fourteen revolutionary young women—each paired with a 
noteworthy female artist—to the next generation of activists, trailblazers, and rabble-rousers. From the award-winning author 
of Ada’s Violin and Lifeboat 12, Susan Hood, this is a poetic and visual celebration of persistent women throughout history. In this 
book of poems, you will find Mary Anning, who was just thirteen when she unearthed a prehistoric fossil. You’ll meet Ruby Bridges, 
the brave six-year-old who helped end segregation in the South. And Maya Lin, who at twenty-one won a competition to create 
a war memorial, and then had to appear before Congress to defend her right to create. And those are just a few of the young 
women included in this book. Readers will also hear about Molly Williams, Annette Kellerman, Nellie Bly, Pura Belpré, Frida Kahlo, 
Jacqueline and Eileen Nearne, Frances Moore Lappé, Mae Jemison, Angela Zhang, and Malala Yousafzai—all whose stories will 
enthrall and inspire. This poetry collection was written, illustrated, edited, and designed by women and includes an author’s note, 
a timeline, and additional resources. Biography-Famous Women-Poetry-Art-Artists

434. Shorebird Flying Adventure, A (Jackie Kerin And Milly Formby)   $24.99    $22.50
Join Milly on her microlight adventure and discover how amazing and awesome migratory shorebirds are! In A Shorebird Flying 
Adventure you’ll take a trip to the Arctic tundra and back. On the way you’ll meet the birds who travel phenomenal distances every 
year and explore their precious wetland habitats and breeding grounds. Learn fascinating facts about their diet and find out Milly’s 
top tips to tell one species from another. Grab your binoculars, hop on board and let’s go bird watching! Birds-Migration-Habitats 
AUSTRALIAN

435. Shy And Mighty (Nadia Finer)   $24.99    $22.50
Helping shy kids to step out of the shadows and shine in a noisy world Our noisy world sometimes feels like it’s not made for 
shy people. This book will help children understand shyness and find their inner voice. Shyness is often misunderstood. It’s not 
a personality flaw, it’s a complex trait with many positive aspects. However, shyness means many kids struggle to speak up in 
class, get involved in activities, make friends, put themselves forward, and compete. As a result they can miss out on exciting 
opportunities, and are often overlooked, ignored, and sidelined... but it doesn’t have to be this way. Shy And Mighty Kids offers a 
new way of looking at the subject that will comfort and reassure shy children and help them overcome the aspects of their shyness 
that are holding them back, without pretending to be something they’re not. Packed with simple tools and ideas to help children 
take small steps to get more involved, share their ideas, and make friends, Shy and Mighty Kids also explores the science behind 
shyness, the potential cost of shyness, and more. Combining personal experience with extensive research and feedback from 
parents and kids, Shy and Mighty Kids will help kids go from invisible, to invincible! Feelings/Emotions-Shyness-Social Skills-Self 
Esteem

436. Smile Out Loud: 25 Happy Poems (Joseph Coelho And Daniel Grey-Barnett)  $24.99    $22.50
From the fantastic duo behind Poems Aloud comes another compendium of poetry to read out loud and make you smile! Twenty 
original poems from award winning poet Joseph Coelho designed to be read aloud to project happiness, conjure happiness, make 
you laugh or cheer others up. Some are odes, some can be said as personal mantras or just poems full of words that you cant 
help but smile when you hear them. This is a book for any child who wants to build confidence reading aloud, or wants a way to 
channel their speech and drama confidence. It is a book to foster a love of words and the power that comes with the spoken word. 
It will show children how speaking a poem aloud has a certain magic, almost like reading a spell. Poems can be read aloud to an 
audience, muttered quietly to oneself or whispered in the ear of someone who needs to hear some cheerful words. Poetry

437. Sports Heroes: Inspiring Tales Of Athletes Who Stood Up And Out 
(Mia Cassany)   $24.99    $22.50
This book isn’t about the most amazing sports victories; it is about how important it is not give up and about learning to overcome 
life’s many challenges and fighting for what you believe in. It delves into examples of some sportspersons who have been able 
to innovate or fight against prejudice. Athletes featured: Muhammad Ali (USA), Dick Fosbury (USA), Gerry Lopez (USA), Edurne 
Pasaban (Spain), Gertrude Ederle (USA), Jackie Robinson (USA), Andre Agassi (France), Sonja Henie (Norway), Pele (Brazil), Gino 
Bartali & Fausto Coppi (Italy), Nadia Comaneci (Romania), Katherine Switzer (Germany), Harry Vardon (UK), Chester Williams (South 
Africa), Ma Long (China), Patty McGee (USA). Sport-Athletes-True Stories-Discrimination-Racsim-Inequality-Determination

438. Sports Superstars: Lewis Hamilton Rules (Simon Mugford And Dan Greene)  $12.99    $11.70
Is Formula One icon Lewis Hamilton your ultimate sporting hero? Regarded as the sport’s finest competitor, Hamilton’s star profile 
has never been higher, with a record-equalling 7 drivers’ championship titles to his name, plus a huge following around the 
world. Packed with cool facts, delightfully fun illustrations and inspirational quotes, this easy-to-read fan guide follows Hamilton’s 
meteoric rise from a go-Kart racing champion at the age of 10 to his sensational maiden season in F1 in 2007 and the subsequent 
Championship wins that have made him a living legend. The Sports Superstars series is aimed at building a love of reading from a 
young age, with fun cartoons, inspirational stories, a simple narrative style and a cast of characters chipping in with quotes, jokes 
and comments. Biography-Famous People-Formula One Age 7+

439. Story Of Life On Earth:  Extinct Megalodon 
(Ben Garrod And Gabriel Ugeto)   $24.99    $22.50
TV scientist Ben Garrod presents the biggest extinction events ever, told from the point of view of evolution’s superstars, the 
most incredible animals ever to swim, stalk, slither or walk our planet. Whether you’re 9 or 90, his unique exploration of the most 
destructive, yet most creative, force in nature makes top level science fun. Here are the superstars of the story of life, from the 
super-weird to the super-ferocious. Usually a species has 10 million years or so of evolving, eating, chasing, playing, maybe doing 
homework, or even going to the moon before it goes extinct. Megalodon, the super-predator, had the most powerful bite force 
ever measured! Terrorizing the oceans, it hunted with stealth and skill, but even Megalodon died out, along with 50 percent of 
marine mammals, 2.5 million years ago. Collect all eight books about animals we have lost in mass extinctions caused by asteroids 
or mega-volcanoes, clashing continents and climate change. Animals-Extinct Animals-Predator
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440. Story Of Life On Earth:  Extinct Thylacine (Ben Garrod)   $24.99    $22.50
TV scientist Ben Garrod presents the biggest extinction events ever, told from the point of view of evolution’s superstars, the 
most incredible animals ever to swim, stalk, slither or walk our planet. Whether you’re 9 or 90, his unique exploration of the most 
destructive, yet most creative, force in nature makes top level science fun. Here are the superstars of the story of life, from the 
super-weird to the super-ferocious. Usually a species has 10 million years or so of evolving, eating, chasing, playing, maybe doing 
homework, or even going to the moon before it goes extinct. Thylacine was super-hunted. Wiped out by humans. The last wild 
thylacine was shot in 1930, and the last captive one died in 1936. We humans are the only species with the power to eliminate 
other species from the story of life. But who are the winners and losers? Collect all eight books about animals we have lost in mass 
extinctions caused by asteroids or mega-volcanoes, clashing continents and climate change. Animals-Extinct Animals-Australian 
Animals-Tasmanian Tiger

441. Stupendous And Tremendous Science: Ecstatic And Excellent Energy 
(Claudia Martin And David Broadbent)   $19.99    $18.00
Say hello to sensational science with this fast-fact-packed tour of all things energy-related. It’s the perfect way for children aged 9 
plus to brush up on their S.T.E.M. stats and cement what they have learned in class with this fun book. Energy explores the most 
incredible, weird and most awe-inspiring facts about different types of energy in bite-sized chunks of text, so readers won’t be 
overwhelmed with information. Funny illustrations and photos are designed to hold their interest, and help them engage with 
S.T.E.M. topics. Energy takes a look at electricity, sound and light, as well as nuclear, chemical and renewable energy. There is also a 
fun activity to race tin cans using static electricity for budding STEMsters to try out, too. The Stupendous and Tremendous Science 
series is ideal for all children aged 9+ who are studying S.T.E.M. topics at school or who simply have a fascination with science. It 
covers all the core topics in a fun and accessible way. STEM-Science-Physical Sciences-Energy-Electricity-Sound-Light-Renewable 
Energy Age 9+

442. Stupendous And Tremendous Science: Happy And Healthy Human Body 
(Claudia Martin And David Broadbent)   $19.99    $18.00
Say goodbye to boring biology with this fast-fact-packed tour of the human body. It’s the perfect way for children aged 9 plus 
to brush up on their S.T.E.M. stats and cement what they have learned in class with this fun book. Human Body explores the 
oddest, weirdest and most interesting parts of the human body in bite-sized chunks of text, so readers won’t be overwhelmed 
with information. Funny illustrations and photos are designed to hold their interest, and help them engage with S.T.E.M. topics. 
Human Body takes a look at the body’s major organs and systems, from tiny cells to big bones and from the top of the head to the 
tips of the toes. There is also a fun activity all about breathing and lungs for budding STEMsters to try out, too. The Stupendous 
and Tremendous Science series is ideal for all children aged 9+ who are studying S.T.E.M. topics at school or who simply have a 
fascination with science. It covers all the core topics in a fun and accessible way. STEM-Science-Biology-Human Body Age 9+

443. Stupendous And Tremendous Science: Powerful And Pongy Plants 
(Claudia Martin And David Broadbent)   $19.99    $18.00
Say goodbye to boring biology with this fast-fact-packed tour of the world of plants. It’s the perfect way for children aged 9 plus 
to brush up on their S.T.E.M. stats and cement what they have learned in class with this fun book. Plants explores the oddest, 
weirdest and most interesting facts about and features of plants in bite-sized chunks of text, so readers won’t be overwhelmed 
with information. Funny illustrations and photos are designed to hold their interest, and help them engage with S.T.E.M. topics. 
Plants takes a look at plant parts - such as leaves and flowers - and their functions. It looks at the ingenious ways plants pollinate, 
grow and defend themselves, and how some even eat animals to survive. There is also a fun activity all about revealing the colours 
of leaves for budding STEMsters to try out, too. The Stupendous and Tremendous Science series is ideal for all children aged 9+ 
who are studying S.T.E.M. topics at school or who simply have a fascination with science. It covers all the core topics in a fun and 
accessible way. STEM-Science-Biology-Plants Age 9+

444. Stupendous And Tremendous Science: Spectacular And Soaring Space 
(Claudia Martin And David Broadbent)   $19.99    $18.00
Say hello to astounding astrophysics with this fast-fact-packed tour of the solar system (and beyond!). It’s the perfect way for 
children aged 9 plus to brush up on their S.T.E.M. stats and cement what they have learned in class with this fun book. Space 
explores the most incredible, weird and most awe-inspiring facts about space in bite-sized chunks of text, so readers won’t be 
overwhelmed with information. Funny illustrations and photos are designed to hold their interest, and help them engage with 
S.T.E.M. topics. Space takes a look at the solar system’s Sun and major planets, as well as asteroids, moons, comets, rovers and 
rockets. There is also a fun activity to launch a bottle rocket for budding STEMsters to try out, too. The Stupendous and Tremendous 
Science series is ideal for all children aged 9+ who are studying S.T.E.M. topics at school or who simply have a fascination with 
science. It covers all the core topics in a fun and accessible way. STEM-Science-Space-Solar SystemAge 9+

445. Tiny Science: Atoms And Molecules (Anna Claybourne)   $19.99    $18.00
Tiny Science - giving MINI-scientists MAXIMUM understanding of the MICROscopic - get to grips with atoms and molecules! A fun 
and visual series exploring the science of things we cannot see with the naked eye, zooming right in on the itty-bitty creatures, 
objects and machines that have an enormous impact on us and the world around us. Perfect for children keen to get up-close 
to the building blocks of our world. Tiny Science: Atoms and Molecules places these key parts of life UNDER THE MICROSCOPE 
to find answers to ATOMazing questions, such as ... - Aren’t atoms un-splittable? - Why does chocolate melt? - How do lasers and 
atoms relate? It’s time to explore the infinitesimal! Other Tiny Science books in the series: Germs Cells Genes and DNA Microscopic 
Creatures Nanotechnology STEM-Science
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446. Tiny Science: Cells (Anna Claybourne)   $19.99    $18.00
Tiny Science - giving MINI-scientists MAXIMUM understanding of the MICROscopic! A fun and visual series exploring the science of 
things we cannot see with the naked eye, zooming right in on the itty-bitty creatures, objects and machines that have an enormous 
impact on us and the world around us. Perfect for children keen to get up-close to the building blocks of our world. Tiny Science: 
Cells places remarkable cells UNDER THE MICROSCOPE to find answers to exCELLent questions, such as ... - How many cells are there 
in an apple? - What is the biggest cell in the world? - How do cells live and multiply? It’s time to explore the infinitesimal! Other Tiny 
Science books in the series: Germs Genes and DNA Microscopic Creatures Atoms and Molecules Nanotechnology STEM-Science

447. Tiny Science: Genes and DNA (Anna Claybourne)   $19.99    $18.00
Tiny Science - giving MINI-scientists MAXIMUM understanding of the MICROscopic - get to grips with our amazing genes! A fun 
and visual series exploring the science of things we cannot see with the naked eye, zooming right in on the itty-bitty creatures, 
objects and machines that have an enormous impact on us and the world around us. Perfect for children keen to get up-close 
to the building blocks of our world. Tiny Science: Genes and DNA places our genes UNDER THE MICROSCOPE to find answers to 
GENE-ius questions, such as ... - Is DNA really written in code? - How does cloning work? - Am I honestly related to broccoli? It’s 
time to explore the infinitesimal! Other Tiny Science books in the series: Germs Cells Microscopic Creatures Atoms and Molecules 
Nanotechnology STEM-Science

448. Tiny Science: Germs (Anna Claybourne)   $19.99    $18.00
Tiny Science - giving MINI-scientists MAXIMUM understanding of the MICROscopic! A fun and visual series exploring the science of 
things we cannot see with the naked eye, zooming right in on the itty-bitty creatures, objects and machines that have an enormous 
impact on us and the world around us. Perfect for children keen to get up-close to the building blocks of our world. Tiny Science: 
Germs places fascinating germs UNDER THE MICROSCOPE to find answers to questions that PLAGUE us all, such as ... - How do 
germs spread and which can prove deadly? - What’s the difference between viruses and bacteria? - How can we fend off these 
miniature invaders? It’s time to explore the infinitesimal! Other Tiny Science books in the series: Cells Genes and DNA Microscopic 
Creatures Atoms and Molecules Nanotechnology STEM-Science

449. Tiny Science: Microscopic Creatures (Anna Claybourne)   $19.99    $18.00
Zoom in on the science of tiny-sized, but hugely important things that make up our world Tiny Science examines the science 
of things we cannot see with the neaked eye, zooming right in on the itty-bitty creatures, objects and machines that have an 
enormous impact on us and the world around us. Make the ‘invisible’ easily understandable for children learning about the building 
blocks of our world. STEM-Science

450. Tiny Science: Nanotechnology (Anna Claybourne)   $19.99    $18.00
 Tiny Science - giving MINI-scientists MAXIMUM understanding of the MICROscopic - get to grips with astonishing nanotechnology! 
A fun and visual series exploring the science of things we cannot see with the naked eye, zooming right in on the itty-bitty creatures, 
objects and machines that have an enormous impact on us and the world around us. Perfect for children keen to get up-close to 
the building blocks of our world. Tiny Science: Nanotechnology places nanotech UNDER THE MICROSCOPE to find answers to 
TECH-riffic questions, such as ... - How has the cicada insect inspired nanotechnology? - How can a window clean itself? - What 
could possibly go wrong?! It’s time to explore the infinitesimal! Other Tiny Science books in the series: Germs Cells Genes and DNA 
Microscopic Creatures Atoms and Molecules STEM-Science

451. Triceratops: A Natural History (Erich Fitzgerald)   $24.99    $22.50
Age range: 12+ What kind of world did the mighty Triceratops inhabit? How has our scientific understanding of this incredible 
dinosaur evolved over time? A comprehensive guide to Triceratops from a renowned expert in the field of palaeontology. 
Informative, accessible and thorough, this guide covers what Triceratops looked like, where it lived and what it ate, but is also 
bursting with a fascinating selection of lesser-known facts that will delight readers young and old. Dinosaurs-Fossils

452. Ultimate Football Heroes: Henderson (Matt Oldfield)   $11.99    $10.80
The No.1 football series - over 1 million copies sold! This is the story of Jordan Henderson, captain of Liverpool Football Club and 
midfield powerhouse for the England national team. Follow his exciting journey from kicking a football on the Sunderland streets 
to hearing his name boom on a Champions League winning night under the bright Anfield lights. Discover how his energy, long-
passing range and inspiring leadership skills proved to be the key piece in Klopp’s Liverpool successes, as Henderson became 
the first Liverpool captain to lift the Premier League and Champions League trophies. Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of 
biographies telling the life stories of the biggest and best footballers in the world and their incredible journeys from childhood fan 
to superstar professional player. Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these books are perfect for all the family to collect and 
share. Sport-Football-Soccer-Biography For all books in this series type ULTIMATE FOOTBALL HEROES into the search field at www.
pegiwilliams.com.au

453. Ultimate Football Heroes: Sancho (Matt Oldfield)   $11.99    $10.80
The No.1 football series - over 1 million copies sold! Wonder-kid Jadon Sancho’s journey towards stardom has only just begun! 
Despite being born in 2000, and having to move abroad away from family and friends to play football, the young man didn’t let that 
get in the way of his dreams. Discover how he grew from shy Manchester City youth player to a dazzling winger for Dortmund - full 
of technique, creativity, pace and trickery. And now with his big money move to Manchester United complete and a spirited Euro 
2020 campaign behind him, the sky is his only limit! Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of biographies telling the life stories of the 
biggest and best footballers in the world and their incredible journeys from childhood fan to superstar professional player. Written 
in fast-paced, action-packed style these books are perfect for all the family to collect and share. Sport-Football-Soccer-Biography 
Age 9+
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454. Up Close: A Life-Size Look At The Animal Kingdom (Isabel Thomas)   $26.99    $24.30
Did you know that the world’s biggest tongue belongs to the blue whale? Or that the snub-nosed monkey’s nostrils point upwards, 
and when it rains it makes them sneeze? From paws to claws, tongues, teeth, tails and more, compare the biggest and the smallest 
animals (and all the others in between) in this illustrated exploration of creatures and their features. Includes stunning ‘UP CLOSE’ 
pages, which take a life-size look at a particular feature of two very different animals. See the mighty elephant’s trunk (it can grow 
as long as a bathtub!) and compare it to the sensitive snout of an elephant shrew. Study the bristly tongue of a penguin and 
see how different it is to the stretchy, long tongue of a salamander. Written by science writer and children’s book author Isabel 
Thomas, with beautiful illustrations by Dawn Cooper, this absorbing book will delight and educate young animal lovers aged 6+. 
Comparisons-Size-Perspective-Animals

455. Voyage Of Whale And Calf, The (Vanessa Pirotta And Samantha Metcalfe)   $24.99    $19.99
Calf is a newborn humpback whale, venturing into an exciting marine world while being nurtured and cared for by his mother. Join 
them as they travel along the east coast of Australia, meeting marine creatures. See the challenges Calf and Whale face as they head 
down into the icy waters of Antarctica, and marvel at these amazing ocean giants. The Voyage of Whale and Calf explores humpback 
whale migration – plunge below the surface to learn more about the lives of these magnificent marine mammals! Reading level 
varies from child to child, but we recommend this book for ages 6-9. STEM-Science-Biology-Animals-Whales-Humpback Whale-
Animal Migration-Environmental Issues-Narrative Non Fiction

456. Water: Protect Freshwater To Save Life On Earth
 (Catherine Barr And Christiane Engel)   $29.99    $27.00
Water is life! Freshwater bubbles, flows and floods with the most wonderful life on Earth - and all of us rely on it to stay alive. BUT 
today, because of pollution and climate change, it is becoming more and more difficult for people and animals to find the clean 
freshwater they need to survive. It’s time to act! Water tells the story of freshwater around the world. Discover the history of water, 
how the water cycle works, learn about the different kinds of water and about the amazing variety of wildlife that freshwater is 
home to. Then find out what happens to water because of climate change and global heating; the importance of clean water 
for health; the worldwide problem of water pollution and the devastating impact of water shortage on children’s lives and 
education. Catherine Barr challenges us to take action, to use water wisely and protect freshwater to save our planet. Water-Water 
Conservation-Water Cycle

457. We Will Remember Them: Story Of Remembrance Day
(S. Williams And Oliver Averill)   $19.99    $18.00
Produced in partnership with the Royal British Legion, this beautifully illustrated non-fiction book explains to children why it’s so 
important to remember those we have lost in wars. The sensitively written text tells of the world wars as well as other wars that 
are remembered at this time. It explains the history behind poppies, why we hold 1- or 2-minute silences and what happens in 
commemorative parades around the world. The book includes poems and quotes from veterans who bravely fought in these wars. 
War-Remembrance Day

458. What’s The Difference? Animals (Dorling Kindersley)   $19.99    $18.00
Be prepared with all the facts you need to identify these commonly confused animals! How do you tell the difference between 
a llama and an alpaca? What really makes a crocodile different to an alligator? Is that a leopard, a cheetah or a jaguar? What’s the 
Difference? Animals covers over sixty different regularly confused animals and discusses the similarities and differences about 
each of them. Fact files, vibrant photographs and an answer to the question ‘What’s the difference?’ on every spread make this a 
brilliantly informative and fun book that will always tell you everything you need to know to spot the difference. STEM-Science-
Biology-Animals-Living Things

459. Where’s Wally? At The Movies Activity Book (Martin Handford)   $14.99    $13.50
Lights, camera, activities! Head behind the scenes in tinseltown and search for Wally at the movies. Starring games, searches, 
puzzles and over 100 sensational stickers. Wow! Join Wally behind the scenes at the movies! Visit the sound stage to watch a song 
and dance rehearsal, plan out your own film plots in the writers’ room, choose a star-studded cast, then step on to the red carpet 
for a glitzy, glamorous movie premiere. What a hit! This action-packed book features a blockbuster selection of games, puzzles and 
things to search and find, plus over 100 fantastic stickers! For all books in this series type WHERE’S WALLY into the search field at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

460. Where’s Wally? Double Trouble At The Museum (Matin Handford)   $17.99    $16.20
This popular museum adventure is now published in paperback! A fantastic collection of favourite Wally scenes challenging readers 
to spot over 500 differences, ranging from tricky to fiendish to diabolical! Join Wally for a day at the museum! Ogle at artefacts and 
gawp at galleries as you search for Wally and his friends. And that’s not all: this brilliant book contains double the trouble, with over 
500 challenging differences to spot! This is the ultimate test for eagle-eyed Wally-Watchers to experience the world of Wally in a 
whole new way!

461. Whose Toes Do You Suppose? (Richard Turner And Margaret Tolland)   $22.99    $18.39
An informative picture book where readers guess the animal the illustrated toes belong to. Featuring twelve animals and their toes, 
this picture book invites readers to guess which animal the toes belong to. Accompanied with many animal fun facts and detailed, 
lifelike illustrations, this title provides for an interactive reading experience. An enjoyable, educational resource for children, 
caregivers, and classrooms alike. Animals-Facts
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462. Women Who Led The Way, The (Mick Manning And Brita Granstom)   $29.99    $27.00
From Aud the Deep-Minded, an early voyager to Iceland, and Sacagawea who guided the Lewis and Clark expedition across the 
USA, to Mae Jemison, the first black woman in space and Arunima Sinha, the first woman amputee to climb Mount Everest, this 
book shows the incredible courage, determination and power of women explorers over the last 1200 years. These women have led 
the way exploring lands, oceans, mountains, skies and space, but have also made pioneering discoveries in the fields of science, 
nature, archaeology, ecology and more. The lives of these women, told as personal stories, are an inspiration to us all. Famous 
People-Famous Women-Explorers-Adventurers

463. Working In Australia: Jobs In Health (Peter Turner)   $29.99    $27.00
Working In Australia - Jobs In Health looks at the huge range of health jobs in Australia. Explore different job descriptions learn 
about the type of work involved in each role and discover the training and qualification routes to get you there. With personal 
stories and tips from workers in the field discover which health jobs are best suited to you. Readers can learn about dentistry or 
opthalmology speech pathology or physiotherapy jobs in pharmacies or dietetics and nutritional health jobs in medical imaging 
record keeping as well as technical support roles. For all books in this series type WORKING IN AUSTRALIA into the search field at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

464. Working In Australia: Jobs In Science (Peter Turner)   $29.99    $27.00
Working In Australia - Jobs in Science looks at the huge range of science jobs in Australia. Explore different job descriptions learn 
about the type of work involved in each role and discover the training and qualification routes to get you there. With personal 
stories and tips from workers in the field discover which science jobs are best suited to you. Readers can learn about medical or 
animal science. Earth or environmental science jobs in sports or food science jobs in weather science computer science and social 
and media science. Occupations-Careers-STEM-Science

465. World Of Food (Sandra Lawrence And Violeta Noy)   $29.99    $27.00
What did the ancient Romans snack on? Where does chocolate come from? And how has the humble potato shaped history? 
There is a whole world of food to discover! Everywhere on our planet where people can be found, there are different foods that we 
enjoy, and different ways of preparing and eating them, too. From fruits, vegetables, cheeses and grains to spices, honey, chocolate 
and foods of the future, find out where foods come from, and what we grow, farm, forage and cook in order to eat. Explore more 
than 100 dishes and food traditions from every corner of the globe, and what people ate for lunch 5,000 years ago. Roasted 
hedgehog, anyone? Bursting with colour and fascinating facts, the World of... looks at what we have in common, and celebrates 
our differences. Multicultural-Food-History

466. You Are 25% Banana (Susie Brooks And Josy Blogs)   $14.99    $13.50
A brilliantly funny first guide to genetics that is perfect for children aged 5 years and over. This stunningly illustrated book will 
boggle your brain with astonishing facts, as it shows how we’re all related to every living thing on the planet. Did you know that a 
grain of rice has more genes than you? Or that you’re related to dogs, dung beetles and even daffodils? Luckily, even though you’re 
99.9% like a chimpanzee, you’re still 100% YOU! The extraordinary world of genetics has never been explained so simply. You’ll be 
amazed at what makes you YOU. STEM-Science-Biology-Genetics

467. You Don’t Have To Be Loud: A Quite Kid’s Guide To Be Heard (Ben Brooks)   $19.99    $18.00
Drawing on the narrative of his own life growing up as painfully shy child, Ben Brooks explores what it is to be ‘quiet’ - what it means, 
what it can feel like and how we can embrace it - and debunks some of the myths about what it means to be a shy person. Around 
60% of adults identify as ‘shy’ - just one of the facts that Ben uses to ‘normalise’ shyness, outlining stories of famously shy people 
from the past and the present - Charles Darwin, David Bowie, Greta Thunberg, Rosa Parks, Beyonce, Emma Watson - revealing the 
stories of successful adults who grew up shy but didn’t let it get in the way of their passion and creativity. Shy kids often have great 
innate skills - listening, creativity, kindness, compassion and problem-solving - so being shy or quiet is not something to ‘outgrow’ 
but something to embrace and be proud of. Unique to the children’s market, this book will help shy kids to thrive in their own 
(quiet) way ... Self Esteem/Resilience-Self Awareness-Shyness

468. You Matter: Be Your Own Best Friend (Sue Lawson And Prue Pittock)   $24.99    $22.50
You Matter - Be Your Own Best Friend will show you simple things you can do to help yourself feel better. It’s fun to use, easy to do, 
and you just might find it becomes your second-best friend. Self Esteem/Resilience-Feelings/Emotions Age 7+

469. Young Zoologist: Giant Panda (Vanessa Hull)   $12.99    $11.70
Head to the mountains of China to study panda bears in this beautiful non-fiction field guide for kids. You might know that panda 
like to snack on bamboo, but there’s so much more to discover about this mysterious black-and-white bear! Turn the pages to 
discover where pandas like to spend their summers, and how cute they are as newly-born cubs. Filled with simple science and 
plenty of animal facts, this book also explains how poaching and deforestation made pandas an endangered species - and what 
needs to be done to protect their habitats in the future. STEM-Science-Biology-Animals-Pandas

470. Young Zoologist: Humpback Whale (Asha De Vos)   $12.99    $11.70
Head to the depths of the ocean to study humpback whales in this beautiful non-fiction field guide for kids. You may know that 
humpback whales use whale song to communicate with each other, but there’s so much more to discover about these giants of the 
sea! In this book, acclaimed marine biologist Dr Asha de Vos explains how humpback use special bubble nets to catch fish, and the 
important role their poo plays in the ocean ecosystem. Filled with simple science and plenty of animal facts, this book also explains 
how hunting made humpback whales an endangered species - and how conservation efforts have seen their numbers increase 
again. STEM-Science-Biology-Animals-Whales-Humpback Whale
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ORDER FORM
An invoice will be issued with your consignment. 

Payment required in Australian dollars by cheque, Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT)  
or Credit Card upon receipt of Invoice. All prices include 10 % GST.
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www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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